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1 Abstract 
As the Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) pandemic progresses, a prophylactic 

vaccine is highly desirable. Neutralizing antibodies are thought to be crucial to mediate 

sterilizing immunity. A few broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (BNMAbs) against HIV-1 

have been described which target highly conserved regions of the envelope protein. The 

membrane-proximal external region (MPER) of gp41 is particularly conserved and target for the 

potent BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10. Past immunization efforts were not able to induce a strong 

neutralizing immune response against this target so far. Besides epitope exposure and 

stabilization, affinity maturation of immunogens to BNMAbs might be a way to enhance the 

quality of immune responses. However, as gp41 is a membrane-bound mammalian protein, 

only limited display strategies like retroviral display are suitable for this purpose, and a display 

system based on HIV-1 might be an ideal platform. 

The objective of this work was to design and evaluate novel immunogens based on the HIV-1 

gp41 MPER with the potential to elicit cross-clade neutralizing antibodies. In a complementary 

approach, novel methods for the affinity maturation of gp41-based immunogens were to be 

established. 

The following strategies were pursued to build an effective immunogen: gp41 was truncated N-

terminally in order to dispose of immunodominant, non-neutralizing sites and enhance the 

exposure of conserved regions. Heterologous zipper domains were introduced to stabilize a 

trimeric conformation. Resulting constructs were modelled in silico, and checked in vitro for the 

desired specifications. Cell surface exposure and selective binding to BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10 

could be shown by cytometric analyses. Incorporation into VLPs and preservation of antigenic 

structures were verified by electron microscopy studies. Crosslinking experiments revealed an 

oligomeric state of all constructs and its stabilization by zipper domains. The immunogens were 

tested in two rodent immunization studies, as stand-alone constructs in a homologous DNA 

prime and VLP boost regimen, or in combination with two existing gp41-derived soluble 

proteins. Although sufficient titers of anti-MPER antibodies were measured by IgG ELISA in 

some groups, neutralizing activity was mostly limited. Best results were obtained by a DNA 

prime with a truncated gp41 construct and a boost with a soluble protein engrafting the MPER 

and stabilized by trimerization domains.  

For affinity maturation of gp41 and its derivatives, a novel lentiviral display system based on 

HIV-1 was developed. Both packaging function and antigen library were integrated in a proviral 

genome. A mini-library, tailor-made for 4E10, was created and subjected to proof-of-concept 

studies. A second cell-based system using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) was 

adapted for use with gp41-derived antigens and further developed regarding the gating strategy. 

Both systems led to an enrichment of strong binders in only one round, with the cell-based 
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system being more effective as it enables normalization by antigen expression level. Finally, a 

complex gp41 library was created to be screened for affinity-enhanced variants.  

Further refinements of the immunogens based on these results and successful affinity 

maturation might elicit functional immune responses towards the conserved MPER in future 

studies.  
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2 Introduction 
This work is dedicated to the development of novel vaccines against HIV-1 and novel display 

strategies serving this goal. The following introduction aims at giving a review on the literature 

and clarifying the objective of the present study.  

 

2.1 Human Immunodeficiency Virus type-1 (HIV-1) vaccines and 
neutralizing antibodies 

2.1.1 HIV-1 epidemic and the need for a vaccine 
Since the discovery of HIV in 1983 (1-3) more than 25 million people died of Acquired Immune 

Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) (4). UNAIDS estimated that 33.3 million lived with human 

immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) infection in 2010, 2.6 million become newly diagnosed 

with HIV-1 each year, and 1.8 million AIDS-related deaths occurred in 2009. Sub-Saharan 

Africa continues to bear the major burden with 22.5 million HIV-infected persons. With rare 

exceptions, an HIV-1 infection left untreated leads to depletion of CD4+ T cells, opportunistic 

infections and finally to death (5). Efforts for a cure concentrate on rendering patients resistant 

(6) or excise the proviral information out of the patients’ genome (7), yet these studies are still in 

pre-clinical stages. Anti-retroviral therapy (ART) can suppress viral replication increasing life 

expectancy among those infected, but cannot cure infection. Sustaining affordable ART 

coverage in resource-poor, HIV-1 endemic regions is a massive global health problem.  

Several modalities can reduce HIV-1 infection rates in persons at risk of exposure, including 

screening of donor blood products, risk reduction counseling, behavioral modifications, condom 

usage, and male circumcision. Preexposure or postexposure ART prophylaxis may reduce 

susceptibility, with two recent trials demonstrating 39% resp. 44% efficacy in lowering HIV-1 

incidence rates using tenofovir as vaginal gel (8) or as oral drug (9). Treatment of infected 

persons can markedly reduce transmission risk from mother to child, in exposed persons living 

in high-seroprevalence communities, and between heterosexual discordant couples. Together, 

these interventions can slow the epidemic, but a safe, efficacious vaccine likely affords the best 

long-term solution (10). 

Fundamental barriers to HIV-1 vaccine development lie within the unique properties of the virus: 

its entry is predominantly through mucosal surfaces, its preferred target is human CD4+ T cells, 

and its rapid establishment of a persistent reservoir of latently infected cells. Properties of 

transmitted (founder) viruses from mucosal transmission indicate that in 70%–80% of cases, a 

single virus or virus-infected cell establishes productive clinical infection (11). Such viruses 

typically exhibit C-C chemokine receptor type 5 (CCR5)-dependence, mask functional envelope 

trimers needed to trigger antibody neutralization, and undergo rapid mutation as productive 

infection ensues (12). Taken together, these viral properties have direct implications in defining 
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specific host innate and adaptive immune pathways that could efficiently defend against HIV-1 

entry and productive infection, and in optimizing ways to elicit these responses at the site of 

exposure. 

As a result of genetic sequence variability created by its error-prone reverse transcriptase as 

well as mutations selected by host immune pressure, HIV-1 has evolved into multiple subtypes 

or clades together with circulating recombinant forms (collected at Los Alamos National Library 

(13)). Because of this global diversity (up to 35% in envelope gp120), it might be impossible to 

design a universal vaccine candidate that can induce potent effector immunity to multiple key 

antigenic determinants among worldwide circulating HIV-1 strains. A solution to this problem 

may be a polyvalent vaccine covering multiple strains, as it is common in influenza vaccines 

(14). Centralized (consensus) or ancestral sequences may be another option to overcome viral 

diversity (15; 16).  

 

2.1.2 State of the HIV-1 vaccine field 
After the identification of HIV-1 as the etiologic agent of AIDS, nonhuman primate models were 

established to examine vaccine effects after experimental retroviral challenge; the utility and 

limitations of these models in predicting vaccine efficacy have been well described (17). Since 

1987, more than 30 candidate HIV-1 vaccines whose prototypes have elicited varying degrees 

of protective responses in nonhuman primate models have advanced to human clinical trials, 

alone or in combinations (18; 19).(19) These include replication-competent or incompetent viral 

vectors (pox virus, adenovirus, alphavirus, adeno-associated virus) containing HIV-1 gene 

inserts, HIV-1-derived virus-like particles, DNA plasmids encoding HI-viral genes, and soluble 

HIV-1 proteins and peptides, with or without adjuvant formulations. Heterologous prime-boost 

regimens have been employed to enhance the potency and breadth of antibody and T cell 

responses. 

Those candidate regimens that have been extended to large-scale international phase IIb or III 

studies include the recombinant bivalent HIV-1 envelope gp120 vaccines, AIDSVAX B/E with 

alum (Vax003 trial, (20)) and AIDSVAX B/B with alum (Vax004 trial, (21)); the replication-

incompetent adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) vectored HIV-1 trivalent vaccine (Step (22) and 

Phambili trials (23)); and the canarypox ALVAC-HIV vCP1521 plus AIDSVAX gp120 clades B 

and E (RV144 / “Thai” trial (24)). So far, only the RV144 trial, evaluating a recombinant 

canarypox-HIV vector prime and recombinant HIV-1 envelope gp120 subunit protein plus alum 

boost, showed statistically significant efficacy (31.2%) in reducing HIV-1 infection rates in low-

incidence heterosexuals. All trials demonstrated the limitations of available laboratory and 

animal models to assess relevant vaccine-induced immune responses and predict clinical trial 

outcome (24; 25). No regimen has induced vaccine responses associated with set-point viral 
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load reduction after acute infection or elevated CD4+ T-cell count in subjects in whom HIV-1 

infection was subsequently diagnosed. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the HI viral particle with protein structures. This figure shows the 
single components of the HI viral particle with a schematic protein structure. The capsid built of p24 (CA) 
contains two RNA genomes (yellow spirals) in complex with p7 (NC). Enzymes are derived from a Pol 
precursor protein and split into integrase (IN), protease (PR) and reverse transcriptase (RT). The interior 
of the viral membrane (yellow circle) is associated with the matrix protein p17 (MA). A trimeric complex of 
membrane-spanning gp41(TM) associated with gp120 (SU) is embedded in the membrane. Additional 
accessory proteins like Nef are also incorporated. Figure derived from (26).  
 

Apart from safety issues, the overriding principle guiding HIV vaccine development has been 

the predicted ability of the immunogen to induce either HIV-1 neutralizing antibodies or HIV-1-

specific CD8+ T cells, or both. Although there have been strong proponents of either antibodies 

or T cells alone as the most effective strategy, taking into account the correlates of immune 

protection against other viral pathogens as well as understanding the immune components that 

control HIV-1 in vivo, the consensus view now is that a highly effective vaccine will need to elicit 

coordinated B cell, CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses (27). Moreover, it is anticipated that 

specific adjuvants and vectors can trigger innate immune signaling pathways that can improve 

the potency and quality of adaptive immunity.  
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Recent studies in acute infection have emphasized the rapidly destructive nature of HIV-1, and 

the need for protective immune responses to be present concurrently with, if not before, HIV-1 

transmission (28; 29). While desired CD8+ T cell responses are primarily directed against Gag, 

Pol, Nef and Env, protective B cell responses are only targeted against Env. An overview of the 

structural components of an HIV-1 virion is shown in fig. 1. 

 

2.1.3 Role of envelope antibodies in HIV-1 prevention 
Neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) are common correlates of protective immunity of most vaccines 

against infectious agents. Although both infection and HIV-1 envelope immunization can induce 

NAbs, those antibodies that broadly neutralize a wide range of HIV-1 strains are not commonly 

induced. However, passive administration of rare human anti-Env broadly neutralizing 

monoclonal antibodies (BNMAbs) with titers that can be achieved by immunization can protect 

against simian-human immunodeficiency chimeric virus (SHIV, containing some HIV-1 genes, 

including env, tat, and rev, on a simian immunodeficiency virus [SIV] backbone) challenge in 

rhesus macaques (30-32). 90% neutralization at low serum dilutions (1/20) is a commonly 

referred benchmark to be attained by new vaccine candidates. If protective antibodies can be 

induced, the necessary plasma titers will be sufficiently low so as to be attainable by vaccination 

(33). This is probably also true for antibodies directed against the membrane-proximal external 

region (MPER) of gp41 like 2F5 and 4E10 (34). Thus, a major goal of HIV-1 vaccine 

development is to design immunogens capable of inducing antibodies that can broadly 

neutralize HIV-1 across various clades (18; 35). 

In principal, only antibodies directed against the highly variable envelope protein are 

neutralizing (36). One major obstacle in HIV-1 vaccine development is constructing Env 

immunogens with immunogenic broadly neutralizing epitopes. First, conserved Env epitopes 

targeted by BNAbs are poorly immunogenic because they either are masked by carbohydrates 

(37; 38), appear transiently (39), are sterically hindered (40), or must overcome entropy for 

antibody binding (41). Second, Env glycans are antigenically similar to host carbohydrates (42). 

Third, some Env protein epitopes have homologies with self proteins, and when immunogenic, 

induce polyreactive antibodies that may be subjected to tolerance mechanisms (43; 44). By 

contrast, easily induced HIV-1 Env antibodies typically recognize type-specific neutralizing 

epitopes located on variable loops or recognize dominant non-neutralizing, conserved epitopes 

in gp120 or gp41 (45; 46). Many of these non-neutralizing dominant epitopes are present only 

on structurally non-native Env. Finally, even when antibodies can neutralize the infecting strain, 

their effect is transient because rapidly evolving escape mutations are selected (47). Thus, 

immunization of non-human primates and humans with HIV-1 Env monomers or trimers has 

failed to induce antibodies recognizing broadly neutralizing envelope epitopes. Rather, induced 

antibodies neutralize the strain represented in the immunogen sequence or easily neutralizable 
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strains (termed Tier 1 strains); only sporadic and weak neutralization is observed for difficult to 

neutralize (Tier 2 and Tier 3 strains) primary HIV-1 isolates that are representative of clinically 

relevant field isolates (18).  

 

2.1.4 Natural emergence of broadly neutralizing antibodies 
Unlike the initial CD8+ T cell response in acute HIV-1 infection that rapidly selects for escape 

mutants (12), the initial antibody response to Env, although virion-binding, does not have 

neutralizing activity and does not drive escape mutation. The first autologous neutralizing 

antibody response does not develop until ~3 months after transmission (29). This autologous 

response occurs in virtually all infected subjects, is usually specific for the transmitted (founder) 

virus, and is frequently targeted to variable Env regions (46). Approximately 20% of chronically 

HIV-1 infected subjects have NAbs that neutralize multiple HIV-1 strains, and ~2% – 4% of 

chronically infected subjects have serum antibodies that broadly neutralize most HIV-1 strains 

tested (48). Even though these subjects can make BNAbs, they are not made until months to 

years after infection, and BNAbs that develop in the context of chronic HIV-1 infection do not 

necessarily protect from disease progression (49). The magnitude of cross-neutralizing 

response can be attributed to antibodies directed towards gp120, however, effective anti-gp41-

antibodies targeting the membrane-proximal region (MPER) can also be elicited (50). 

 

2.1.5 Native envelope structure 
Env is produced as a highly glycosylated gp160 precursor protein, which is processed by a host 

protease into the two subunits gp120 and gp41 (51). These two proteins remain associated by 

non-covalent interactions and form trimeric spikes on the viral surface (52). Env is the only viral 

protein exposed on the viral membrane as well as on the membranes of infected cells. The 

infection process is initiated when gp120 binds to the primary CD4 receptor on the target cell 

(53). This interaction induces conformational changes of gp120 that expose and/or form the 

coreceptor binding site that is specific for the chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4. 

Coreceptor binding triggers several conformational changes in gp41, which leads to the fusion 

of viral and host membranes, pore formation, and, ultimately, the release of the viral 

nucleocapsid core into the cell.  

Structural information on HIV envelope spikes is available through combination of cryo-electron 

tomography (cryo-ET) and X-ray diffraction analysis. In 2008, following up on earlier analyses 

(54; 55) of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) virion spikes, two groups (56; 57) published 

separate cryo-ET analyses of inactivated HIV-1 trimers from the BaL strain. Liu et al. (56) were 

able to fit existing high-resolution crystal structures of complexes consisting of gp120 and two 

BNMAbs (58; 59) into their corresponding cryo-ET maps.  
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One difference concerns the conformation of the gp41 region. The maps from Liu et al. show a 

compact stalk, consistent with a compact stalk in the Zanetti et al. (55) study of unliganded SIV 

trimers, whereas the maps from Zhu et al. (54; 57) reveal a somewhat disordered tripod in the 

unliganded state. A possible structural basis for a compact stalk in Liu et al. (56) was provided 

later by the same group (60) who demonstrated that the MPER could pack stably as a trimeric 

coiled coil. Determining the native spike gp41 conformation at higher resolution, and in various 

states including bound to BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10, would inform vaccine design on the exposure 

and orientation of MPER epitopes relative to the virion membrane and the rest of the spike.  

The second important difference between the mentioned studies concerns the packing density 

of the gp120 domains in the trimer. The maps from Liu et al. (56) show well separated gp120 

core domains that interact only through the variable loops at the top and gp41 at the base, 

consistent with Zanetti et al. (55), whereas Zhu et al (54; 57) show a much more compact trimer 

with no clear separation between gp120 domains.  

Additional structures were published recently by Wu et al., further supporting the tripod variant 

with separated core domains (61), and by White et al., who observed a single stalk for multiple 

HIV-1 and SIV strains (62). Thus, the question of the native conformation of the MPER remains 

open. For the transmembrane domain and the C-terminal tail of gp41, no structural information 

is available in the context of native envelope trimers. Concerning the structure of gp41 in 

intermediate and postfusion states, see section 2.1.7. 

 

 
Figure 2. Alternative density maps of envelope spikes determined by cryo-ET. (A,B) Lateral views of 
SIV spikes from (54) and (55). (C,D) Lateral views of HIV-1 spikes from (57) and (56). Notably, in both 
SIV and HIV-1 spikes, either tripod-like legs or a single stem can be observed for the gp41 region, 
depending on image processing. (E) Top view from (56) with atomic coordinates from (59) fitted into the 
density map (PDB ID, 2NY7). (F,G) Lateral and bottom view from (61). (H) Lateral view of an open 
structure of a CD4-independent SIV isolate (62).  
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2.1.6 Specificities of broadly neutralizing antibodies 
Broad serum reactivities can be explained either by many different antibodies that contribute to 

breadth (63), or by only one or a few antibody specificities that are responsible for breadth (64; 

65). An important breakthrough of the past years has been the systematic generation and 

characterization of recombinant human monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) for HIV-1 vaccine 

development (65-68). Table 1 summarizes the specificities of representative types of BNMAbs 

and their targets, and figure 3 shows a structural model of an HIV-1 Env trimer and locations of 

conserved BNMAb epitopes. The specificities of most broadly neutralizing antibodies can be 

grouped into four categories: CD4 binding site; gp41 membrane proximal external region 

(MPER); quaternary V2, V3 loop; and carbohydrate. A potential fifth site, the coreceptor binding 

site, is sterically hindered and only accessible for small antibody fragments after CD4 binding 

(69).  
 
Table 1. Characteristics of Human Antibodies Capable of Broadly Neutralizing HIV-1.  

Antibody Specificity HCDR3 length 

1b12 CD4 binding site 20 

HJ16 CD4 binding site / DMR # 21 

VRC01 CD4 binding site 14 

2G12 Env glycans 16 

PG9 Quaternary gp120 (V2, V3) 30 

PG16 Quaternary gp120 (V2, V3) 30 

2F5 gp41 MPER 24 

4E10 gp41 MPER 20 
# aa D474, M475, R476, see text for details. 
References are to be withdrawn from text. 

The prototype gp120 MAb, 1b12, binds to gp120 at its CD4 binding site, surrounded and 

protected by N-linked glycans (reviewed in (40)). An antibody specificity designated 

CD4bs/DMR is located near the CD4 binding site, depends on gp120 amino acids D474, M475, 

and R476 for reactivity, and can have considerable breadth (70). The epitope of antibody HJ16, 

identified by Corti et al (66), overlaps with DMR, the CD4 binding site and the 1b12 epitope. Wu 

and colleagues designed a resurfaced stabilized gp120 core to mimic the CD4 binding site to 

which BNMAbs but not weak or non-neutralizing antibodies bind. Using this resurfaced core 

as a fluorescently labeled probe to capture antigen-specific memory B cells, they isolated a CD4 

binding site MAb, VRC01, which neutralized 91% of tested primary isolate Env pseudoviruses 

and exhibited the broadest neutralization activities of any antibody isolated to date (65). 

Structural analyses of the CD4 binding site bound to MAbs 1b12 (neutralizing), F105 (non-

neutralizing), and VRC01 (very broadly neutralizing) revealed the narrow site to which these 

antibodies must bind (59; 71). It was speculated that unusually long heavy chain 
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complementary determining region 3 loops (HCDR3) are required for neutralization ability; 

however, HCDR3 of broadest NMAb VRC01 has a mediocre length of only 14 aa.  

Antibodies directed to a dominant linear epitope at the tip of the gp120 V3 loop are commonly 

made. Although potent against tier1 strains and T cell line-adapted (TCLA) strains, most V3 

loop antibodies can neutralize neither tier 2 and 3 primary strains nor transmitted founder 

viruses (45). Zolla-Pazner isolated V3-specific human MAbs with a high degree of breadth from 

chronically infected HIV-1 subjects and recently identified an antibody, 2909, that recognizes a 

quaternary epitope involving gp120 V2 and V3 loops in the context of an Env trimer (reviewed in 

(72)). Two new BNMAbs, PG9 and PG16, also recognize quaternary gp120 V2 and V3 region 

epitopes, are dependent on V2 N-linked glycosylation sites, and neutralize ~80% of HIV-1 

primary isolates (73; 74). 

 

 
Figure 3. Broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (BNMAbs) target epitopes on the viral 
envelope spike at the surface of HIV-1. The spike is a trimer containing the viral glycoproteins (gp120)3 
(gp41)3. This model was generated by combining cryoelectron tomographic (56), crystallographic (59), 
and computational analyses. The gp120 core structure (tan) was fitted into the electron density map 
(gray). The membrane proximal external region (MPER) and viral membrane are shown. The V1/V2 and 
V3 protein loops are represented as ovals (light green and light blue) at the top of the spike. Glycans are 
represented in green and blue. The model was adopted from (75) and is produced on data from (40; 56; 
76). 

The 2G12 Env carbohydrate MAb is unusual in two aspects. First, it is the only purely glycan-

targeted BNMAb isolated thus far. Second, it has a unique domain-swap structure such that its 

Fab region is composed of a heavy and light chain from two members of a 2G12 dimer (77). 

The glycans on gp120 are the result of host cell posttranslational glycosylation, and therefore 

resemble host carbohydrates, with oligomannose residues comprising most glycans on CD4+ 
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T cell-derived virions (78). The glycans recognized by 2G12 comprise a unique conformational 

epitope of oligomannose glycans that is usually non-immunogenic (42).  

Two prototype anti-gp41 membrane-proximal external region (MPER) NAbs have been 

identified. 2F5 binds to a core target in the heptad repeat-2 region of gp41, whereas 4E10 binds 

closer to the insertion site of the gp41 stalk into the virion membrane (79; 80). Z13e1 is an 

affinity-enhanced version and another, less potent BNMAb binding the MPER (81). Details on 

these anti-MPER antibodies including epitope conformation, membrane involvement and 

autoreactivity are elucidated below.  

Thus, the HIV-1 envelope has at least four conserved regions that can be targets for broadly 

neutralizing antibodies. Many recombinant envelopes are antigenic and bind broadly 

neutralizing antibodies, but they are not immunogenic for these types of antibodies. However, 

BNMAbs can serve as templates to find immunogens which may induce neutralization. The 

design of a proper immunogen on the basis of BNMAb epitope information, as an approach to 

improve envelope vaccines, is termed “reverse vaccinology” (82).  

2.2 gp41 – target for vaccine design 
2.2.1 Structure and function of gp41 
The lack of agreement between the cryo-ET studies described above (sec. 2.1.5) leaves the 

question of gp41 structure in native trimers open. gp41 anchors the infectious spike to the viral 

membrane and plays an important role in cell entry. It consists of ~345 amino acids (aa) with a 

molecular mass of 41 kDa, does not contain clearly defined variable regions, and is more 

conserved than gp120. As shown in fig. 4, it is divided into three major domains: the 

extracellular region, also called the ectodomain (aa 512 to 683; numbering is based on HIV-1 

HXB2 (83)), the transmembrane (TM) domain (aa 684 to 705), and the cytoplasmic tail (CT) (aa 

706 to 856). The ectodomain contains several distinct functional determinants involved in the 

fusion of viral and host cell membranes: (i) an N-terminal hydrophobic region that functions as a 

fusion peptide (FP) (aa 512 to 527); (ii) a fusion peptide-proximal region (FPPR) (aa 528 to 

541); (iii) two α-helix repeat regions referred as the N-terminal heptad repeat (NHR) (aa 542 to 

581) and the C-terminal heptad repeat (CHR) (aa 628 to 661); (iv) a disulfide-bridged 

hydrophilic loop that connects the two heptad repeats, also known as the connecting loop, the 

cluster I epitope, or the immunodominant (ID) loop (aa 598 to 604); (v) a Trp-rich region known 

as the MPER (aa 662 to 683). Numbering can vary depending on the study. Thus, gp41 is 

comprised of several distinct regions that each contribute unique functions. 
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Figure 4. Structure and function of the HIV-1 gp41 envelope glycoprotein. (A) Upon cellular receptor 
recognition, gp120 and gp41 undergo conformational changes resulting in exposure of the N-trimer and 
its hydrophobic pocket in the prehairpin intermediate. Formation of the trimer-of-hairpins structure 
juxtaposes cellular and viral membranes and causes fusion. Figure A derived from (84). (B) Schematic 
representation of gp41. The important functional features of the gp41 ectodomain and the amino acid 
sequences of the N34 and C28 segments are shown. The disulfide bond and four potential N-
glycosylation sites are depicted. (C) Cross-section of helix packing in the gp41 core. Residues at the a 
and d positions of the N helices form the hydrophobic interface of the trimeric coiled coil, and residues at 
the a and d positions of the C helices pack in an antiparallel orientation against residues at the e and g 
positions of adjacent N helices. (D) Helical wheel projection of the heptad repeat sequence of the N34 
peptide. The view is from the N-terminus. Figures B-D adapted from (85). 
 
The structure of whole gp41 is not clearly defined, since the available crystal structures of the 

HIV-1 gp41 ectodomain core do not contain the unstructured FP (86) and the ID loop (87-89). 

All studies revealed a six-helix bundle (6HB), which is considered to be the postfusion structure 

of the ectodomain and different from the native metastable structure of gp41 in the viral spike 

(90). The 6HB is a stable structure (a trimer of hairpins) in which three NHRs form a core bundle 

in parallel, with three CHRs associated in an antiparallel manner to the NHR bundle. The 

formation of 6HBs is accepted as being the process that brings the viral and the cellular 

membranes together and allows the aggregation of several activated Env complexes to form a 

pore, leading to the entry of the nucleocapsid into the cell (91). For a review of gp41 structure 

and fusion, see reference (92).  

Two structures of gp41 including the MPER (93), one of them including also the FPPR (94), 

were published recently. Here, both regions form an alpha-helical extension of the rod, with the 

distal hydrophobic MPER residues bending and probably inserting into the membrane. In the 

pre-fusion and fusion intermediate states, the MPER is adopts different conformations. The 
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conformational differences among these three states are so great that each of them presents 

different distinct antigenic surfaces to the immune system. For example, non-neutralizing 

antibodies against cluster II recognize only the postfusion conformational state, which is 

different from the fusion-intermediate state targeted by MPER-directed BNMAbs (95). 
 

 
Figure 5.  Ribbon representation of gp41 in a postfusion state. (A) The 6 helix bundle core (6HB) is 
colored dark blue (HR1) and marine blue (HR2). FPPR is colored in light blue and the MPER in grey. (B) 
View from the bottom showing residue Leu545 as the last coiled coil interacting residue of the HR1 core 
of gp41. The preceding heptad positions are Ala541 and Thr538. (C) Close up of the MPER and FPPR 
region shows the exposure of aromatic side chains Trp 678, Trp 680 and Tyr 681 towards the membrane. 
Figure adapted from (94). 
 

For the TM region, structures are not available, but early computer modeling suggested that the 

TM region adopts an α-helix (96). The structure of the CT region is also not known, but a 

computer model predicts the presence of three aliphatic regions called lentivirus lytic peptides: 

LLP-3 (aa 789 to 815), LLP-2 (aa 768 to 788), and LLP-1 (aa 828 to 855) (97). The work of 

Cleveland et al., who used a MAb that targets intracellular CT, suggests that the protein could 

have other membrane-spanning domains (98). Thus, those authors proposed a model for a 

possible structure that shows CT doubling back through the membrane surface of the virus and 

back inside, possibly exposing a loop with the so-called Kennedy epitope on the surface of the 

virion (see fig. 6).  
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Figure 6. Alternative gp41 CT models. (A) Traditional CT model with one membrane-spanning α-helix 
and a completely cytoplasmic localization of the remaining CT sequence. LLP domains have been placed 
at their presumed membrane-localized position. (B) Alternative CT model with multiple TM segments as 
proposed by Hollier and Dimmock (99). This model proposes three membrane-spanning β-sheets and an 
extracellular localization of the Kennedy epitope. Independently of TM topology, two possible MPER 
confirmations are shown, one associated with the membrane (A) and one extending into the 
extracellular/-viral space (B). Figure adapted from (100). 
 

2.2.2 MPER – a conserved region of flexible structure 
The MPER comprises the last 22 C-terminal amino acids of the gp41 ectodomain, 

ELDKWASLWNWFDITNWLWYIK (aa 662 to 683) (101), and contains at least two attributes that 

make it very attractive as a vaccine target: it is highly conserved, and the MPER contains 

epitopes that are recognized by three HIV-1 BNMAbs (102).  

In order to fulfill its tasks during fusion, this region contains numerous hydrophobic residues and 

is unusually rich in Trp. The substitution of some of these residues dramatically inhibits viral 

entry into target cells (103). The MPER is a flexible region and adopts different conformations in 

different environments, or when bound to antibodies (induced fit conformations). In congruence 

with crystallographic studies of 6HB mentioned above, two NMR studies showed that the MPER 

adopts an α-helical conformation in DPC micelles in which the aromatic and polar residues are 

distributed around a helical axis (fig. 7) (104; 105).  

Contrary to the studies that showed a helical MPER, structures of the 2F5 Fab bound to a 

peptide revealed (80) that this region forms an extended conformation with a distinct β-turn at 

the DKW in the core of the peptide epitope. The 4E10 epitope (aa 670 to 678) adopts an almost-

helical structure (79) when bound to 4E10 Fab. Contrarily, Sun and colleagues observed that 

the MPER is kinked and L-shaped on the surface of micelles (104), with the 4E10 epitope 

embedded in the membrane. This supports the flexibility of the MPER, which undergoes large 

structural transition during fusion from an extended conformation to a helical structure. It is likely 

that hydrophobic residues interact with the membrane due to their proximity and the 

hydrophobic nature of the 4E10 paratope. Similarly, it was observed that 4E10 and Z13, which 
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bind overlapping epitopes, interact with two different faces of the MPER helix (81). This implies 

that several distinct immunogens with different orientations of the MPER helix, or even with 

extended structures, might be useful for the generation of BNMAbs. However, it also raises the 

concern that the structural flexibility of the MPER is responsible for its poor immunogenicity in 

neutralization studies. 

 

 
Figure 7. Alternative structures of gp41 MPER. (A) Comparison of MPER structure bound to 
antibodies 2F5 (80), Z13e1 (106) and 4E10 (79) or in context of 6HB (94), as defined by crystallography. 
(B) MPER forms an alpha-helix in dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) micelles (107), as revealed by NMR. (C) 
Combined NMR and EPR studies showed kinked conformations for MPER in DPC micelles without (lower 
structure) and with 4E10 antibody (upper structure) (104). (D) Strongly neutralizing Abs 4E10 and 2F5 
extract the MPER from the membrane, whereas moderately neutralizing Z13e1 fixates the MPER without 
conformational change (108). 
 

2.2.3 Ab response against gp41 and MPER in natural infection 
Besides the exceptional neutralizing activity of the anti-MPER BNMAbs isolated to date, it has 

not been possible to recapitulate the gp41 structure and/or structures required for eliciting such 

BNAbs (109). Thus, HIV-1 vaccine research faces the challenge of developing a vaccine to a 

structurally unknown immunogen. Although gp41 is mostly occluded by gp120 on native viral 

spikes, gp120 shedding can expose gp41 to the immune system. In addition, gp41 may be 

exposed in different transient structures during the stages of the fusion process. Reflecting this, 

the Ab response to HIV-1 during natural infection typically includes strong reactivity against gp41 

(110). There are several immunogenic regions on gp41, including the NHR, the ID loop, the 

CHR, the MPER, and, to a lesser extent, the CT. Cross-reactive Abs to the NHR have been 

detected in HIV-1-positive sera, indicating its immunogenic characteristics. Recently, an 

antibody with broadly neutralizing activity, HK20, has been identified by Corti et al (66). Most of 

the immune response is directed towards the ID loop, but the Abs against this region are not 
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neutralizing. The CHR bears the second-strongest immunodominant region, located near the N-

terminal end of the 2F5 epitope and named epitope cluster II (aa 644 to 663) (111). Again, 

antibodies against this cluster are not neutralizing (112). Although it is thought that the CT of 

gp41 is contained by the viral membrane, there are several MAbs that recognize a hydrophilic 

region in the Kennedy epitope at the N- terminus of the CT (aa 724 to 745) (113). Thus, regions 

within the CT could interact with the membrane, and perhaps cross it, to be exposed and form 

epitopes on the viral surface (section 2.1.7).  

Against the MPER, only few reports showed an Ab response in natural infection. Unfortunately, 

most serum Ab responses to this region are not as broadly neutralizing as 2F5 or 4E10 in 

neutralization assays. Muhlbacher et al. found that serum reactivity against an MPER peptide 

(aa 642 to 673) corresponded directly to the recognition of infected T cells and to CD4 cell 

counts (114). More recently, Srisurapanon and coworkers studied the serum Ab reactivity 

against the peptide ELDKWA in HIV-1-infected subjects and showed that its frequency ranged 

from 15 to 35% (115). Opalka et al detected Ab responses to the MPER in HIV-1-positive 

serum, but there was no direct correlation between Ab binding and serum neutralization potency 

(116). This is not surprising, as the neutralizing activities in many sera are restricted to gp120 

(117). Almost all long-term nonprogressors develop MPER binding Abs, albeit at very low levels, 

but it is unknown whether these reactivities are neutralizing (118).  

 

2.2.4 Details on Broadly neutralizing antibodies binding the MPER 
As mentioned above, three BNMAbs against the MPER, 2F5, 4E10, and Z13e1, have been 

discovered (102; 119; 120). Both 2F5 and 4E10 potently neutralize a broad range of both 

laboratory-adapted and primary isolates of HIV-1 (120). Both MAbs were originally identified as 

IgG3s and were subsequently changed to IgG1; these are commonly used in the latter form. Of 

the two MAbs, 2F5 is a very potent neutralizing Ab, whereas 4E10 neutralizes a broader range 

of HIV-1 isolates, as shown by pseudovirus studies using an extensive panel of Envs derived 

from primary isolates (121). The 2F5 epitope was first mapped to a linear sequence (ELDKWA) 

(aa 662 to 667) on the MPER (122). This epitope has since been confirmed by others and has 

been expanded from the original 6-mer to a longer 17-mer linear epitope (aa 655 to 671) (123). 

The 4E10 epitope comprises the linear sequence NWFDIT (aa 671 to 676), which is just C-

terminal to the 2F5 epitope in the MPER (102). As with 2F5, there is also conflicting information 

regarding the full 4E10 epitope, as a study suggested that 4E10 binds both the FP at the N-

terminus of gp41 and the MPER epitope (124). Ala substitution studies of the MPER supported 

the crucial role of the conserved Trp672 in virus infectivity (103). Consistent with this, more 

sequence variation occurs on the opposite side of the helical epitope flanking the conserved 

WFXIT where there are fewer contacts with Ab. The critical MPER-contacting residues for Abs 

4E10 and Z13e1 are located on opposing faces of the helix, placing the Z13e1 epitope on the 
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non-neutralizing face of the helix (125). The induced conformational change of Z13e1 upon 

binding is therefore negligible and could explain its lower neutralization potency compared to 

4E10 and 2F5. 

 

2.2.5 The importance of a membrane environment for 2F5 and 4E10 
A study by Haynes and colleagues suggested that BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10 are polyspecific, as 

they bind self-antigens (whole cells and cardiolipin (43)), and could be considered to be auto-

Abs. However, the same group later observed differences in the kinetics of binding of 2F5 and 

4E10 to membranes, to their protein epitopes, and to their protein epitopes conjugated to 

liposomes (126). Those authors concluded from this finding that 4E10 and 2F5 interact with the 

membrane and MPER protein epitope in a two-step model (127). Interestingly, when HIV-

infected individuals were passively immunized with 2F5 and 4E10, no immunopathological side 

effects were reported (128). One can conclude that the autoreactivity of 2F5 / 4E10 is strong 

enough to support the recognition of their lipid-embedded epitopes, but weak enough not to 

lead to pathological effects (129). It is widely accepted now that cardiolipin autoreactivity is not 

the reason for difficulties in eliciting anti-MPER BNMAbs (130).   

 

 
Figure 8. Hydrophobic residues on 4E10 and 2F5 interact with membranes. (A) View from bottom 
with hydrophobic residues (in red) in the CDR H3 loops forming a membrane interaction site next to the 
peptide interaction site (79). (B) View from side, with hydrophobic residues in green (79; 80).   
 

It was suggested by crystal studies that the membrane-binding residues are located in the 

extended CDR H3 loops (79; 80), and recently they have been mapped down to aromatic 

residues at the edge of the antibodies (131). The notion that the lipid membrane is important for 
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the formation of the 2F5 and 4E10 epitopes in the MPER is further supported by functional data. 

Grundner et al. used proteoliposomes and flow cytometry to characterize the interaction of 2F5 

and 4E10 Abs with their epitopes (in the context of gp145) presented in a lipid environment and 

observed enhanced binding in this context (132). In addition, several studies showed that MAbs 

2F5 and 4E10 bound better to MPER in the context of liposomes than to the MPER without lipid 

(133; 134). 

For 2F5 there was conflicting data about the absolute necessity of membrane binding for 

neutralization (133). However, recent studies comparing 2F5 and non-neutralizing antibodies 

targeting the same peptide epitope presume a critical role of its membrane-binding component 

for neutralization (112; 135). Efforts to understand the neutralization mechanism of BNMAbs 

2F5 and 4E10 indicate that Ab-mediated fusion inhibition occurs at the same time as inhibition 

by the peptide C34 (corresponding to a region of the CHR like T-20), although by different 

mechanisms (136). This finding is consistent with other studies, which suggest that the 2F5 / 

4E10 epitopes are mostly exposed in a fusion intermediate step after receptor binding (137; 

138). Structurally, BNAbs disrupt HIV-1 MPER fusogenic functions critical for virus entry either 

by preventing hinge motion or by perturbing MPER orientation (108). The comparison of the 

Z13e1 and 4E10 epitope structures revealed a conformational switch such that neutralization 

can occur by the recognition of the different conformations and faces of the largely amphipathic 

MPER (106). Taken together, it is likely going to be beneficial for vaccines to expose these 

epitopes in a membrane-bound, fusion intermediate conformation. Virus-like particles (VLPs) 

could be a suitable vehicle for an MPER-based vaccine, as they resemble mature virions and 

embed envelope proteins in their membrane.  

 

2.2.6 Associated vaccine adjuvants and delivery 
Appropriate adjuvants and delivery routes can account for success or failure of any vaccination 

effort. A variety of classical and molecular adjuvants were evaluated for serving in an HIV 

vaccine (139), with Alum and MF59 adjuvants being widely used with soluble envelope 

immunogens in phase II or III studies. The preservation of the antigenic structure of HIV-1 

envelope immunogens, particularly conformational neutralizing epitopes, is an important 

requirement. Recently, polyanionic carbomers have been shown to be an effective alternative 

as adjuvant (140). For vaccines containing VLPs, carbomers might be the adjuvant of choice as 

the integrity of membrane-surrounded particles might be retained herein. Besides offering an 

environment for membrane proteins, VLPs harbour further advantages. A study compared the 

efficacy of humoral and cellular immune responses elicited by HIV-1 Env displaying VLPs, 

soluble monomeric gp120, and soluble trimerized gp140. Env-displaying VLPs not only elicited 

a broader antibody response, recognizing more linear Env epitopes and resulting in overall 

higher titers of neutralizing antibodies as compared to soluble Env variants, but were also the 
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only formulation which induced a robust Env-directed cellular immunity after intranasal 

immunization of BALB/c mice (141). Moreover, it should be noted that VLPs per se are potent 

activators of innate immune responses and induce maturation of DCs as judged by the 

upregulation of surface expressed CD80, CD86 and the enhanced secretion of inflammatory 

cytokines (142; 143). However, this intrinsic adjuvant property of retroviral VLPs has been 

mainly investigated using VLPs expressed by baculovirus in insect cells and could be in part 

attributed to the impurities carried over from this heterologous expression system.  

 

2.3 Affinity enhancement of antigens 
It is common to enhance an antibody’s affinity to its antigen. Affinity-maturated antibodies can 

be used for diagnostic, research or therapeutic purposes. Contrarily, affinity-maturation of 

antigens is a novel idea. Antigens that have been maturated against BNMAbs are supposed to 

be superior immunogens when it comes to induction of broadly neutralizing immune responses. 

The underlying intention is to identify a perfectly matching counterpart for the BNMAb with aid of 

display techniques. When presented to the immune system, the enhanced antigen might more 

likely induce a perfectly fitting counterpart, a BNMAb similar to the one used during the display 

procedure. However, the validity of this hypothesis – which is not a topic of this thesis - has yet 

to be proven.  

 

2.3.1 Display techniques 
Affinity enhancement of antigens can be achieved by maturation in display systems. Here, 

peptides or proteins ("phenotype") are coupled to their genetic information ("genotype"), good 

binders are selected by their phenotypic properties and the genetic information is retrieved. 

DNA libraries encoding a protein to be maturated are transformed into screenable vehicles and 

screened for desired features. A variety of cell-based, viral and cell-free display systems has 

been developed (for a comprehensive review, see (144)). A schematic representation is shown 

in fig. 9. Cell-free, in vitro systems include ribosome display (145; 146), mRNA display (147; 

148) and DNA display (149; 150). These systems are optimized for evolution of intracellular 

peptide ligands or proteins, like enzymes. Cell-based and viral display systems are able to 

present surface-exposed and transmembrane proteins, or any polypeptide coupled to a carrier 

protein. In prokaryotic phage display, polypeptides are fused to phage coat proteins for 

exposure on phage surface (151). BNMAbs b12 and Z13e1, as well as therapeutic antibodies 

against a variety of diseases, were discovered by using this technology (152).  

If eukaryotic features like glycosylation are desired, baculoviruses and insect cells can exploited 

(153; 154). Retroviral (155; 156) and adeno-associated viral (157) display systems on the basis 

of mammalian cells have become available, too. Instead of viral surfaces, polypeptides can also 

be screened directly on the surface of cells. Both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 
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have been exploited for bacterial cell display (158; 159). For eukaryotic proteins, yeast surface 

display has been established (160; 161). This cell-based technique has the advantage that flow 

cytometry and sorting technologies can be used for finer affinity discrimination of selected 

proteins. 

In the last five years, also mammalian-cell-based systems have been developed. HEK293T 

cells (human embryonic kidney cell line) (162; 163), supt-1 and Jurkat-e cells (human T cell line) 

(164), DT-40 cells (chicken B cell line) (165), BHK cells (Syrian hamster kidney cell line)(166), 

HeLa (human epithelial cerival cancer cell line) and HT1080 (human sarcoma cell line)(167) 

served as display cells. Genetic information can be introduced into mammalian cells by 

transfection or infection. The method of choice usually is infection by retroviral vectors, because 

genetic material is stably integrated into the host cell genome, which leads to an unambiguous 

coupling of genetic information and phenotype displayed. For the display of membrane-

embedded glycosylated proteins derived from mammals or pathogens thereof, retroviral vectors 

and mammalian cells offer the closest fit to nature. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Scheme of available display technologies. All display platforms are based on the ability to 
physically link the polypeptide produced by a library clone to its corresponding genotype. This allows one 
to recover the DNA encoding the clone selected by the desired polypeptide phenotype, such as binding to 
a target molecule (figure modified from (144)). 
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2.3.2 Retroviruses and retroviral vectors 
Retroviruses are enveloped viruses with two copies of a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA 

genome. The viral genome contains the genes gag, pol, and env encoding the core proteins 

(gag), the viral protease, integrase, reverse transcriptase (pol), and the envelope protein (env). 

Two identical long terminal repeats (LTR) harboring regulatory sequences such as promoters, 

enhancers, and polyadenylation signals flank the genome, and a single Ψ-site ensures selective 

packaging of the RNA genome into viral particles (fig. 10A).  

 

 
Figure 10. Retrovirus, retroviral vector and retrovirus-derived virus-like particle. (A) Transfection of 
DNA plasmids encoding full-length viral genomes (left) into producer cells results in the release of 
infectious replication-competent viruses carrying two copies of the viral RNA genome (middle). Following 
infection of target cells the viral genome is reverse transcribed into DNA and integrated into the host 
genome, and progeny virus is produced (right). (B) Retroviral vectors are produced by cotransfection of 
DNA plasmids providing in trans the gag/pol and env genes under the control of constitutive promoters 
(P) and harboring polyadenylation (polyA) signals along with a transfer plasmid encoding an LTR-flanked 
transgene of interest (left). Only the transfer vector RNA but no viral genes are packaged into particles by 
means of the Ψ-site (middle). Infection of target cells results in stable integration and expression of the 
transgene, which can be enhanced by a constitutive promotor between LTR and transgene, but no viral 
progeny are produced (right). (C) Transfection of plasmids expressing the gag precursor (left) into 
producer cells results in the release of plasma membrane-derived VLPs lacking genomic information 
(middle) and being noninfectious (right), and being thus suitable for vaccinations. Figure adapted from 
(156). 
 

The retroviral life cycle is initiated by binding of the viral envelope protein Env to the cognate 

receptor on the target cell. For all retroviruses, Env is a trimeric transmembrane protein 

composed of heterodimers that are formed by the surface unit (SU) and the transmembrane 

protein (TM). Receptor binding induces conformational changes in SU and TM and ultimately 

leads to fusion of the viral and the host cell membranes and the release of the viral core into the 
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cytoplasm. Here, the genomic RNA is reverse transcribed into double-stranded DNA, which 

gets integrated into the host genome upon transport into the nucleus. A maximum of two copies 

(168), but mostly only one copy (169) is integrated, even after superinfection, because more 

integration events lead to cell death (168). Full-length genomic viral RNA, transcribed by the 

cellular machinery, is packaged into viral particles during the assembly process, and progeny 

virions bud from the host cell plasma membrane containing incorporated Env proteins. 

Retroviral vectors are used to stably transfer genomic information of choice to target cells but 

encode an incomlete genome and are therefore replication-incompetent. To establish retroviral 

vectors, the genetic information of interest is flanked by retroviral LTRs, equipped with a Ψ-site 

and cloned into a transfer plasmid. All retroviral genes required for particle formation (gag, pol, 

and env) are provided in trans either on separate plasmids or chromosomally encoded in a 

packaging cell line (fig. 10B). Transfection of the transfer plasmid into a packaging cell line or 

cotransfection along with plasmids providing gag/pol/env leads to formation of infectious 

particles that have packaged the transgene encoding RNA but lack the genomic information for 

viral replication.  

Virus-like particles (VLPs) resemble mature virions in terms of structure and membrane 

composition but do not contain any viral RNA and are noninfectious (170). VLPs have been 

shown to efficiently bud from cells that express only the retroviral precursor protein encoded by 

the gag gene (171), even in the absence of a functional env gene (fig. 10C). Co-expression of 

pol, which encodes the retroviral protease, along with gag leads to proteolytic processing of the 

Gag precursor into the matrix (MA), capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC) proteins and also 

supports the self-assembly and budding of VLPs (172).   

 

2.3.3 Retroviral display 
Since retroviruses and retroviral vectors have plasma membrane-derived envelopes, the display 

of foreign polypeptides on their surface is guided by the same principles. Although the rules for 

efficient membrane incorporation are not fully understood, the overexpression of proteins 

equipped with a signal sequence directing the polypeptide to the secretory pathway and a 

transmembrane domain is likely to result in particle display but needs to be tested and 

confirmed empirically. The basic steps of retroviral display comprise library construction and 

selection (see fig. 11). Construction: DNA library construction by PCR or any other method 

creating gene mutants, cloning into provirus genome at appropriate site, amplification of proviral 

DNA in E. coli, transfection of permissive cells to produce an unlinked library (explained below), 

(5) low MOI infection of cells to produce a linked library. Selection: binding of virions to an 

antibody-coated solid phase, panning in form of stringent washing conditions, addition of cells 

for reinfection and amplification of bound virions. The selective steps can be repeated in an 

iterative way to enrich high affinity binders.  
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of a retroviral display system. Construction: A plasmid library 
encoding the provirus is constructed by inserting fragments generated by PCR or recombination. The 
virus is derived from a infectious molecular clone containing the gag and pol viral genes and a gene 
library, flanked by viral long-terminal repeats (LTRs). The resulting plasmids are transformed into E. coli 
to amplify the cloned plasmid library (each different gene variant is represented by a differently colored 
square). Virions displaying the heterologous envelope glycoproteins are produced by transfecting plasmid 
library DNA containing the infectious molecular clones into permissive cells (the different protein variants 
are represented as colored circles; the two strands of viral genomic RNA are represented by colored 
rectangles). Fresh cells are infected with the unlinked virus library at a low MOI to link the displayed 
glycoprotein phenotype with the packaged genotype in each virus of the virus library. Selection: A target 
antibody (Y) is coated onto a solid support, treated to reduce nonspecific virus binding, and incubated 
with the retroviral library. After washing to remove unbound viruses, cells are added to amplify the bound 
viruses. The selection strategy can be repeated in iterative rounds to select dominant peptides that bind a 
protein target. Figure adapted from (173). 
 

Since the DNA transfection procedure results in the entry of multiple plasmids into a cell, and 

each plasmid encodes a different peptide, each transfected cell will express many different 

chimeric glycoproteins that can be incorporated into viral particles which will not carry the 

corresponding genes in the viral genomic RNA. Therefore, the initial production of recombinant 
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virus results in an unlinked virus library, i.e. the proteins expressed on the virion surface are not 

encoded by the viral RNA. Fresh cells are infected with the unlinked virus library at a low 

multiplicity of infection (MOI) to link the displayed glycoprotein phenotype with the packaged 

genotype in each virus of the Virus Library. 

Retroviral display systems have been established on several retrovirus genera and for several 

purposes. Most retroviral display strategies aimed at changing infectivity and cell type tropism to 

direct gene therapy particles to designated tissues. Screening for catalytic activity is also 

possible, as was shown recently by MLV display in combination with a microfluidic technology to 

find highly active tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) genes (174).  

Finally, retroviral display is applied in screening for binding affinity. Federspiel and co-workers 

randomized an octapeptide library and fused it to the envelope protein of avian leukosis virus 

(ALV) (173). Using two different immobilized antibodies as targets, octapeptides with specific 

binding affinities were successfully selected. Sequence analysis of the displayed octapeptide 

variants revealed no obvious bias, thus demonstrating potential advantages compared to the 

phage system, in which preferred codon usage and misfolding of eukaryotic polypeptides 

frequently results in sequence censorship (175).  

In a similar approach, single-chain variable antibody fragments (scFvs) were selected from a 

library after fusion to the N-terminus of SU of MLV (176). In direct comparison to the phage 

system, the scFvs recovered from the MLV library showed strongly improved expression levels 

in human HEK293T cells. Lentiviruses have not been used as display vehicles until recently 

(163), and display systems based on lentiviruses were not available at the start of the present 

study.  

It should be mentioned that in comparison to the phage system, the actual diversity of 

eukaryotic libraries is drastically decreased (typically 106 for retroviruses and up to 1012 in the 

phage system). This is mainly due to limitations in the volume of eukaryotic cultures 

(significantly lower cell numbers compared to bacterial cultures) and the fact that the applied 

plasmids are usually large (>6 kb), for which reason the cloning of highly diverse libraries 

becomes more difficult. Hence, retroviral display seems advantageous solely for applications in 

which a eukaryotic expression system is really required. 
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2.4 Objective of the present study 
A few broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibodies against HIV-1 have been described. These 

antibodies target highly conserved regions of the envelope protein. The exposure of these 

regions is thought to be an essential feature of a protective vaccine. In particular, the MPER of 

gp41 is highly conserved and target for potent BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10. 

The objective of this work was to design and evaluate novel immunogens based on HIV-1 gp41 

with the potential to elicit BNMAbs. For this purpose, variants of truncated gp41 proteins were to 

be designed in silico with heterologous peptides for trafficking and heterologous zipper domains 

for trimerization. All immunogens should strongly expose the MPER with binding sites to known 

BNMAbs. After immunization of rodents, the presence of anti-MPER Abs with neutralizing 

activity in immune sera should be analyzed.  

In a complementary approach, methods for the affinity maturation of gp41-derived proteins were 

to be established. For this purpose, a lentiviral display system based on HIV-1 was to be 

created which concurrently incorporates genetic information for both packaging function and 

antigenic phenotype within one genome. This procedure should be compared to a mammalian 

cell display system for its use with gp41-directed BNMAbs. Finally, a complex gp41-based 

library was to be created for screening of strong binders in the newly developed systems. 
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3 Methods 
3.1 Nucleic acids molecular biology 
3.1.1 Cloning of genes – general procedure 
Cloning of genes, except for DNA libraries, was executed using standard cloning techniques 

(177). Vector plasmids were digested with restriction enzymes (NEB New England Biolabs, 

Ipswich, USA), dephosphorylated with Calf Intestine Phophatase (CIP, Roche, Basel, 

Switzerland) and purified from a 1% agarose gel using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, 

Düren, Germany). Inserts were attained by (i) restriction of plasmids or (ii) PCR amplification 

(178) using a proof-reading polymerase (DeepVent, NEB) and subsequent restriction and gel 

purification. Tags and restriction sites were attached by primer extension PCR. Intervening 

sequences like zipper domains were introduced by fusion PCR. For a list of corresponding 

primers, see section 6.3. The constructs based on molecular clone HIV-1 96ZM651 were more 

efficiently amplified by adding 10% v/v DMSO. Ligation was carried out using a 3-fold molar 

ratio of insert to vector with Quick Ligase (NEB). The complete ligation assay was used to 

transform chemically competent E.coli K12 DH5α (179) (supE44 ΔlacU169 (φ80 lacZ ΔM15) 

hsdR17 recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1 relA1) or DH10B (180) (F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) 

Φ80dlacZΔM15 ΔlacX74 endA1 recA1 deoR Δ(ara,leu)7697 araD139 galU galK nupG rpsL λ-), 

prepared with RbCl2 method (179) and plated on selection plates containing 100 µg/ml 

ampicillin or 50 µg/ml kanamycin. Colonies were screened for inserts with 2x PCR Mastermix 

(Promega, Madison, USA).  

 

3.1.2 Cloning of DNA libraries (“IIS-ccdb” procedure) 
To clone DNA libraries before or after sorting, the library was amplified with Phusion 

Polymerase (Finnzymes, Keilaranta, Finland) using primers extending for Esp3I (Fermentas) 

recognition and restriction sites (primers 8C8 & 6F8, see sec. 6.3). PCR products were gel-

purified and eluted in buffer EB (10 mM Tris pH 8.5). In a IIS-ccdb reaction, inserts and pQL 

vectors (section 3.1.5.7) were mixed in a molar ratio of 3:1 up to 200 ng of total DNA, buffered 

in buffer Tango (Fermentas), complemented with 1 mM DTT and 10 units of enzyme Esp3I, 

filled up to a volume of 20 µl and incubated at 37°C for 45 min. A reaction mix of 10 µl 

consisting of Tango buffer, 1 mM DTT, 3 mM ATP, 10 U T4 ligase, ad 10 µl dH2O, was 

subsequently added to a total volume of 30 µl and incubated at 25°C, 37°C, 25°C for 45 min 

each. Ligase was heat-inactivated at 65°C for 10 min. For precipitation of DNA, 1 µl of tRNA (10 

µg/µl, Roche) and 500 µl of cold 100% ethanol were added, incubated at -20°C for 15 min and 

centrifuged at 20,000 g and 4°C for 15 min. The pellet was washed with 200 µl of cold 70% 

ethanol, centrifuged at 20,000 g for 10 min, and resuspended in 10 µl of 10 mM Tris pH 8.0. 2.5 

µl of concentrated DNA was added to 100 µl of electrocompetent DH10B bacteria, incubated 1 
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min on ice, pulsed with 1.8 kV (GenePulser, BioRad), diluted with 500 µl of pre-warmed TB 

Terrific Broth medium (12 g Bacto tryptone, 24 g Bacto yeast extract, 4 ml Glycerol, 100 ml 0.17 

M KH2PO4 and 0.72 M K2HPO4, ad 1L), shaken at 37°C with 800 rpm for 30 min and plated on 

selection plates. Electrocompetent DH10B were generated by first growing a starter culture over 

night in LB medium Medium ((181), 0,5% (w/v) yeast extract, 1% (w/v) tryptone, 1% (w/v) NaCl, 

pH 7.4) without supplements, then inoculating a preparative culture (e.g. 200 ml) with an 

OD(600)=0.02, and finally incubating over night at 18°C until an OD(600)=0.5. Bacteria were 

centrifuged at 3,000 g for 10 min, resuspended carefully in ice-cold dH2O (e.g. with 20 ml), 

washed two additional times with ice-cold dH2O (e.g. with 10 ml), resuspended in a small 

volume of cold dH2O (e.g. 1 ml), divided in 100 µl aliquots and used directly for electroporation. 

For long-term storage, bacteria were washed and resuspended in dH2O containing 7% DMSO, 

shock-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. 

 

3.1.3 DNA preparation 
After growing in LB medium with corresponding antibiotics (ampicillin or kanamycin), plasmids 

were prepared (“mini” format) with an alkaline lysis method and subsequent isopropanol 

precipitation (182). Plasmids were digested with appropriate restriction enzymes and analyzed 

by agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining. Sequencing was performed at 

Geneart AG Regensburg, Germany, using custom primers. 

Transfection grade DNA was purified using Plasmid Midi or Maxi Kits (Qiagen), eluted with 10 

mM Tris pH 8.0 and stored at -20°C. Immunization grade DNA was prepared with EndoFree 

Plasmid Mega or Giga Kits (Qiagen), eluted in endotoxin-free buffer QN (1.6 M NaCl, 50 mM 

MOPS pH 7.0, 15% (v/v) isopropanol) and stored at -80°C. All prepared DNA was controlled by 

restriction analysis, UV spectra and absorption ratio of wavelengths 260/280 (NanoDrop-1000 

Spectrophotometer, Peqlab) resulting in ratios of 1.8 to 2.0. Immunization grade DNA was 

additionally checked for low endotoxin levels with aid of Limulus Amebocyte Lysate QCL-1000 

assay (Lonza Group Ltd, Basel, Switzerland), with an outcome of <20 EU/ml. 

High-throughput preparation of plasmids was done in 96well plates (sterile PP plate U-shape, 

Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen, Germany) by inoculating 200 µl of TB(Amp) medium in 

each well with a colony and growing over night at 37°C and 800 rpm. For sequencing purposes, 

bacteria were pelleted for 2 min at 3,000 g and treated like conventional mini-preparations. For 

transfection-grade DNA, plasmids were purified with QIAwell 96 Ultra Plasmid Kit (Qiagen).  

 

3.1.4 Oligonucleotides 
 Synthetic oligonucleotides, used as primers in PCR and sequencing reactions, were purchased 

from Metabion International AG (Martinsried, Germany) or Invitrogen GmbH (Karlsruhe, 

Germany). A complete list of used oligonucleotides can be found in appendix 6.3. 
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3.1.5 Construction of genes and plasmids 
3.1.5.1 Software-assisted design of gp41 derivatives 
 An N- and C-terminally truncated gp41 (“gp41ctm” or shortly “CTM”) was designed according to 

Lenz et al. 2006 (183). Wild-type sequences for synthesis of viral gene fragments were obtained 

from GenBank (184) and codon-optimized by use of GeneOptimizer program (185) at Geneart 

AG. Molecular clones of viral isolates HIV-1 89.6 (subtype B, accession number U39362), HIV-1 

96ZM651 (subtype C, AF286224) and SIVmac239 (M33262) served as templates with aa 629-

724 of 89.6 and 96ZM651 (HXB2 reference numbering) and aa 639-740 of SIVmac239 

(SIVmac239 numbering). Membrane incorporation and orientation of all constructs was checked 

with aid of the transmembrane prediction TMHMM Server v. 2.0 (186), resulting in a C-terminal 

9 aa extension for the SIV-derived sequence to ensure proper membrane incorporation. A 

human tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) leader sequence (187; 188) was fused N-terminally. 

Correct cleavage of the leader sequence was predicted by SignalP 3.0 software (189). A Kozak 

consensus sequence (GCCGCCACC, (190)) was inserted 5’ of the start codon for enhanced 

transcription. The corresponding sequences were optimized for human codon usage and 

synthesized by Geneart AG, and delivered in vector pGA4. The sequence for an HA-tag from 

Influenza virus Hemagglutinin HA1 protein (YPYDVPDYA, (191)) was codon-optimized using 

JCat (192) and inserted C-terminally by primer extension PCR (primers 3E8 & 2H4/2H5/2H6) for 

recognition of recombinant proteins. The resulting genes are called TPA-gp41ctm(89.6/96ZM/ 

SIVmac239)-HA. A further N-terminally truncated gp41 version, called gp41ctm2, was 

constructed by PCR (primers 4H3/4H5/4H7 & 4H9/4I2/4I4), comprising aa 655-724 for 89.6 and 

96ZM or aa 664-740 for SIVmac239. The topology of all gene variants was checked with 

Phobius Prediction Server (193).   

 

3.1.5.2 Trimer-stabilized constructs and molecular visualization 
Two zipper domains were inserted between TPA leader and gp41ctm sequences by fusion 

PCR. One motif was derived from the HA2 protein (amino acids 372–417, primers 3H4 & 

3H5/3H6/3H7) of human Influenza virus strain H3 followed by a linker composed of amino acids 

Gly-Ser-Thr (194), resulting in the genes TPA-H3-gp41ctm(89.6/96ZM/SIVmac239)-HA. A 

second domain was derived from the GCN4 protein of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (195), 

resulting in the constructs TPA-GCN4-gp41ctm(89.6/96ZM/SIVmac239)-HA (primers 3B6 & 

3B7/3B8/3B9). Sequences for GCN4 and H3 zippers were derived from Genbank (CY002064, 

BK006939) and codon-optimized with aid of JCat. To confirm the correct gene fusion position of 

zippers to gp41 fragments, molecular models were built using Modeller (196) and evaluated by 

calculating the DOPE score (Discrete Optimized Protein Energy, (197). Resulting atomic models 

were visualized using PyMOL Molecular Graphics System (198).  
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3.1.5.3 gp41ctm Mini-Libraries 
Eight point mutants of TPA-gp41ctm(96ZM) were designed for differential recognition by human 

monoclonal antibodies 2F5 and 4E10. Four constructs each were obtained from Geneart AG 

and cloned into pcDNA3.1(+) with NheI and KpnI. The panel of four constructs called 4E10-

MiniLibrary comprises gp41ctm4E10++++, 4E10+++, 4E10++ and 4E10+. The 2F5-MiniLibary 

consists of gp41ctm2F5+, 2F5++, 2F5+++ and 2F5++++. 

 

3.1.5.4 gp41ctm degenerated library 
A degenerated gp41ctm library was synthesized by Geneart AG using degenerate 

oligonucleotides. A total of 1010 different molecules were created (“raw non-amplified library”). 

This library was amplified by primers 8C8 and 8C9, and cloned into pWPXLd (see 3.1.5.7) via 

BamHI and EcoRI. Electrotransformation of E. coli DH10B resulted in 1x106 independent 

transformants (“cloned library”) and delivered as plasmid preparation and bacterial glycerol 

stock. The raw library was amplified by PCR with primers extending for the HA-tag (8C8, 6F8) 

and cloned into pQL1 and pQL9 (see 3.1.5.7), resulting in 1.7x106 and 1.2x106 independent 

transformants, respectively. 

 

3.1.5.5 Plasmids for gp41 immunogens 
The plasmid pcDNA3.1(+) (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, USA) served as expression vector 

humanized GFP, HIV-1 Gag(IIIB) and envelope genes (for humanized GFP and Gag 

sequences, see Graf et al. 2006 (199) and Graf et al. 2000 (200), resp.). In pcDNA3.1(+), gene 

expression is driven by a human cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate early promotor/enhancer 

(201) and a bovine growth hormone (BGH) polyadenylation site (202). Envelope genes 

encoding for gp145(89.6P), gp120(89.6P), gp41(89.6P), gp41ctm and gp41ctm2, with or without 

HA tag, were adapted to human codon usage by Geneart AG and introduced via NheI and KpnI. 

Sequences were verified by primers T7-fw and BGH-rev.  

 

3.1.5.6 Plasmids for AIO system 
pTN-AIO is based on pTN7-Stop (203) and was kindly provided by M. T. Dittmar. pTN7-Stop is 

based on pNL4-3 (204), but has a gene for Renilla reniformis (Sea pansy) Luciferase (RLuc, 

(205)) inserted into the nef frame and a frameshift mutation in env leading to an early stopped 

Env protein. A G7069C mutation was introduced using site-directed mutagenesis (primer 1D1) 

by K. Schilling to remove a KpnI site and create a unique KpnI site 5’ of RLuc at position 10448 

(pTN7-Stop numbering). A unique FseI site and a Kozak sequence was inserted (primer 1H2) 

directly 5’ of RLuc by T.-H. Bruun, resulting in pTN-AIO. RLuc was replaced by GFP via NcoI 

and KpnI for pTN-AIO-GFP. This reading frame was also replaced by a number of variants of 

TPA-gp41ctm-HA genes resulting in pTN-AIO_TPA-gp41ctm(89.6/96ZM/SIVmac239)-HA. 
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Inserts were checked by sequencing both strands (primers 1E6 & 1D5). Inserts were also 

amplified by primer extension PCR (primers 5G8 & 5D2) and inserted into the vpr reading frame 

according to Ali et al. (206).   

Particles were pseudotyped by cotransfection with the plasmid pcDNA3.1-VSV-G (207) 

expressing a codon-optimized envelope glycoprotein of Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV-G 

protein). For tetracycline-inducible expression, VSV-G was cloned into pcDNA5/FRT/TO 

(Invitrogen) via BamHI and EcoRI by A. Kliche (208) resulting in pcDNA5/FRT/TO_VSV-G. This 

plasmid was also used for generation of a stable cell line with Flp-In T-REx 293 cells following 

the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen).  

 

3.1.5.7 Plasmids for lenti-cellular display 
Packaging vector pTN7*/KpnI-mut/deltaSL1/3/BGH/CMV-LNGFR (or shortly pTN-Pack-Tat) is 

based on pTN7* and was created by K. Schilling (209). Essentially, the KpnI site at bp 7069 

was mutated, a stop mutation was introduced into Tat reading frame, stem loops SL1 and SL3 

were deleted to impair the Ψ packaging site, the 3’LTR was exchanged for a BGH poly-

adenylation site and RLuc was replaced by a low affinity nerve growth factor receptor (LNGFR) 

gene preceded by a CMV promotor.  

MACS-based display (sec. 3.3.11) was performed using plasmids based on lentiviral vector 

pWPXLd (plasmid #12258, Addgene Inc., Cambridge, USA) for expression of envelopes. This 

plasmid carries a lentiviral expression cassette, consisting of 5’LTR, splice donor, Ψ site, splice 

acceptor, EF1α promotor, GFP, WPRE (210), and 3’LTR. A master gene of gp41ctm was 

inserted after digestion with XhoI and EcoRI replacing the GFP reading frame, resulting in 

plasmid pWPXLd_TPA-gp41ctm. In a similar manner the degenerated gp41 library was inserted 

into this vector for panning in MACS-based display. A modified vector pPCR-WPXLd-QL (or 

shortly pQL1) was created by T.-H. Bruun (211) for use in the IIS-ccdb protocol. In pQL1, the 

lentiviral expression cassette from pWPXLd was fused with pPCR-Script (Agilent Technologies, 

Santa Clara, USA) backbone, and a gene coding the killer protein ccdb (212) flanked by 

restriction sites for Esp3I was introduced instead of GFP. pQL1 was used in both MACS- and 

FACS-based sorting. For FACS-based sorting only, a vector expressing both huGFP and the 

gene of interest was created by THB, called pcDNA-WPXLd-GFP-IVS-IRES-QL (or shortly 

pQL9). This plasmid was constructed by cloning the lentiviral cassette from pQL1 into the 

backbone of pcDNA3.1(+) (Invitrogen) and inserting a mammalian expression cassette between 

the EF1α promotor (213) and the ccdb frame. The mammalian expression cassette consists of 

GFP, a synthetic intron called IVS (intervening sequence, (214)), and an internal ribosomal 

entry site (IRES) derived from encephalomyocarditis virus (215). TPA-gp41ctm-HA library and 

master gene were introduced into pQL1 and pQL9 by quick ligation using Esp3I. Inserts were 

sequence-verified by double-stranded sequencing (primers 3D2/3D5 & 5H7) 
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3.1.6 Reverse transcription (RT-PCR) 
Immobilized virus was lysed in SideStep Lysis and Stabilization Buffer (Agilent Technologies), 

and 1 µl of lysate was applied to a reverse transcription reaction of 25 µl with Moloney Murine 

Leukemia Virus Reverse Transcriptase (MoMLV RT, Promega, Madison, USA), following the 

manufacturer’s protocol, supplemented with a dNTP mix (Roche) following manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

 

3.2 Protein biochemistry 
3.2.1 SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining 
SDS-PAGE was done as described before (216)  with acrylamide concentrations of 12.5% or 

15% in Hoefer systems (Hoefer, Holliston, USA). Protein content of cell lysates was determined 

prior to loading with the aid of Bradford staining (Biorad, München, Germany). All samples were 

heated to 95°C for 5 min in 2x sample buffer (125 mM Tris, 2% (w/v) SDS, 10% (v/v) β-

mercaptoethanol, 1 mM EDTA, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 0.01% (w/v) bromophenol blue, pH 6.8). For 

quantification of VLP preparations, gels were incubated in Coomassie staining solution (0.125 

% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250, 50% (v/v) ethanol, 7% (v/v) acetic acid) for 30 min, 

washed for 10 min in dH2O and destained over night in 7% (v/v) acetic acid.  

 

3.2.2 Western and Slot Blots 
Western Blot transfers of proteins from SDS gels were done in a semi-dry system (Serva, 

Heidelberg, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. For slot blots, protein solutions 

were loaded onto a Bio-Dot SF (Biorad) apparatus including 5 layers of pre-wetted Whatman 

Chromatography paper (Whatman International Ltd, Maidstone, UK) instead of pre-scribed 

Biorad filter paper and absorbed with a vacuum of 800 mbar. For both methods, nitrocellulose 

membranes with a pore size of 0.2 µm were applied (Millipore, Bedford, USA) and blocked in 

TBS (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4) containing 5% skim milk powder over night at 

4°C. For antibody staining, blots were incubated for 1 h in TTBS (TBS + 0.3 % (v/v) Tween-20) 

with primary antibody, washed four times for 15 min in TTBS, incubated for 1 h in TTBS with 

secondary antibody, washed again four times for 15 min in TTBS, and subjected to either ECL 

(2.5 mM luminol, 0.4 mM coumaric acid, 0.1 M TrisHCl pH 8.5 plus equal volume of 0.018% 

H2O2, 0.1 M TrisHCl pH 8.5) or alkaline phoshphatase (AP) staining solution 5 mM TrisHCl pH 

9.5, 5 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2 plus 1/50 volume of NBT/BCIP stock (Roche)). AP reactions 

were stopped with excess of dH2O and ECL reactions were measured in a ChemiluxPro device 

(Intas, Göttingen, Germany). Intensity of bands was quantified with the aid of Gel-Pro Analyzer 

software (Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, USA). Human monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) 2F5 and 

4E10 (diluted to 5 µg/ml each) served for detection of gp41 derivatives, the HA-tag was 

recognized by rat MAb 3F10 (“anti-HA High Affinity”, 0.1 µg/ml, Roche). p24 or Pr55 were 
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detected with mouse MAb M13/5 (cell culture supernatant, 1:500, (217)). As secondary 

antibodies served polyclonal HRP- or AP-coupled anti-human-IgG, anti-rat-IgG, and anti-

mouse-IgG antibodies (all 1:2,000, all from Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). 

 

3.2.3 ELISA 
The amount of Pr55 or p24 protein in cell or virus lysates was quantified with the aid of an 

Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) using MAb M01 (1:1000, Polymun, Vienna, 

Austria) as coating antibody. The method was previously described in detail (218).   

An ELISA with gp41-derived peptides was used to quantify anti-gp41 immunoglobulins in animal 

sera, performed according to Deml et al. (219) by the end-point dilution method. Peptides 

spanning the MPER (96ZM-derived, EQNEKDLLALDSWNNLWNWFDITKWLWYIK, and 89.6-

derived, EKNEKELLELDKWASLWNWFDITNWLWYIR) and CHR regions (96ZM-derived only, 

MQWDREISNYTNTIYRLLEDSQSQQEQNEK, all from Pepscan Presto BV, Lelystad, 

Netherlands) were used for coating at 100 ng/ml on Nunc Maxisorp plates (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, USA). HRP-coupled polyclonal anti-human-IgG antibody served as 

secondary antibody (1:4,000, Dako). Washing was done with the aid of a high-throughput 

microplate washing device (MAP-C2 workstation, Titertek Instruments Inc., Huntsville, USA). 

 

3.3 Cell biology 
3.3.1 Cell lines and cultivation 
All eukaryotic cell lines were maintained in an atmosphere of 37°C and 5% CO2 for adherent 

cells or 8% CO2 for suspension cells. Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T epithelial cells 

(ATCC Microbiology Collections, (220)), FlpIn-T-Rex-293-derived tetracycline-inducble VSVG-

expressing cells (293-TO-VSVG, by A. Kliche)  and TZM-bl HeLa-derived indicator cells (NIH 

AIDS Research & Reference Reagent Program, (221)) were grown in Gibco Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin 

and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells were sub-cultured twice a week at a ratio of 

approximately 1:15 using 0.05% trypsin and 0.02 M EDTA, as required. FreeStyle 293F cells 

(Invitrogen, suspension-adapted 293 cells (222)) were grown in Gibco FreeStyle 293 expression 

medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 50 U/ml penicillin and 0.05 mg/ml streptomycin at 125 

rpm and handled according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

3.3.2 Cell counting 
For manual cell counting, cell suspensions were stained 1:1 with 0.4% trypan blue in phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 4.3 mM Na2HPO4, 1.47 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). 

The number of viable cells was determined with the use of a Neubauer Improved counting 

chamber (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). For automated counting, cells were loaded into a cell 
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viability analyzer (Vi-cell XR, Beckman Coulter GmbH, Krefeld, Germany) and counted with the 

aid of associated software.   

 

3.3.3 Transient transfection 
HEK293T cells were seeded in 6-well plates (4 x 105 cells in 2 ml medium). 24 h after seeding, 

medium was replaced by 1 ml of DMEM without supplements. Cells were transfected with the 

respective expression vector(s) according to the poly-ethylenimine (PEI) transfection method 

(223) using a total of 2 µg DNA and 8 µl of a 1 mg/ml PEI in H2O solution ad 50 µl DMEM 

without supplements. Components were mixed on a vortex device, left standing for 10 min at 

room temperature and added drop-wise to the cell suspension. 4 h later, transfection medium 

was replaced with 2 ml of supplemented growth medium. For smaller (24- / 48- / 96-well) or 

larger (10 cm / 15 cm Petri dishes) assays, the number of cells, the amount of DNA and PEI, 

and the volume of medium was down- or up-scaled, based on the vessel surface area. 

293F cells were adjusted to 1 million cells/ml in fresh FreeStyle medium and 30 ml of cell 

suspension were transferred to 125 ml flasks. 37.5 µg of DNA and 150 µl of PEI ad 1.8 ml 

DMEM without supplements were mixed for transfection of one flask. 4 h later, transfection 

medium was replaced with 30 ml of supplemented FreeStyle medium. 

 

3.3.4 VLP production 
VLPs for immunization purposes were produced in 293F (gp41ctm, GCN4-gp41ctm, H3-

gp41ctm, non-pseudotyped) or 293T cells (gp41ctm2) with the use of a codon-optimized, Rev-

independent gene for Gag(IIIB) (200). For pseudotyped VLPs, plasmids encoding for Gag and 

Env were mixed in a ratio of 2:1 in a co-transfection assay. VLPs were harvested 72h p.tr., 

cleared by centrifugation at 3,000 g for 15 min, loaded onto a 30% sucrose in PBS cushion (5 

ml for 30 ml of supernatant) and ultra-centrifuged at 100,000 g for 2h. The pellet was 

resuspended over night in PBS and stored at -80°C, with an aliquot analyzed by SDS gel 

electrophoresis and Coomassie staining for quality control.  

 

3.3.5 Virus production 
Virus for the AIO system was produced by co-transfection of 293T cells (3.3.3) with a plasmid 

bearing the respective molecular clone and an expression plasmid encoding the VSV-G gene in 

a molar ratio of 1:4. Alternatively, 293-TO-VSVG cells were transfected with provirus and 

induced with 1 µg/ml doxycycline. Virus for lenti-cellular display was generated by triple-

transfection of 293T cells with pTN-Pack Tat (for packaging), pQL1 or pQL9 (for Env 

expression) and pcDNA3.1-VSV-G (for infection) using a ratio of 4:3:1.  

For both systems, virions were harvested 96 h p.tr. and cleared by centrifugation at 3,000 g for 

15 min. An aliquot was lysed for p24 quantification. Remaining virus was stored at 4°C until low 
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MOI infection of fresh cells. MOI was determined once by an infectivity assay and later deduced 

from p24 content with a parallel simultaneous AIO-GFP or pQL1-GFP control. 

   

3.3.6 Cell and virus lysates 
Virus and VLP supernatants were lysed for subsequent analysis with a final concentration of 

0.5% Triton-X100 for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were harvested in ice-cold PBS and lysed 

in triple detergent lysis buffer (TDLB , 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 % (w/v) SDS, 1 % 

(v/v) Nonidet P-40, 0.5 % (w/v) sodium desoxycholate) supplemented with a protease inhibitor 

cocktail (Complete Mini, Roche).  

 

3.3.7 Sucrose gradients 
After purification trough a sucrose cushion, VLPs or virions were loaded onto a 10 ml 10-50% 

sucrose gradient and ultra-centrifuged at 100,000 g for 2.5 h. 20 fractions of 0.5 ml each were 

collected. For Western Blot analysis, particles were pelleted by trichloroacetic acid (TCA) 

precipitation. ¼ volume of 100% (w/v) TCA was added to the samples, incubated for 10 min at 

4°C and spun at 14,000 g and 4°C for 5 min. The pellet was washed two times with cold 

acetone, dried at 95°C for 5 min and resuspended in SDS sample buffer. For crosslinking and 

EM experiments, fractions 13-17 were pooled, diluted in PBS ad 12 ml, ultra-centrifuged at 

100,000 g for 1.5 h and resuspended in PBS. 

 

3.3.8 Crosslinking 
Gradient-purified VLPs were incubated with indicated concentrations of BS3 (“no-weigh format”, 

Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 30 min at room temperature. The reaction was quenched 

by adding 1 µl of 1 M Tris pH 8.0 and 1/5 volume of 5x SDS sample buffer was added for SDS 

gel electrophoresis. 

 

3.3.9 Electron microscopy 
Sucrose-cushion purified VLPs were incubated with primary antibodies 4E10 (anti-gp41) or 

3F10 (anti-HA) for 1 h at 37°C and further purified on a sucrose gradient. Pooled and 

resuspended VLPs were adsorbed to grids after fixation with 2% glutaraldehyde. Grids were 

washed in TBS (Leica EM IGL), blocked with 3% gelatine in TBS for 1 h at RT, and incubated 

with an anti-human IgG immuno-gold conjugate (particle size: 10 nm; Aurion, Wageningen, 

Netherlands) for 1 h at room temperature. After three washes in TBS, grids were contrasted 

with phosphoric tungstic acid and examined in an electron microscope (Zeiss EM 10C/CR).  
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3.3.10 Cytometric analysis and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 
Cells were detached 48 h p.tr from wells in PBE buffer (PBS + 1% FCS, 1 g/l NaN3, 2 mM 

EDTA), pelleted at 300 g for 3 min, washed in PBE, incubated with the indicated fluorochrome-

labeled antibodies (3 µg/ml 2F5 or 4E10, anti-HA-antibodies 1:10) for 1 h at room temperature 

and washed 2 times with cold PBE. 2F5 and 4E10 antibodies were labeled with AlexaFluor-647 

(Protein Labeling Kit, Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A mean of 6 

fluorochromes was attached to each IgG molecule, as measured by photometric analysis 

(NanoDrop software v3.7.1). anti-HA-antibodies were purchased as conjugates with Fluorescein 

(clone 3F10, Roche), PerCP and AlexaFluor-405 (both polyclonal rabbit sc805, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology Inc, USA). Apoptosis staining was done by the use of 7-AAD and Annexin-V-

APC antibody (both 1:100, both BD). Finally, cells were subjected to cytometric analysis in 

FACS Canto II or sorted in FACS Aria (both BD, both with FACS Diva software v6.0).   

 

3.3.11 MACS sorting 
Cells were incubated with 20 µg/ml of 2F5 or 4E10 for 1 h at room temperature, washed two 

times with cold PBE buffer, incubated with a mixture of anti-human-IgG antibodies coupled to 

APC (1:500, goat F(ab’)2 fragment, Jackson ImmunoResearch Ltd, Suffolk, UK) or magnetic 

beads (1:5, microbeads, Miltenyi Biotec), washed another two times, filtered through 30 µm pre-

separation filters and applied to MS MACS columns in an OctoMACS magnetic stand (both 

Miltenyi Biotec). Cells were rinsed two times with 0.5 ml degassed PBE, pressure-eluted with 1 

ml PBE and cytometrically analyzed. Genomic DNA was isolated by use of QIAamp DNA Blood 

Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions and inserted envelope genes were 

amplified by PCR using primers 6F8 and 8C8.   

 

3.3.12 Virus panning 
96-well Nunc Maxisorp plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were coated with 20 µg/ml of anti-

human-IgG in 100 mM carbonate buffer pH 9.5 over night at 4°C, washed 3 times with PBS-T 

(PBS + 0.2% Tween 20 using Hydroflex washer, Tecan AG, Männedorf, Switzerland), incubated 

with 10 µg/ml of indicated BNMAb, washed 3 times with PBS-T, blocked with 10% FCS in 

DMEM, washed another 3 times in PBS-T and flicked on paper towels. Virus produced for 

lentiviral display was titered by use of p24 sandwich ELISA (3.2.3) and applied with a maximum 

p24 concentration of 100 ng in a total of 100 µl. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 1 h and 

washed 3 times with PBS by the use of a multi-channel pipet. Immobilized virus was lysed in 

0.5% Triton-X for ELISA or in SideStep Lysis and Stabilization buffer (Stratagene) for RT-PCR 

(sec. 3.1.6). Alternatively to lysis, wells were covered with 5x104 TO-VSVG cells in DMEM 

growth medium supplemented with 8 µg/µl Polybrene for reinfection and cells were transferred 

to cell culture-treated 48-well plates next day in growth media containing 1 µg/ml doxycycline. 
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For infectivity assays, wells were covered with 2.5 x 104 TZM-bl cells and stained 48 h p.inf. 

(sec. 3.3.13).   

 

3.3.13 Infectivity assay 
The adherent TZM-bl cell line expresses the β-galactosidase and Photinus pyralis (firefly) 

luciferase reporter genes under the control of the HIV-1 long terminal repeat promoter. To 

determine virus infectivity on this cell line, supernatants of transfected 293T cells were filtered 

through a 0.45 μm pore size filter and analyzed for total amounts of particle-associated CA 

antigen by ELISA. A total of 1.5 × 104 TZM-bl cells were seeded in cell culture-treated 96-well 

plates and infected 24 h later with different dilutions of the virus-containing supernatants. At 48 

hours after infection, number of infected cells was determined as described previously (224). 

Basically, cells were fixed, washed with PBS, stained with the β-galactosidase substrate X-Gal 

(5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-d-galactopyranoside) for 1 h, washed again and blue cell nuclei 

were counted using a robotic Elispot system (ElRob05i, Advanced Imaging Devices GmbH, 

Straßberg, Germany, with AID Elispot software v6.0). 

 

3.4 Animal experiments 
3.4.1 Rodent immunizations 
Female BALB/c mice (Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany) and New Zealand rabbits (Harlan UK 

Ltd, Belton, Leicestershire, UK) were pre-bled at the age of 12 weeks. Rodents were immunized 

2 times with 100 µg (mice) resp. 500 µg (rabbits) of plasmid by i.m. saline injection with 50 μl / 

250 µl of plasmid DNA in both tibialis anterior resp. quadriceps muscles, followed by i.m. 

booster immunizations with either 40 µg / 200 µg of VLP or 10 µg / 50 µg of recombinant 

protein, adjuvanted with 1% Carbopol (140). The integrity of pseudotyped VLPs in Carbopol 

was checked by sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation and following Western Blot analysis. 

Blood was recovered from mice by tail vein bleeding and from rabbits by ear vein lancing at the 

indicated time points. Serum was obtained by incubation for 1 h at 37°C, 1 h on ice, 

centrifugation at 20,000 g for 15 min, and complement inactivation by incubation of supernatant 

at 56°C for 30 min. Anti-gp41 antibodies were quantified by an end-point dilution ELISA assay 

(in duplicate) on samples from individual animals (see 3.2.2). 

 

3.4.2 Removal of anti-cell antibodies 
HEK293T or 293F cells were stacked by centrifugation at 300 g for 3 min, supernatant was 

aspirated and cells were stored at 4°C for up to one week until usage. Stacked cells were 

dissolved in an equal volume of animal serum and shaken 3, 6 or 9 times for 4 h at 800 rpm at 

room temperature, until the signal of anti-cell antibodies was below two times the background 

signal in cytometric analysis.  
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3.4.3 Virus neutralization assays 
Virus neutralization assays were performed in the laboratories of groups of Prof. Mike Seaman 

(TZM-bl assay, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA) and Prof. David Montefiori (A3R5 assay, 

Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, USA), according to the published protocol (225). 
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4 Results 
4.1 Novel gp41 immunogens 
Four novel gp41-derived immunogens were created and characterized in this work. These 

immunogens were functionally tested in two animal immunization studies, as stand-alone 

constructs in homologous DNA prime / VLP boost regimens or in combination with two gp41-

derived soluble proteins.  

 

4.1.1 Design and characterization of trimer-stabilized and truncated gp41 
derivatives 

4.1.1.1 Design of gp41 constructs with enhanced MPER exposure 
As the most potent broadly neutralizing antibodies directed against gp41 target the MPER of 

gp41, the present study aimed at focussing the immune response against this part of the 

protein, by using a truncated gp41 variant. The second factor influencing the design was the 

observation that membrane proximity seems to be important for proper folding of the MPER 

epitopes. Due to this reason, we chose to present the protein in its natural environment, 

incorporated into a membrane of virus-like particles. A previously described gp41-derived 

protein (“gp41ctm”, (183)) is a recombinant N-terminally truncated gp41 protein, consisting of 

CHR, MPER, TM, and a shortened CT, which can be incorporated into liposomes. This protein 

was likely to fulfill our requirements of epitope focusing and membrane incorporation, and 

served as basis for the development of novel gp41-derived immunogens. The molecular clones 

96ZM651 (HIV-1 clade C), 89.6 (HIV-1 clade B) and SIVmac239 served as sequence 

templates. A signal peptide from the human tissue plasminogen activator gene (TPA) was N-

terminally fused to ensure that the protein is efficiently directed towards the cell membrane in 

mammalian cells (226). An HA-tag of nine amino acids was added C-terminally for uniform 

detection of the corresponding proteins (fig. 12). The C-terminal tail is thought to loop back to 

the extracellular / extraviral space, enabling access to antibodies (98; 113; 227). As proper 

trimerization is thought to be beneficial for proper display of immunologically relevant sites, two 

heterologous trimerization domains were introduced between the signal peptide and the gp41-

derived part. Both GCN4 and H3 zipper domains have been successfully before to stabilize a 

gp41 post-fusion (195) or intermediate structure (194). To further focus the immune system on 

the relevant MPER region, another construct called gp41ctm2 was created, with a further 

shortened CHR domain. As previous immunization experiments showed success not only with 

VLPs but also with soluble proteins as booster reagents, two existing recombinant gp41-derived 

proteins were included in the study. GCN4-gp41ctm-FD is a trimer-stabilized recombinant 

protein with a gp41 CHR part, surrounded N- and C-terminally by zipper domains (194). CTB-
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MPER, on the other hand, is a fusion protein of only a 30 aa MPER peptide and the non-toxic 

subunit of cholera toxin B as a molecular adjuvant (228). 

FP NHR CHR TM

CHR TMTPA

gp41

gp41ctm

CT

CT

CHR TMGCN4-gp41ctm CTGCN4

CHR TMH3-gp41ctm CTH3

MPER

CHR TM CTgp41ctm2

HA

HA

HA

HA

TPA

TPA

TPA
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CTBCTB-MPER

CHR TMGCN4 FD
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Figure 12. Design of novel gp41-derived immunogens. (A) Four proteins based on gp41 were 
designed in this work. Two of them are stabilized in a trimeric conformation by heterologous zipper motifs 
(GCN4, H3). All of them are directed by a TPA signal peptide towards the cell membrane and can be 
detected by a C-terminal HA tag. Two previously described soluble gp41-derived proteins (GCN4-
gp41ctm-FD and CTB-MPER) were used in booster combinations. (B) Scheme of truncated gp41 proteins 
on the surface of cellular membranes. The amino acid sequence in this figure is derived from isolate 
96ZM651 (clade C). 
 

4.1.1.2 Molecular modeling and prediction of correct protein topology  
Two crucial steps, the cleavage of the signal peptide and the membrane orientation, were 

controlled with appropriate prediction software. SignalP server was used for analysis of signal 

peptide cleavage, TMHMM Server 2.0 for prediction of membrane incorporation and orientation, 

and Phobius server for a combination of both. Proper signal peptide cleavage was predicted for 

all constructs. In contrast, a wrong membrane orientation was predicted for the SIVmac239-

based gp41ctm construct. For this reason, the cytoplasmic tail was elongated for 9 aa 

compared to 96ZM651- and 89.6-based templates, resulting in a 1 kDa heavier protein. Correct 

membrane topology was predicted for all constructs after this modification (fig. 13A exemplarily 

for basic construct TPA-gp41ctm(96ZM)-HA).  

The correct insertion position of the GCN4 trimerization domain was predicted by homology 

modeling. A molecular model of a GCN4-gp41ctm fusion protein was built based on a solved 

structure of a GCN4-NHR fusion protein (1ENV, (195)). Another three models were built with 

insertion of one, two, or three flexible aa (G, S, T) in the GCN4 fusion site as linkers, changing 

the orientation of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues in the helices. The structures of all 

models were optimized using the Modeller server, and the minimized energy was calculated by 

the aid of DOPE score (fig. 13B). As expected, the original model without insertions showed the 

minimal energy and was chosen for cloning as it represents the structure with the highest 
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stability, followed by the structure with insertion of a 3 amino acid linker. The calculated energy 

of the models was close to those calculated for the template GCN4-NHR with -30.8 kJ/mol. For 

the H3 zipper domain, the orientation was adopted from existing fusion proteins by Hinz et al. 

(194), including a three amino acid spacer.   

-29580 J/mol-27243 J/mol-27337 J/mol-29713 J/mol
GCN4-GST-CHRGCN4-GS-CHRGCN4-G-CHRGCN4-CHR

-29580 J/mol-27243 J/mol-27337 J/mol-29713 J/mol
GCN4-GST-CHRGCN4-GS-CHRGCN4-G-CHRGCN4-CHR

A B
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Figure 13. Topology prediction and molecular modeling of gp41ctm variants. (A) Correct cleavage 
of heterologous signal peptide, protein topology and membrane incorporation were predicted for the basic 
TPA-gp41ctm(96ZM)-HA protein and all derivatives. (B) The optimal fusion site of the GCN4 zipper 
domain and the gp41 CHR part was modeled by comparative modeling with the existing structure GCN4-
NHR, and free energy was calculated with aid of DOPE score.    
 

4.1.1.3 Membrane exposure and selective recognition by BNMAbs 
Expression and membrane location of gp41 variants is a prerequisite for incorporation into 

VLPs, display of relevant epitopes and usability in immunization studies. In a first experiment, 

in vivo properties of the basic construct gp41ctm were evaluated in comparison of full-length 

gp41 and gp160. Clade B molecular clone 89.6 was chosen for this purpose, as it bears both 

the epitopes for 2F5 and 4E10. After transfection and staining of HEK293T cells with these 

BNMAbs, gp41ctm exhibited a similar mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) in cytometric analysis 

(fig. 14A) compared to full-length gp41 and a slightly enhanced MFI compared to gp160. 

Subsequently, all further designed variants were analyzed in cytometric analysis. Following 

staining of the HA-tag with an anti-HA-antibody, all variants showed proper membrane 

localization and similar expression levels (fig. 14B). The staining with 2F5 and 4E10 showed a 

selective binding of 2F5 to 89.6-based constructs only, whereas 4E10 bound to both 89.6 and 

96ZM651-based constructs (fig. 14C,D), as expected. For normalization of BNMAb binding to 

expression level, MFIs of 2F5 and 4E10 were normalized to the anti-HA intensity. The 

SIVmac239-based variants bound to none of the tested BNMAbs and were only detectable by 

the HA-tag. Accessibility of BNMAb epitopes was similar for the basic and trimer-stabilized 

constructs, and slightly enhanced for the further truncated variant gp41ctm2.      
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Figure 14. Membrane exposure of novel constructs and recognition by BNMAbs. 293T cells were 
transfected with equal masses of pcDNA3.1(+) expression plasmids containing envelope genes and 
stained 48h p.tr. with AlexaFluor647-labelled 2F5 or 4E10 BNMAbs and Fluorescein-labeled anti-HA 
antibody. (A) Comparison of gp41ctm to gp41 and gp160. MFI for all constructs was normalized to those 
of gp41ctm. (B) Detection of gp41 variants by extracellular staining with anti-HA antibody. (C, D) 2F5 and 
4E10 binding to gp41 variants, normalized to fluorescence intensity of simultaneous anti-HA staining.  
 

4.1.1.4 Incorporation into VLPs  
Further analysis of gp41 variants was restricted to the construct based on molecular clone 

96ZM651, because this was the clone chosen for following immunization studies. As it is known 

that HIV-1-derived VLPs band at a density of 1.14-1.18 g/cm3 corresponding to ~35% glucose in 

PBS (229), the incorporation of novel gp41 immunogens into VLPs was addressed by sucrose 

gradients and Western Blot analysis. VLPs were produced by co-transfection of HEK293T cells 

with plasmids encoding for codon-optimized gag and gp41ctm genes. Supernatants were 

harvested 72 h later and purified by ultracentrifugation through a 30% sucrose cushion. 

Resuspended pellets were loaded on a 10-50% sucrose gradient and 20 fractions were 

obtained after ultracentrifugation. After extraction of proteins and SDS-PAGE, Gag and gp41 

derivatives were detected in Western Blot analysis by specific antibodies. All variants showed a 

co-banding of both Gag and gp41 in fractions 12-14, suggesting successful incorporation 
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(fig. 15). Higher molecular weight bands for GCN4-gp41ctm and H3-gp41ctm might indicate 

formation of stable dimers and trimers, even in presence of the denaturing agent SDS.  
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Figure 15. Incorporation of gp41 variants into VLPs. VLPs were produced as described in the 
methods section and loaded onto a 10 to 50% sucrose gradient. 20 fractions were collected and 
subjected to SDS PAGE. gp41 variants were detected by anti-HA antibody and Pr55Gag by anti-p24 MAb 
13/5. Co-banding of Gag and gp41 variants in fractions 11-15 indicates incorporation into particles. VLPs 
produced by single transfection of Gag without gp41 were negative for anti-HA-antibody staining (data not 
shown). 
 

4.1.1.5 Functional preservation of BNAb epitopes on VLPs 
The morphology of VLPs pseudotyped with gp41 derivatives and the antigenic properties of 

incorporated proteins were evaluated by electron microscopy. Briefly, pseudotyped VLPs were 

produced and purified as described above, with an incubation of 1 h in the presence of primary 

antibodies 4E10 or anti-HA-Ab before loading onto sucrose gradients. Primary labeled VLPs 

were subjected to immuno-gold staining with a secondary gold-labeled anti-IgG antibody and 

negatively stainined with tungstic acid. gp41 derivatives had no apparent impact on particle 
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morphology and size of 150 - 200 nm in diameter (fig. 16A,F). Staining with 4E10 showed 

specific staining for VLPs pseudotyped with all four types of gp41 derivatives (fig. 16A,C-F). The 

HA-tag was also accessible on the surface (fig. 16B), as was expected according to cytometric 

analysis. 

A B C

D FE

 
Figure 16. Functional preservation of BNMAb epitopes on VLPs. VLP morphology and epitope 
preservation was verified by immuno-gold labeling and electron microscopy. VLPs were purified by 
sucrose cushion and gradient centrifugation, and incubated with human BNMAb 4E10 (A, C-E) or rat anti-
HA-antibody (B) and anti-human (A, C-F) or anti-rat (B) antibodies conjugated with gold particles of 10 nm 
size. VLPs pseudotyped with gp41ctm (A, B), H3-gp41ctm (C), GCN4-gp41ctm (D) and gp41ctm2 (E) 
showed specific staining with 4E10 (A, C-E) and gp41ctm with anti-HA (B). VLPs without pseudotyping 
showed no specific staining (F). 
 

4.1.1.6 Trimeric state of gp41 derivatives on the surface of VLPs  
An oligomeric conformation of envelope molecules is thought to be advantageous over 

monomeric immunogens due to preservation of the natural conformation. Thus, the oligomeric 

state of all created gp41-derived proteins was analyzed in crosslinking experiments. Briefly, 

VLPs pseudotyped with different gp41ctm variants were produced and purified as described 

above, and incubated with the crosslinking reagent BS3. This chemical covalently links free 

amino groups with a spacer arm of 11.4 Å length, thus irreversibly building a bond between 

molecules in close spatial proximity. Following denaturing SDS PAGE and Western Blot with 

anti-HA-Ab, higher molecular weight bands corresponding to dimers and trimers could be 

observed for all gp41 variants. Regarding the trimer-stabilized constructs with GCN4 and H3 

zipper domains, the intensity of bands corresponding to dimers and trimers seemed to be 

slightly enhanced compared to the non-stabilized constructs gp41ctm and gp41ctm2. Also, an 

increased fraction of oligomers was observed for constructs including GCN4 and H3. Additional 

bands for monomers might indicate degradation products.  
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Figure 17. Trimeric state of gp41 derivatives on the surface of VLPs. Pseudotyped VLPs were 
purified by sucrose cushion and gradient, and incubated with 0.25 mM of crosslinking reagent BS3. 
Reaction was quenched with excess of Tris-HCl. VLPs were lysed and loaded on a denaturing SDS gel. 
Higher molecular weight bands are visible only for cross-linked VLPs. 
 

4.1.1.7 Quantification of gp41 molecules per VLP  
For the induction of neutralizing antibodies, a high amount of incorporated gp41 molecules on 

the surface of VLPs is supposed to be beneficial. A suitable recombinant protein as standard 

reference and an antibody recognizing both the reference and the gp41ctm-derived proteins are 

needed for absolute quantification. The recombinant GCN4-gp41-FD protein (95) with a size of 

20 kDa was chosen as reference protein, as it includes the relevant part of gp41 which is also 

present in our immunogens. 4E10 served as detection antibody, as its epitope is present in all 

tested immunogens and the standard protein. VLPs were purified, quantified and 1 µg of Gag 

and dilutions of the standard protein were incubated in the presence of 1% TritonX100 for 1h for 

lysis and loaded onto a slot blot, followed by detection with 4E10. The obtained standard curve 

shows the dose-dependent intensity and hereby recognition by 4E10. All gp41 variants 

exhibited similar signal intensities, with a slightly increased value for the construct gp41ctm2. 

Masses of gp41 variants were calculated by use of the standard curve. The calculation of gp41 

to Gag molecules indicates that only a relative but no absolute quantification is possible with 

this pair of antibody and standard protein, because a nearly equal mass distribution of these 

proteins in VLPs is unlikely. It has been observed by others that the 4E10 epitope can be 
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presented differently in different proteins or peptides, although the linear epitope was preserved 

(102). As a conclusion, it is feasible to use this pair of standard protein and antibody to compare 

between constructs and not as absolute numbers.    
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Figure 18. Quantification of gp41 variants incorporated into VLPs. Indicated amounts of soluble 
protein GCN4-gp41-FD (left) and 0.25 µg of indicated lysed pseudotyped VLPs (right) were loaded onto a 
slot blot, and stained with 4E10 and anti-human-HRP antibody. Calculated masses of gp41 derivatives 
were comparable to each other, though only suitable for a relative quantification. 
 

4.1.1.8 Cytopathic effects of gp41 derivatives  
It is known from the literature that envelope proteins from HIV-1 have cytopathic effects, 

depending on cell type and viral isolate (230). Regarding gp41ctm, it quickly became apparent 

in this work that cell proliferation and particle production were affected in co-transfection 

experiments with Gag. Additionally, cell populations were shifted towards typical apoptotic cell 

populations with diminished forward scatter in cytometric analysis. In order to quantify 

cytopathic effects of gp41 variants, cells were stained with 7AAD and AnnexinV 48h after 

transfection. 7AAD is a marker for necrosis (231), whereas AnnexinV is an indicator of 

apoptosis (232). Transfection with gp145, gp41, gp41ctm and gp41ctm2 led to increased 

necrosis and apoptosis compared to cells receiving huGFP or gag (fig. 19A, upper diagram). 

Cell proliferation was biased in a similar manner (fig. 19B, lower diagram) with a factor of ~2. 

Effects on particle release were more drastic with a factor of ~3 while co-transfecting gp41ctm 

versus non-cytopathic proteins like GFP (fig. 19B). Trimer-stabilized constructs showed similar 

influences on cytopathicity and particle production as the basic construct gp41ctm (data not 

shown). 
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Figure 19. Effects of gp41 variants on cytopathicity and VLP production. (A) 293T cells were 
transfected with indicated expression plasmids and stained with apoptosis marker AnnexinV and necrosis 
marker 7AAD (upper panel). Cell proliferation after transfection was determined by counting cells 48 h 
p.tr. (lower panel). (B) Effects on particle production were determined by co-transfection of pcDNA3.1(+)-
syngag and the indicated plasmids. VLPs were quantified 72 h p.tr. by p24 ELISA. 
 

4.1.1.9 Large scale production for immunization studies  
All tested gp41 variants showed correct membrane topology, incorporation into VLPs, 

preservation of BNMAb epitopes and (at least partly) trimeric structure, and were therefore 

eligible to be used as immunogens in rodent immunization studies. A HEK293-derived 

suspension cell line, 293F (“FreeStyle”), was used to produce VLPs presenting gp41ctm, H3-

gp41ctm and GCN-gp41ctm. Cytometric analysis and Western blots following sucrose gradients 

indicated a similar biochemical behavior of 293F- compared to 293T-derived VLPs. 293F cells 
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allowed for a production of VLPs pseudotyped with the three mentioned constructs, which were 

used in a rabbit immunization study. Only gp41ctm2 was less properly expressed in the 

suspension cells, and therefore this construct was produced in adherent 293T cells in smaller 

amounts and tested later in a mouse immunization study. As a quality control and for 

quantification, VLPs were analyzed on a Coomassie gel following SDS PAGE. The same 

expression vectors used for VLP production were also prepared in large quantities as DNA 

immunogens. DNA was analyzed on agarose gels after endonuclease restriction for quality 

control purposes (data not shown). All immunogens were tested in Limulus amebocyte lysate 

assay for presence of endotoxins prior to immunization, and exhibited EU levels of < 20 EU/ml.  
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Figure 20. Quality control and quantification of VLPs produced for immunization purposes. 
Pseudotyped VLPs were purified by ultracentrifugation through a sucrose cushion and suspended in 
PBS. 5 µl of resuspended VLP preparations were lysed, loaded on a 12.5% SDS gel and stained with 
Coomassie. As Gag (Pr55) accounts for the main protein mass of VLPs, the band at 55 kDa was 
quantified by comparison to defined amounts of BSA, which served as standard protein. 
 

4.1.2 Immunogenicity studies in rodents 
The immunogens were functionally tested in a rabbit and a mouse immunization study. A DNA 

prime and VLP / protein boost regimen was chosen, as this kind of heterologous immunization 

schedule had shown greater effectiveness in the past, compared to DNA or VLP / protein alone 

(233; 234). Two gp41-derived soluble proteins, HA2-gp41-GCN4 (W. Weissenhorn, 

unpublished) and CTB-MPER (R. Kapzan, (228)) were included in this study to compare them 

with VLP-anchored proteins. Soluble proteins as well as VLPs were formulated with 1% 

carbopol as adjuvant. Carbopol was chosen because of its non-denaturing properties towards 

lipid membranes, compared to Freund’s adjuvant or similar formulations. The integrity of VLPs 

and incorporated proteins after mixing with Carbopol was verified by sucrose gradient and 

Western Blot analysis (data not shown). Rabbits received two times 500 µg of DNA at weeks 0 

and 4 and two times 100 µg of VLPs or protein at weeks 12 and 16 (fig. 21A). Mice were 

immunized with 100 µg of DNA at weeks 0 and 4 and with 35 µg of VLPs or protein at days 8 
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and 12 (fig. 21B). Bleeds were taken 2 weeks before the first immunizations, between DNA 

primes and VLP boosts, and 2 weeks after the last immunizations. Sera were prepared from all 

bleeds and heated to 56°C for 30 min in order to inactivate the complement system. All animals 

were sacrificed after the terminal bleed.  
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Figure 21. Schemes for rodent immunization studies. (A) Rabbits were immunized twice with DNA 
encoding for trimer-stabilized constructs and twice with homologous VLPs or recombinant protein at 
indicated time points. (B) Mice were immunized twice with DNA encoding for further truncated gp41 and 
twice with homologous VLPs or recombinant protein at the indicated time points.   
 

4.1.2.1 Induction of anti-gp41 Abs 
The induction of anti-gp41 Abs is a prerequisite for effective neutralization, and was analyzed 

with the aid of an IgG ELISA. Two soluble peptides spanning the MPER and CHR regions of 

gp41 were coated on plates and tested with BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10, resulting in signals up to 

high dilutions (data not shown). Reactivity of rabbit sera (terminal bleed) is shown in fig. 22. 
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Figure 22. Anti-gp41 antibodies induced by rabbit immunization. Terminal bleeds of rabbits were 
analyzed by IgG ELISA. Peptides spanning the CHR (A) and MPER (B) served as coating peptides. Anti-
rabbit-HRP coupled antibody was used as secondary antibody. Titers are calculated as reciprocal 
dilutions of specific signals at least two-fold above pre-bleed signals. 
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The group receiving gp145 serves as a positive control group. Mediocre titers against both 

peptides were observed for the group receiving gp41ctm DNA / GCN4-gp41ctm-FD protein, and 

for the gp145 control group. Low titers were obtained for the groups receiving gp41ctm DNA 

and boost, and trimer-stabilized constructs, with some animals not reacting at all.  
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Figure 23. Anti-gp41 antibodies induced by mouse immunization. Intermediate (upper panels) and 
terminal bleeds (lower panels) of mice were analyzed by IgG ELISA. Peptides spanning the CHR (A) and 
MPER (B) served as coating peptides. Anti-mouse-HRP coupled antibody was used as secondary 
antibody. Titers are calculated as reciprocal dilutions of signals at least two-fold aboe pre-bleed signals. 
 
Both intermediate and final bleeds of mice were examined in analogous ELISA (fig. 23). After 

two DNA primes, only few animals reacted, regardless of immunogen or readout peptide. After 

boosting, the group receiving gp41ctm DNA and CTB-MPER fusion protein had mediocre IgG 

titers against the MPER peptide. The group receiving gp41ctm2 DNA and homologous VLPs 

exhibited high titers after boosting and showed the most promising titers of all groups tested. 
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4.1.2.2 Removal of anti-cell antibodies 
VLPs are surrounded by a membrane derived from the host cell, which was a human embryonic 

kidney cell line in teh present study. Membrane proteins from this cell line are embedded in 

VLPs and can induce a significant immune response in immunization studies. The induced so-

called anti-cell antibodies can falsify results in neutralization experiments, both positively and 

negatively (235-239) and should therefore be removed before performing neutralization tests. 

All sera were tested for the presence of anti-cell Abs in cytometric analysis and incubated with 

HEK293F cells until anti-cell activity was below two times the background signal. The titer of 

anti-cell Abs varied widely between animals and required an incubation of up to nine times for 

efficient absorption (fig. 24). This procedure had no impact on the titer of anti-gp41 antibodies, 

as measured in ELISA (data not shown). 
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Figure 24. Effective removal of anti-cell antibodies. Sera of rabbits and mice were incubated with 
human 293 cells for 4 h at room temperature with moderate shaking. Incubation up to nine times was 
necessary to remove all significant anti-cell activity, measured by staining of human 293T cells with 
dilutions of sera and anti-rabbit / anti-mouse antibodies. Mean fluorescence intensities (MFI) of two 
representative sera of each rabbits (left) and mice (right) are shown. 
 

4.1.2.3 Induction of neutralizing antibodies 
As sera showed specific binding to gp41 peptides in a dilution of up to 32,768 (rabbits) and 

131,072 (mice), all sera were tested in standardized assays for neutralizing activity. Two 

different test systems were chosen, TZM-bl and A3R5 assays. The TZM-bl assay is based on a 

HeLa-derived reporter cell line and uses an env-deleted virus, pseudotyped with different 
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Table 2. Induction of low neutralizing antibody titers in rabbit sera. After removal of anti-cell 
antibodies, sera were tested in TZM-bl (HeLa cell-based) and A3R5 (CEM cell-based) neutralization 
assays. Dilutions mediating inhibition of 50% infection (ID50) two-fold over background (respective pre-
bleed serum) are considered as neutralizing. 

Rabbit sera 

       

ID50 in TZM‐bl/ 

Tier 1 

ID50 in A3R5/

Tier 1 

ID50 in A3R5/ 

Tier 2 

2x prime +  

2x boost 

No. ‐

week 

Bleed #  SHIV 

89.6P.18

Clade B 

MW965.26 

Clade C 

SF162.LucRN.

T2A.ecto  

Clade B 

CH40.LucT

.T2A.ecto 

Clade B 

THRO.LucR.

T2A.ecto 

Clade B 

   2‐0  pre <20 <20 178 29  35 
   2‐22  terminal <20 <20 167 49  65 
CTM DNA +  3‐0  pre <20 <20 59 28  31 
GCN4‐gp41ctm‐FD  3‐22  terminal <20 <20 46 28  63 
protein  4‐0  pre <20 <20 77 25  28 
  4‐22  terminal <20 <20 62 103  99 
   5‐0  pre <20 <20 100 <20  24 
   5‐22  terminal <20 <20 129 219  132 
   7‐0  pre nt <20 85 nt  nt 
   7‐22  terminal nt 26 56 nt  nt 
   8‐0  pre nt <20 98 nt  nt 
  8‐22  terminal nt 23 113 nt  nt 
CTM DNA +  10‐0  pre nt <20 173 nt  nt 
CTM VLP  10‐22  terminal nt 37 114 nt  nt 
   11‐0  pre nt <20 86 nt  nt 
   11‐22  terminal nt 25 113 nt  nt 
   12‐0  pre nt <20 115 nt  nt 
   12‐22  terminal nt 21 99 nt  nt 
   13‐0  pre nt <20 <20 nt  nt 
   13‐22  terminal nt 28 104 nt  nt 
   14‐0  pre nt <20 <20 nt  nt 
H3‐CTM DNA +  14‐22  terminal nt <20 138 nt  nt 
H3‐CTM VLP  15‐0  pre nt <20 71 nt  nt 
   15‐22  terminal nt 21 119 nt  nt 
   17‐0  pre nt <20 45 nt  nt 
   17‐22  terminal nt <20 120 nt  nt 
   19‐0  pre nt <20 88 nt  nt 
   19‐22  terminal nt 44 140 nt  nt 
   20‐0  pre nt <20 48 nt  nt 
GCN4‐CTM DNA + 20‐22  terminal nt 54 117 nt  nt 
GCN4‐CTM VLP  21‐0  pre nt <20 36 nt  nt 
   21‐22  terminal nt <20 59 nt  nt 
   22‐0  pre nt 876 109 nt  nt 
   22‐22  terminal nt <20 103 nt  nt 
   25‐0  pre nt 20 47 nt  nt 
   25‐22  terminal nt 763 357 nt  nt 
   26‐0  pre nt <20 71 nt  nt 
   26‐22  terminal nt 1175 56 nt  nt 
   27‐0  pre nt <20 99 nt  nt 
gp145 DNA +  27‐22  terminal nt 794 54 nt  nt 
gp145 VLP  28‐0  pre nt <20 35 nt  nt 
   28‐22  terminal nt 415 184 nt  nt 
   29‐0  pre nt 32 163 nt  nt 
   29‐22  terminal nt 6450 105 nt  nt 
   30‐0  pre nt <20 26 nt  nt 
   30‐22  terminal nt 683 126 nt  nt 
            
      ID50 of terminal bleed compared to pre‐bleed   
      not tested    
      < 2x    
      > 2x    
      > 10x    
      > 50x     
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Table 3. Induction of low neutralizing antibody titers in mice sera. After removal of anti-cell 
antibodies, sera were tested in TZM-bl (HeLa cell-based) and A3R5 (CEM cell-based) neutralization 
assays. Dilutions mediating inhibition of 50% infection (ID50) two-fold over background (respective pre-
bleed serum) are considered as neutralizing. 

Mice sera 

       

ID50 in TZM‐bl/ 

Tier 1 

ID50 in A3R5/

Tier 1 

ID50 in A3R5/ 

Tier 2 

2x prime + 

2x boost 

No. ‐ 

week 

Bleed #  SHIV 

89.6P.18

Clade B 

MW965.26 

Clade C 

SF162.LucR. 

T2A.ecto  

Clade B 

CH40.LucT.

T2A.ecto 

Clade B 

THRO.LucR.

T2A.ecto 

Clade B 

  17‐0  pre <20 <20 nt nt  nt 
  17‐18  terminal 33 23 nt nt  nt 
   18‐0  pre <20 <20 11383 <20  <20 
   18‐18  terminal <20 <20 13092 <20  30 
   19‐0  pre <20 <20 8756 <20  57 
CTM DNA +  19‐18  terminal <20 <20 9163 <20  39 
CTB‐MPER protein 20‐0  pre <20 <20 2166 <20  31 
   20‐18  terminal <20 <20 10531 <20  39 
   23‐0  pre <20 <20 5563 <20  32 
   23‐18  terminal <20 <20 9969 21  44 
  24‐0  pre <20 <20 nt nt  nt 
  24‐18  terminal 243 nt nt nt  nt 
   25‐0  pre nt <20 2750 nt  nt 
   25‐18  terminal nt 26 39 nt  nt 
   26‐0  pre nt <20 7467 nt  nt 
   26‐18  terminal nt 30 42 nt  nt 
   27‐0  pre nt <20 7192 nt  nt 
   27‐18  terminal nt 42 46 nt  nt 
CTM2 DNA +  28‐0  pre nt 22 5159 nt  nt 
CTM2 VLP  28‐18  terminal nt 29 55 nt  nt 
   30‐0  pre nt 32 12130 nt  nt 
   30‐18  terminal nt 64 64 nt  nt 
   31‐0  pre nt <20 9919 nt  nt 
   31‐18  terminal nt 23 30 nt  nt 
   32‐0  pre nt <20 5591 nt  nt 
   32‐18  terminal nt 38 58 nt  nt 
   33‐0  pre nt 25 6918 nt  nt 
   33‐18  terminal nt 31 43 nt  nt 
   34‐0  pre nt <20 5800 nt  nt 
   34‐18  terminal nt 60 84 nt  nt 
   35‐0  pre nt 23 7514 nt  nt 
   35‐18  terminal nt 68 55 nt  nt 
   36‐0  pre nt 21 7171 nt  nt 
CTM DNA +  36‐18  terminal nt 73 41 nt  nt 
CTM VLP  37‐0  pre nt <20 4903 nt  nt 
   37‐18  terminal nt 26 32 nt  nt 
   38‐0  pre nt 23 3111 nt  nt 
   38‐18  terminal nt 37 40 nt  nt 
   39‐0  pre nt 33 4209 nt  nt 
   39‐18  terminal nt 23 44 nt  nt 
   40‐0  pre nt <20 4875 nt  nt 
   40‐18  terminal nt 38 40 nt  nt 

   
  ID50 of terminal bleed compared to pre‐bleed   
  not tested    
  < 2x    
  > 2x    

> 10x
> 50x 

 

envelopes encoded on expression plasmids. For the A3R5 assay, every isolate is cloned 

individually as a provirus and tested for propagation on CEM (human T cell lymphoblast-like) 

cells, in the presence of immune sera (see methods for details). A small panel of tier 1 

(laboratory-adapted strains, easy to neutralize) and tier 2 (primary isolates, moderately hard to 
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neutralize) viruses were tested for neutralization. Specifically, all samples were tested against 

molecular clones SF162 (clade B) and MW965.26 (clade C), independently of immunization 

strain. Sera obtained from animals immunized with clade B immunogens were furthermore 

tested against homologous SHIV89.6P and heterologous CH40 and THRO isolates. Due to 

restricted sample volumes and experimental constraints, not all sera could be tested against all 

viral isolates.  

Effective neutralization was observed only for the rabbit group receiving gp145 DNA and 

homologous VLPs, with two rabbits showing titers >1,000 and >50x above background for at 

least one tested isolate (table 2). Env from this isolate was known to induce modest neutralizing 

titers against the homologous isolate and the tier-1 strain MW965.26 when administered 

mucosally as soluble gp140 protein (240). Rabbit group 1 receiving a gp41ctm DNA prime and 

GCN4-gp41ctm-FD protein boost showed weak to moderate neutralization in the A3R5 assay, 

but no neutralization was detected in TZM-bl assay. For all three rabbit groups receiving gp41-

derived DNA prime / VLP boost, only some weak neutralizing activity was detected in single 

animals. Taken together, results from rabbit neutralization tests tended to reflect titers of anti-

gp41 antibodies as measured in ELISA. However, rabbit group 1 showed fair antibody titers 

against the vaccination strain but neutralizing activity only against other strains.  

The basic construct gp41ctm was also tested as DNA prime / VLP boost immunization in mice 

and induced only weak neutralizing activity here as well (table 3). This is also the case for the 

further truncated version gp41ctm2, although it induced high titers of anti-gp41 antibodies as 

measured in ELISA. The mice group 1 receiving gp41ctm DNA as prime and CTB-MPER fusion 

protein as boost contained also only two animals reacting significantly above background. 

Taken together, neutralization data of mice also tend to reflect the ELISA data, with exception of 

group number 2 with high antibody and low neutralizing titers. 

 

4.1.2.4 Removal of MPER-directed BNMAbs by incubation with cells 
After completion of the studies described above, other groups published evidence for the 

paramountcy of membrane-binding components in MPER-directed BNAbs like 2F5 and 4E10 

(81; 241). To assess the effect of cell absorption on membrane-binding antibodies, dilutions of 

2F5 and 4E10 were incubated with HEK293F cells for 4h up to nine times. Antibody 

concentrations were reduced significantly in each round of incubation, as can be seen in fig. 25. 

It can be concluded that membrane-binding antibodies in immune sera are removed by this 

procedure as well, which renders the procedure detrimental for sera obtained after vaccination 

with immunogens including a membrane-embedded MPER.   
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Figure 25. Anti-MPER antibodies 2F5 and 4E10 are removed by incubation with cells. Serial 
dilutions of 2F5 and 4E10 in PBS were incubated up to nine times with an equal volume of HEK293F 
cells. Supernatants were read out in a gp41 ELISA with MPER peptide as coating reagent, and anti-
human-HRP coupled antibody as secondary antibody. 
 

4.1.3 Summary 
Requirements for state-of-the-art immunogens based on gp41 were defined with the aid of pre-

existing BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10, directing the attention to the MPER region. Four novel gp41-

derived immunogens were designed and endowed with features for membrane localization, 

trimerization and antibody recognition. The resulting proteins were analyzed in silico with aid of 

appropriate prediction and modeling software. After cloning, the expression and antigenicity of 

these membrane-bound proteins were tested in cytometric analyses. The correct incorporation 

of the gp41 antigens into virus-like particles was verified by analysis of sucrose gradients and 

by electron microscopy. Crosslinking experiments revealed a partially trimeric state of all novel 

immunogens. Despite cytopathic effects, pseudotyped VLPs and homologous endotoxin-free 

DNA were produced for immunization of rabbits and mice. The immunogens were functionally 

tested in two animal immunization studies, as stand-alone constructs in homologous DNA prime 

/ VLP boost regimens or in combination with two gp41-derived soluble proteins. Although 

sufficient titers of anti-gp41 antibodies were measured by ELISA for some groups, neutralizing 

activity was limited. Boosts with soluble protein tended to be more effective than boosts using 

VLPs. Best results were obtained by priming with gp41ctm DNA and boosting with trimeric 

GCN4-gp41ctm-FD protein. If membrane-binding antibodies have been present in immune sera, 

these were likely depleted by the procedure of removing anti-cell antibodies.  
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4.2 Selection of gp41 derivatives with high affinity for BNMAbs 
The second part of this work deals with the affinity maturation of membrane-bound gp41 

immunogens towards BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10, following the hypothesis, that antigens with 

enhanced affinity might more likely induce antibodies similar to known BNMAbs. Initially, a 

virus-based display system was developed for this purpose. In this system, proteins responsible 

for both packaging and antigenicity (i.e. an envelope library) are encoded in a single lentiviral 

genome. The system was therefore called “All-in-One (AIO)”. A 4E10-directed mini-library was 

created to evaluate the performance of this system. After defining limitations of this system, a 

cell-based display system (“lenti-cellular display”) was adapted to the gp41 context and 

validated in proof-of-concept studies. Finally, a complex library was constructed and screened 

for affinity-enhanced variants. 

 

4.2.1 Creation of a gp41 mini-library 
The performance of antigen display systems can be evaluated by use of defined small libraries, 

in which every member has a known binding affinity for the selecting antibody. During a 

successful panning procedure, the best binder(s) should be selected in one or more rounds of 

selection. In the case of gp41, precise information on specific isolates and their affinity to 4E10 

was not available. However, the influences of some alanine substitutions on viral fitness and 

4E10 neutralization (101; 125) as well as an overview on 4E10 epitopes and corresponding 

neutralization data (121) have been described. Furthermore, it was clear from cytometric 

analysis that 4E10 does not bind to gp41 derived from molecular clone SIVmac239 (section 

4.1.1.3).  

 
Table 4. Design of a gp41 mini-library for the 4E10 antibody. The 4E10 epitope was gradually 
mutated, with the expected corresponding binding pattern indicated in the right coloumn. 

subtype 2F5 epitope 4E10 epitope 2F5 binding 4E10 binding 

HIV-1 B (89.6) ELDKWAS WNWFDITNWLW +++++ +++++ 

HIV-C (96ZM) ALDSWNN WNWFDITKWLW - +++++ 

4E10-directed 

mini-library, based 

on HIV-1 C 

(96ZM) 

ALDSWNN 

ALDSWNN 

ALDSWNN 

ALDSWNN 

GNWFDITNWLW 

GNWFDLTNWLW 

GNWFDLANWLW 

GNWFALANWLW 

- 

- 

- 

- 

++++ 

+++ 

++ 

+ 

SIV(mac239) KLNSWDV GNWFDLASWIK - - 

 
Based on the information on binding (96ZM651) and non-binding sequences (SIVmac239), and 

relevant positions for alanine substitutions, a 4E10-directed gp41ctm mini-library with four 
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additional members was created based on clone 96ZM651 (table 4). The constructs were 

named 4E10++++ / 4E10+++ / 4E10++ / 4E10+, respective of their expected binding behavior 

towards 4E10. Residues crucially important for antibody binding were left untouched. A similar 

mini-library was designed for antibody 2F5, but omitted later, as there was no gradual binding 

observable in this case (data not shown).  

 

4.2.1.1 Membrane localization of mini-library and selective binding to BNMAbs 
All mutants were tested in flow cytometric analysis for efficient expression, membrane 

localization and antigenicity. HEK293T cells were transfected transiently with expression 

plasmids encoding for the mutants, and stained simultaneously for anti-HA and 4E10 or 2F5. 

Signals for the HA-tag were similarly intense, suggesting similar expression levels and proper 

membrane incorporation of all mutants (fig. 26). BNMAb 2F5 exclusively stained the 89.6-

derived protein. 4E10 bound to both 89.6- and 96ZM651-derived constructs and to the 4E10-

directed mini-library in a gradual manner. This finding indicates that the members of the mini-

library bind each with different affinity to BNMAb 4E10 while being equally expressed. 
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Figure 26. Membrane localization of mini-library and selective binding to BNMAbs on cells. 293T 
cells were transiently transfected with expression plasmids carrying the indicated gp41 variants, stained 
with anti-HA (upper panel) and BNMAbs 2F5 / 4E10 (lower panel) and subjected to flow cytometric 
analysis. 
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4.2.1.2 Incorporation into VLPs and selective binding to BNMAbs 
This gradual binding pattern was also to be verified for gp41 variants incorporated in viral or 

virus-like particles for the desired panning based on virions and not only on cells. Thus, VLPs 

pseudotyped with members of the gp41ctm mini-library were produced, incubated with 4E10, 

purified by sucrose gradient centrifugation, lysed and stained in a Western Blot (fig. 27). p24 

served as an input control. gp41 variants were quantified by anti-HA-Ab, whereas bound 4E10 

was visualized by anti-hIgG. The intensities of 4E10 to anti-HA-Ab were quantified (fig. 27, 

lower panel) and corresponded to a decreasing binding pattern for 4E10 also on the surface of 

virus-like particles, while the amount of gp41 derivatives incorporated into VLPs was similar 

(anti-HA staining). This finding is consistent with cytometric analyses, were cell membrane 

exposure was similar but binding to 4E10 was specific for each member (fig. 26). The in silico-

designed 4E10 mini-library therefore is a functional tool for the evaluation of 4E10-directed 

display systems both on cells and HIV-derived viral particles.  
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Figure 27. Incorporation of gp41ctm into virus-like particles and selective binding to 4E10. 
Pseudotyped VLPs were produced by co-transfection with the indicated constructs, purified by sucrose 
cushion, incubated with MAb 4E10 and further purified by gradient centrifugation. Fractions containing 
VLPs were pooled, lysed and subjected to SDS-PAGE and Western Blot (upper panel). Signals of 4E10 
and anti-HA-antibody were detected by ECL staining and quantified, and their ratio was calculated (lower 
panel).     
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4.2.2 Development of the Lentiviral display system “All-in-One” (AIO)  
4.2.2.1 Design of AIO platform 
Pre-existing display systems suffer from disadvantages, as described earlier (sec. 2.3.1). 

Requirements for a novel display system included that the antigens should be (i) derived from 

human cells with natural post-translational modifications including glycosylation, (ii) trimeric or 

otherwise naturally oligomeric, and (iii) membrane-embedded. An HIV-1-derived provirus was 

chosen as vector platform, as it offers the mentioned qualities to display a huge diversity of 

antigens in a natural setting.  

The display system should furthermore separate the function of infectivity from affinity 

maturation, making it possible for non-infectious envelopes like gp41ctm or other surface 

antigens to be selected by the system. This was achieved by deleting the natural env frame by 

a frameshift mutation, and pseudotyping of virions with glycoprotein G of vesicular stomatitis 

virus (VSV-G), which mediates infection into a wide array of mammalian cell types (242). The 

antigen to be displayed was inserted in the nef reading frame, as this frame is known to be 

negligible for infectivity and supportive for expression of heterologous short proteins. The 

viability of an env-deleted virus based on NL4-3 with luciferase in the nef reading frame was 

already shown by Dittmar et al. (203). The virus called pTN7* was extended for a Kozak 

consensus sequence 5’ of the nef frame and both the NcoI and KpnI sites for insertion of foreign 

genes were rendered unique. 
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Figure 28. DNA constructs for the lentiviral display platform “All-in-One (AIO)”. (A) Design of AIO 
vector, based on the HIV-1 provirus pNL4-3. The original envelope reading frame contains a frameshift 
mutation for a stopped Env protein. Instead of nef, the antigen is inserted with a preceding Kozak 
consensus sequence. (B) The antigen used in this system called gp41ctm is derived from gp41 and 
described above. (C) Infectivity is mediated by cell line expressing VSV-G under a tetracycline-inducible 
promotor. 
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A round of panning begins with the transfection of HEK293T cells with proviral AIO plasmids 

(fig. 29) containing the gene of interest within the nef reading frame. Cells express VSV-G 

simultaneously, which can be achieved by (i) tetracycline-dependent induction of stably 

transfected HEK293-TO-VSVG cells or (ii) co-transfection of a VSVG-encoding expression 

plasmid. Virus is harvested 72 to 96 h p.tr. and pseudotyped with both VSV-G and the library of 

interest. The respective BNMAb is coated on a plate and virions are allowed to bind for 1 h at 

37°C. Stringent washing removes unspecific and low-affinity binders, with only high-affinity 

binders being left immobilized on the plate. Genetic information can either be retrieved by 

reverse transcription and PCR for analysis and backup, or alternatively virions can directly infect 

fresh cells for another round of panning. Retrieved gene variants can later be cloned into 

expression vectors for cytometric analysis and sequencing of selected clones. 
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Figure 29. Overview of AIO panning procedure. HEK293 cells expressing VSVG are transfected with 
AIO provirus (including library) for production of pseudotyped, antigen-presenting virions. Virions are 
panned against immobilized BNMAbs and stringently washed. Bound virus is either lysed and genomic 
information is retrieved, or used for direct infection of fresh cells for another round of panning. Finally, 
single clones are evaluated in flow cytometric analysis and sequencing.  
 

4.2.2.2 Replacement of nef is reconcilable with particle production 
After cloning, the impact of the replacement of nef by heterologous genes on particle production 

was assayed. As described earlier, Renilla luciferase (RLuc) is tolerated in the nef reading 
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frame without significant impact on particle production or infectivity in cell culture. This could 

also be shown for AIO virus bearing GFP (fig. 30). Insertion of gp41ctm in the nef frame 

diminished particle production by 20-25%.  While GFP expression was measurable in 

cytometric analysis, staining of gp41ctm expressed from the nef frame by 4E10 or 2F5 was 

barely detectable and not significant above background (data not shown), which indicated a 

very low expression level. In the following experiments, the single required steps of the AIO 

system were tested and optimized.   
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Figure 30. Production of pseudotyped virus. HEK293 cells were transfected with proviral plasmids, 
supernatants were pre-cleared by centrifugation 72 h later and virions were lysed and quantified by p24 
ELISA. Proteins expressed from the nef reading frame are indicated for AIO constructs.   
 

4.2.2.3 Virus production after transfection 
Viral particles employed in a display system should be (i) infective in order to enter a second 

round of panning, and (ii) high in absolute number in order to present a large gene library 

abundantly. The AIO system was optimized in these regards by determining viral titers in form 

of capsid amounts and infectious units at different time points after transfection or infection of 

cells. Transfection of provirus is carried out in the beginning of the first round of panning for the 

initial virus production, whereas infection takes place in the first and every optional following 

round.  

Virus production after transfection was monitored for a time-course of 96 hours and revealed a 

peak for NL4-3 after 84 h and for AIO after 96 h. After 96 h, the experiments were terminated as 

cells began to detach from wells. Particle release from HEK293T cells was generally higher 

than from doxycycline-induced HEK293-TO-VSVG cells, likely due to VSVG-mediated 

cytotoxicity. Infectious units reached a peak after 72 h for NL4-3 and after 96 h for AIO. The 

number of infectious units (IU) per ng p24 ranged from ~1,000 to ~50,000, with particle 

infectivity dropping with longer production times. In conclusion, the optimal time point for 

harvesting virus was set to 96 h p.tr. to gain the highest number of infectious particles. The 

nature of the heterologous gene within the nef frame, RLuc or gp41ctm, had no significant 

impact on the determined time points. 
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Figure 31. AIO virus production after transfection. HEK293T and inducible HEK293-TO-VSVG cells 
were transfected with the indicated proviral plasmids. (A) Supernatants were harvested at indicated 
timepoints and quantified by p24 ELISA. (B) VSVG-pseudotyped virus was used in MAGI assays to 
determine amount of infectious particles. (C) The infectivity was calculated as infectious units (IU) per ng 
p24.  
 

4.2.2.4 Virus production after infection 
In order to determine optimal panning time points after infection, virus was produced by 

harvesting 96 h p.tr., HEK293-TO-VSVG cells were infected, and supernatans were analyzed  

as described above. Additionally, different multipliciites of infection (MOIs) of 1, 0.1 and 0.01 

were tested in this controlled situation. After infection with an MOI of 1, p24 was detectable 24 h 

p.inf. and raised constantly until 96 h p.inf. (fig. 32A). For an MOI of 0.1 and 0.01, virion release 

started later at 48 h or 72 h p.inf., respectively. Generally, overall particle production increased 

with the applied MOI. The number of infectious units was dependent on the number of input 

capsid copies, as was expected, with a peak at 48 to 72 h for MOI of 1, and peak at 96 h for an 

MOIs of 0.1 and 0.01 (fig. 32B). In the actual panning setting, an MOI of 0.1 or 0.01 is more 

likely and desirable than an MOI of 1. Virus infectivity, determined as infectious units per ng 

p24, decreased during production time (fig. 32C), but was over-compensated with increasing 

virus release between 48 and 96 h after infection with low MOIs of 0.1 or 0.01 (fig 32B). The 

optimal time point for virus panning after infection was therefore determined as being 96 h p.inf. 

to obtain the highest number of infectious particles.  
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Figure 32. Virus production after infection. Indicated viruses were harvested 96h p.tr. and cells were 
infected at MOIs of 1, 0.1 or 0.01. (A) Supernatants were harvested at indicated time points and 
quantified by p24 ELISA. (B) VSVG-pseudotyped virus was used in MAGI assays to determine amount of 
infectious particles. (C) The infectivity was calculated as infectious units (IU) per ng p24. 
 

4.2.2.5 VSVG Pseudotyping     
The amount of VSVG pseudotyping has to be balanced. High copy numbers of VSVG on viral 

particles are desirable as they promote infectivity, but excessively high expression level induce 

cell toxicity and therefore impair proper particle production. Thus, the amount of VSVG 

pseudotyping was optimized empirically.  

First, doxycycline (DOX) induction during particle production was titrated from 1 µg/ml, as 

recommended by the manufacturer, to 0.001 µg/ml. It could be shown that DOX concentrations 

from 1 to 0.01 µg/ml are effective for VSVG pseudotyping, with only a slight decrease in 

fluorescence intensity (fig. 33A). Secondly, emanating virus was normalized for particle number 

by ELISA, with no apparent differences in p24 levels (data not shown). Virions were panned 

against BNMAbs 4E10 or 2G12 and immobilized infectious units were visualized by TZM-bl 

reporter cells (fig. 33B). For AIO-CTM virus, pseudotyping with 1 or 0.1 µg/ml resulted in 

effective capture and reinfection by 4E10, whereas for NL4-3 a concentration of 0.01 µg/ml was 

still effective. AIO-huGFP did not show significant capture or reinfection, as was expected due 

to the lack of any BNMAb binding site. As a conclusion, a concentration of 1  µg/ml was used 

further on for effective pseudotyping.  
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Figure 33. Effective VSVG pseudotyping of AIO-CTM virions. (A) VSVG-expressing cells were 
induced by the indicated concentrations of doxycycline (DOX) for 5 h and incubated for further 24 h in 
fresh medium. VSVG expression was measured with the aid of an anti-VSVG-antibody in cytometric 
analysis. (B) Indicated viruses were produced with simultaneous induction of several concentrations of 
DOX and panned against indicated BNMAbs. TZM-bl reporter cells were added to immobilized virus and 
infected cells were read out by beta-galactosidase staining.     
 

4.2.2.6 Optimization of further steps in panning procedure  
During the establishment of the AIO panning procedure, a multitude of further parameters were 

optimized for efficient antigen expression, virion binding, washing and reinfection (table 5). 

Besides the nef reading frame, also the vpr reading frame was tested as antigen expression 

frame. Cloning was performed according to Ali et al 2003 (206). Unfortunately, insertion of 

codon-optimized gp41ctm genes completely abolished virus production (data not shown), so 

this approach was not pursued any further. Optimization of virus production was described 

above. VSVG pseudotyping by co-transfection of HEK293T cells with a VSVG-encoding 

expression plasmid was also tested, and led to similar viral infectivity as the production in stable 

doxycycline-inducible HEK293-TO-VSVG cells, but was more time-consuming when applied 

after panning. Both magnetic beads and plates were evaluated as solid phases for antibody 

linkage and virion capture, with plates showing a higher signal to background ratio. Besides 

Nunc Maxisorp microtiter plates for the immobilization of the panning antibody, also plates with 

other binding profiles and plates of other manufacturers were tested, including plates pre-coated 

with anti-hIgG antibodies. For coating, the composition of buffers and blocking reagents were 

varied. The binding of virions was optimized regarding incubation temperature and time. For the 

panning itself, the composition of washing buffer (addition of Tween 20), and the number of 
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washing steps was evaluated. Finally, the reinfection of cells was examined with and without 

use of additives like polybrene or saponin. The final optimized protocol can be found in the 

methods section (3.3.12).  

 
Table 5. Parameters tested for AIO panning. 

Parameter tested Values tested Optimal value 

Antigen reading frame nef, vpr nef 
Virus production time, 
after transfection 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96 h 96 h 

Virus production time, 
after infection 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96 h 96 h 

VSVG pseudotyping transfection of 293T cells,  
induction of 293-TO-VSVG cells 

induction of DOX-inducible 
293-TO-VSVG cells 

DOX concentration 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 µg/ml 1 µg/ml 
Solid phase plates, magnetic beads plates 

Plate type 
Nunc: Maxisorp, Medisorp, Polysorp, 
untreated; Greiner: Microlon 600 high, 
Microlon 200 low 

Nunc Maxisorp 

Direct vs indirect 
coating 

coating of BNMAb directly, pre-coating with 
anti-hIgG, use Protein-G-precoated plates pre-coating with anti-hIgG 

Coating buffer 100 mM or 20 mM carbonate pH 9.5, PBS 
pH 7.0 100 mM carbonate pH 9.5 

Capture antibody 
concentration 2.5, 10, 40 µg/ml 10 µg/ml 

Blocking reagent 5% BSA in PBS, 5% milk powder in PBS, 
DMEM with 10% FCS DMEM with 10% FCS 

Virus concentration 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500 ng/ml 50 ng/ml 
Virus incubation 
temperature 4, 20, 37°C 37°C 

Washing buffer PBS, TBS, PBS + 2% Tween 20,  
TBS + 2% Tween 20 

PBS + 2% Tween 20 after 
coating and blocking,  
PBS after virus binding 

No. of washing steps 3, 6, 9 3 
Additives during 
infection 1% saponin, 8 µg/ml polybrene 8 µg/ml polybrene 

 

4.2.2.7 Incorporation of inherently expressed gp41ctm into virions  
The expression of gp41ctm from the nef reading frame and incorporation into viral particles was 

examined by Western Blot analysis. Following optimized virus production, the supernatant was 

loaded onto a sucrose gradient, and 20 fractions were collected after ultracentrifugation. p24 

and gp41ctm could be detected in the same fractions corresponding to viral particles, thus 

proving proper particle incorporation (fig. 34). However, signals were close to the detection limit. 

In contrast, gp120 or gp145 cloned into the nef frame could not be detected by this method 

(data not shown). It can therefore be assumed that expression and incorporation of short codon-

optimized gp41 derivatives are supported from this reading frame at low level.  
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Figure 34. Incorporation of inherently expressed gp41ctm into virions. AIO-CTM virions were 
purified by ultracentrifugation through a sucrose cushion and loaded onto a 10-50% sucrose gradient. 20 
fractions were collected, and protein was extracted and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Gag was stained with 
an anti-p24 antibody (upper blot) and gp41ctm was detected with aid of an anti-HA-antibody (lower blot).    
 

4.2.2.8 Quantification of incorporated gp41ctm 
The amount of gp41ctm molecules incorporated into viral particles was assessed in the same 

way as for VLPs (sec. 4.1.1.7). AIO virions were normalized for p24 by ELISA, lysed and loaded 

onto a slot blot. Soluble GCN4-gp41-FD served as standard protein and 4E10 as detection 

antibody. 
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Figure 35. Quantification of incorporated gp41ctm. Indicated virions (right) were produced in 
HEK293T cells, harvested 72h p. tr. and purified through a sucrose cushion. Lysates were loaded onto a 
slot blot and stained by BNMAb 4E10. Soluble protein GCN4-gp41-FD served as standard protein (left).   

Again, an absolute quantification was not possible, but standard curves were suitable for 

relative quantification. A comparative analysis showed that gp41ctm derived from molecular 

clones 89.6 and 96ZM651 was incorporated at similar amounts, and about 5 times less than 

wild-type gp160 in NL4-3 (fig. 35). Current estimations suggest a number of 7-15 envelope 

trimers per HIV-1 virion (54; 243), which would lead to 1-3 gp41ctm trimers or 3-9 single 

molecules per AIO virion. A copy number in this range is comparable to the 5 copies of p3 
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protein on the surfaces of phages as used in page display (151), and may therefore be sufficient 

for successful antigen presentation during the panning procedure. 

 

4.2.2.9 Selective capture of virions and subsequent productive reinfection 
A round of panning involves selective capturing of virions, efficient washing and successful 

reinfection. These crucial steps were checked by use of the 4E10 mini-library. AIO virions of 

each library member were produced separately, normalized for p24 in ELISA and individually 

subjected to the lentiviral panning procedure. After washing, captured particles were lysed and 

quantified again by p24 ELISA. As shown in fig. 36 (upper panel), capturing was dependent on 

binding affinity and led to a step-wise binding pattern, similar to flow cytometric data (section 

4.2.1.1). Immobilized virions were covered with fresh HEK293T cells, and infected cells were 

read out 48 h later. The distribution of infected cells corresponded to the amounts of captured 

particles. These results suggest that immobilized virions can be selectively captured by 

BNMAbs and productively infect cells for another round of panning. 
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Figure 36. Selective capture of virions by immobilized BNMAb and subsequent productive 
reinfection. The 4E10 mini-library of AIO-CTM variants was panned against immobilized 4E10 antibody. 
Half of the wells was lysed and captured particles were quantified by p24 ELISA (upper figure). The other 
half of the wells was covered with TZM-bl reporter cells and stained for beta-galactosidase expression 
48 h later, as marker of infection. 

 

4.2.2.10 Enrichment of high-affinity binders on clonal basis 
The effectiveness of the AIO display system was assessed by sequencing a peer group of 

clones after panning. Briefly, virions bearing the gp41ctm mini-library were produced in separate 
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wells as described above. Equal amounts of virions, normalized by p24, were mixed and 

panned against 4E10. Captured virus was lysed, genetic information was reverse transcribed, 

gp41ctm genes were amplified by PCR with specific primers and cloned back into the proviral 

vector pTN-AIO. 94 clones were picked and sequenced. The distribution of gp41ctm variants in 

this peer group resembled that found in ELISA (sec. 4.2.2.5) or cytometric analysis (sec. 

4.2.1.1). It can be concluded that the AIO display system leads to an enrichment of binders with 

higher affinity for the panning antibody, already after a single round panning. Notably, there was 

only one clone of the SIV-based construct present in the sequencing peer group, which 

indicates an enrichment factor of ~25, for separately produced virions. This procedure has to be 

extended with a low MOI infection step when using virions from a mixed transfection (see fig. 

29), to link genotype and phenotype (as described in sec. 2.1.16 and fig. 11).  
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Figure 37. Enrichment of high-affinity binders in AIO lentiviral display on clonal basis. Virions of 
the AIO-CTM mini-library were produced following the optimized protocol, and panned against 4E10 with 
stringent washing. Immobilized virions were lysed and RNA was reverse transcribed. Following PCR, 
gp41ctm genes were cloned back into the proviral plasmid and 94 samples of the resulting clones were 
analyzed by sequencing.  
 

4.2.2.11 Evidence for more efficient capture by anti-gp120 Abs than by gp41 Abs  
During the development of the AIO system, it became obvious that the accessibility of the 

antigen and a high number of presented molecules are important parameters for effective 

panning. Besides 4E10, also 2F5 and Z13e1 were evaluated as capture antibodies for gp41ctm. 

2F5 also led to significant enrichment, whereas capture by Z13e1 was not above background 

(data not shown). Similar results were obtained for capturing wild-type NL4-3 with its native 

envelope. Also, anti-gp120 antibodies like b12, 2G12 and HJ16 were tested with this isolate. 

Capturing was significantly more effective with these antibodies compared to anti-gp41 

antibodies (fig. 38). Consequently, reinfection also led to higher p24 titers in a second or third 

round of panning. It seems that well-exposed antigens like gp120 and anti-gp120 antibodies are 

superior components in the AIO system compared to gp41-derived antigens and corresponding 

antibodies. Besides restricted sterical access, the immobilization of 4E10 might also influence 

its binding capacity and therefore effectiveness in the panning procedure.  
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Figure 38. Evidence for more efficient capture by anti-gp120 Abs. NL4-3 virus was produced with 
VSVG pseudotyping and panned against indicated immobilized BNMAbs. Immobilized virus was lysed 
and quantified by p24 ELISA. Anti-gp41 antibodies include 2F5, 4E10, Z13e1 and HK20; anti-gp120 
antibodies comprise 2G12, b12 and HJ16. 
 

4.2.3 Lenti-cellular display systems 
Members of the gp41ctm mini-library showed a reproducible binding pattern in flow cytometric 

analysis (sec 4.2.1.1). In this analysis format, the BNMAb binds to its target without being 

immobilized like in the AIO lentiviral display system. This has the advantage that also targets 

which are not compatible with the capture antibody’s orientation after immobilization are more 

accessible. This seems to be the case for the 4E10 antibody, which captures only very low 

amounts of viral particles after immobilization (fig. 36). It is possible that the antigen needs to 

bend three-dimensionally for immobilized 4E10 to be able to bind and be captured. A display 

system, in which antigens can retain their natural conformation, would therefore be 

advantageous and desirable.  

 

4.2.3.1 MACS-based Lenti-cellular display system 
This goal was realized by the development of a cellular display system, which uses magnetic 

beads and a magnetic separation column for separation of antigen-expressing cells which are 

stained by a BNMAb. The system was expanded by a genetic delivery system consisting of 

lentiviral vectors, thus called “lenti-cellular” display. Briefly, HEK293T cells are triple-transfected 

by an integration-competent lentiviral vector encoding for the DNA library (pPCR-WPXLd, 

(211)), a lentiviral packaging construct (pTN-Pack-Tat, (208)) and a VSVG expression plasmid 

(fig 39). Emanating virus is pseudotyped with VSVG and carries two incorporated copies of 

library information. Fresh cells are infected at low MOI to ensure that most cells take up only 

one virion and a maximum of two RNA molecules. This step can be monitored in parallel by 

using a lentiviral vector expressing GFP instead of the antigen library. Generally, an MOI of <0.2 

was used, as this ensures that most cells are only singly infected. 48 h later, infected cells are 

stained with BNMAbs for expression of antigens, and labeled with a secondary antibody 

coupled to magnetic beads. Labeled cells are loaded onto a magnetic cell separation column 

(MACS) and washed stringently, which constitutes the panning step. Bound cells are eluted, 
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gDNA is isolated, and envelope genes are retrieved by PCR and cloned back into the lentiviral 

vector for a second round of panning. Single clones are evaluated in flow cytometric analysis 

and sequencing. 

MACS panning

Lentiviral vector

ZM96 gp41ctm

Co-transfection
of env genes & 

packaging vector

BNAb binding

Recovery of 
env genes

Low MOI infection

Pseudotyped
virus
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Sequencing  
Figure 39. Overview on MACS-based Lenti-cellular display system. A lentiviral vector expressing the 
gp41ctm library is co-transfected with vectors responsible for packaging and VSVG pseudotyping. Cells 
are infected at low MOI by emanating virus, bind to BNMAbs and are panned in a MACS column. 
Envelope genes are recovered for another round of panning and / or screening in flow cytometric analysis 
and sequencing.  
 
The gp41ctm DNA library was screened in the MACS-based system over five rounds. After 

each round, 94 library members panned against each 2F5 and 4E10 were analyzed by flow 

cytometry. After five rounds of panning, the input library and the enriched libraries were also 

compared by cytometry. However, no effective enrichment could be observed in the analysis of 

either single clones or the enriched library (data not shown). A variation in the number of 

washing steps in order to increase stringency did not significantly change the number of output 

cells or their binding stringency. It is possible that MACS coloumns sort primarily for expression 

level and not for binding strength. Expression of the members of the gp41ctm mini-library was 

similar between cell populations (fig. 26), but was varying largely between single cells within a 

population (fig. 41). Thus, a second parameter besides BNMAb binding level was introduced 

into the screening system, which is the expression level of the antigen on basis of single cells. 
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4.2.3.2 FACS-based Lenti-cellular display system 
The expression level of antigens can be monitored and normalized by an antibody that binds 

independently of the BNMAb target site. A fluorescein-coupled anti-HA-antibody was used for 

this purpose. Virions are produced in the same way as in MACS-based lenti-cellular display. 

After infection, cells are doubly stained with both normalization antibody and BNMAb. 

Separation is performed in a FACS device, which allows for discrimination of binding strength 

on single-cell basis and sorting of cells highly positive for the BNMAb.  Again, env genes are 

recovered by preparation of gDNA and PCR, and cloned back for another round of panning. 

Single clones can subsequently be analyzed in flow cytrometric analysis and sequencing.  
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Figure 40. Overview on FACS-based Lenti-cellular display system. A lentiviral vector expressing the 
gp41ctm library including a tag for normalization is co-transfected with vectors responsible for packaging 
and VSVG pseudotyping. Cells are infected at low MOI by emanating virus, bind to BNMAbs and are 
sorted in a FACS device, according to their binding strength. Envelope genes are recovered for another 
round of panning and / or screening in cytometric analysis and sequencing.  
 

4.2.3.3 Gating strategy 
The proper adjustment of gates is critically important for successful FACS sorting. Only living 

single cells are gated in a first step, and thus separated from apoptotic cells, cell debris and cell 

clumps (fig. 41A). Cells expressing the wild-type (or “master”) gene form a population doubly 
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positive for the normalization antibody (anti-HA-Fluorescein) and BNMAb (4E10-

AlexaFluor647). The sorting gate is adjusted so that cells with a high ratio of BNMAb to 

normalization Ab are sorted. In consequence, the sorted gate forms a triangular shape above a 

hypothetic line in which the master population appears. This gating strategy was further called 

“triangle gating”.  

Vector pQL9 allows for quantification of an additional parameter, the multiplicity of infection. The 

MOI can be deduced from the number of infected cells, by gating cells positive for GFP and 

calculating the MOI by assuming a Poisson distribution (fig. 46B in sec. 6.1). For subsequent 

sorting, cells expressing GFP very strongly were not included in the sorting gate, as these may 

represent multiply infected cells. 

B

A

 
Figure 41. Gating strategy in FACS-based panning. (A) Generally, only living single cells were gated. 
For the library in vector pQL1, two parameters defined sorting: intensity of BNMAb (4E10) and anti-HA-Ab 
for normalization of envelope expression. (B) For the library in vector pQL9, cells were gated additionally 
for GFP positive cells. As the fluorescein channel is blocked by GFP, normalization was done with an 
AlexaFluor405-conjugate (Pacific Blue channel). 
 

AlexaFluor405- or PerCP-conjugated antibodies were chosen for normalization, as Fluorescein 

cannot be used together with GFP. In principle, this triple-staining is functional. However, 

staining with Alexa405 or PerCP resulted only in weak fluorescence intensities, and should 

therefore be used only with highly expressing antigens. Here, the sorting gate for gp41ctm was 

forced to be very narrow. For this reason, subsequent experiments were performed using pQL1 

and not pQL9. Infection rates were determined separately with a pQL1 vector with GFP as 

surrogate of the antigen. 
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4.2.3.4 Discrimination between high- and low-affinity binders  
The performance of the FACS-based lenti-cellular display system was evaluated by screening 

of the 4E10-directed mini-library. Each member was transfected individually after cloning into 

pQL1. The ratio of 4E10 to anti-HA antibody decreased in a stepwise manner from 0.86 to 0.08, 

as indicated in the upper right corner of dot plots in fig 42.  

4E10/HA = 0.86 4E10/HA = 0.77

4E10/HA = 0.32 4E10/HA = 0.21 4E10/HA = 0.08

4E10/HA = n/amock 4E10++++ 4E10+++

4E10++ 4E10+ SIV

 
Figure 42. Discrimination between high- and low-affinity binders in the 4E10-directed mini-library. 
HEK293T cells were separately transfected with gp41ctm variants of the 4E10 mini-library in pQL1 and 
stained with 4E10 as target and anti-HA as normalization antibody. The ratio of 4E10 to anti-HA intensity 
is indicative for the 4E10 binding strength.   
 

4.2.3.5 Proof-of-concept: Sorting and sequencing of mini-library  
Next, virus representing the 4E10 mini-library was produced by either transfecting cells with 

separate constructs and mixing supernatants later, or by mixing constructs before transfection. 

While the first case of separate transfection allows for the evaluation of the sorting procedure 

itself, the second experiment of a mixed transfection more closely reflects the real situation in 

which a complex library containing too many variants for separate handling is used. Cells were 

infected with a low MOI between 0.1 and 0.2 for both assays and sorted by the triangle gating 

strategy like in fig. 41. Genetic information was cloned back and 94 clones each were analyzed 

by sequencing. Likewise, infected cells before sorting were treated analogously for comparison 

of input and output. Members of the 4E10 mini-library were roughly distributed equally before 

sorting (fig. 43A). For separately produced virions, enrichment of high-affinity binders was highly 

efficient with 59% of clones representing the best binder 4E10++++, and no SIVmac239-based 
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sequence within the peer group. Thus enrichment of binders compared to the non-binder was 

above the detection limit (>25-fold). This indicates that the system yields an enrichment superior 

to the lentiviral AIO system. Concerning virions resulting from mixed transfection, 4% 

sequences based on SIV were present in the peer group, and enrichment of good binders after 

one round of panning was not as stringent as by using separately produced virions. This is due 

to double infections or to infections by virions bearing a second RNA coding for a non-binder. 

Still, enrichment of binders compared to the non-binder is significant (~5-fold) after one round 

and suitable for screening of a larger library. Strong binders may be further enriched by 

additional rounds of panning (211).          
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Figure 43. Enrichment of high-affinity binders in FACS-based lenticellular display on clonal basis. 
Cells were infected with virions presenting the 4E10 mini-library after production by (A) separate or (B) 
mixed transfection, and sorted for a high 4E10 to anti-HA ratio. Cells were lysed and genomic DNA was 
isolated. Following PCR, gp41ctm genes were cloned back into the retroviral expression vector and 94 
samples of resulting clones were analysed by sequencing. 
 

4.2.4 Creation of a complex library 
A large randomized library was to be created in order to select an antigen with enhanced 

binding affinity to MPER-directed BNMAbs. As scaffold for this library, the codon-optimized 

gp41ctm gene based on molecular clone 96ZM651 was chosen. The 2F5 epitope was restored 

by mutation of amino acids ALDSWNN to ELDKWAS. Residues in and around these epitopes 

were mutated, except central core residues whose mutation would result in total loss of binding, 

i.e. KW for 2F5, and NF and I for 4E10. Additionally, the transmembrane domain, conserved 
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tryptophans and hydrophobic inner face residues (according to Weissenhorn et al. (89)) were 

left unaltered. Conserved tryptophans were identified by an alignment of all known clade C 

envelope sequences stored at Los Alamos database (as by 2008, fig. 44C). 
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2F5 4E10  
Figure 44. Design of a complex, 2F5- / 4E10-directed library. (A) Nucleotide and amino acid sequence 
of gp41ctm library. Residues shaded in yellow were mutated to a certain degree using nucleotide 
mixtures as described in red. Binding sites for 2F5 and 4E10 are highlighted. (B) Schematic view of 
gp41ctm protein with mutated residues in red. (C) Natural variability of HIV-1 clade C in the relevant 
region around binding sites for 2F5 and 4E10, based on sequences found in the Los Alamos database.  
 

The remaining mutated residues are marked with red edges in the model in fig. 44B and 

comprise a total of 20 amino acids. The corresponding DNA library was synthesized by using 

the so-called “dirty bottle” approach. For every nucleotide position to be mutated, a mixture of 

93.4% of the corresponding base of the master gene, and 2.2% of the three other bases were 

added. This results in an average of 3.96 nucleotide substitutions and 3.0 amino acid 

substitutions per molecule. While there are theoretically 2020 = 1.0 x 1026 variants possible, 

about 1010 unique molecules were synthesized in vitro, as measured by real-time PCR (data not 
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shown). The library was cloned into the lentiviral vector pPCR-WPXLd and both library integrity 

and diversity were verified by sequencing of a peer group of 94 clones (data not shown). All 

clones were unique and the average mutation rate was 3 aa substitutions per clone. Sequences 

of 25% of clones were aberrant due to unwanted substitutions like stop mutations or frameshift 

mutations. 

 

4.2.4.1 Cloning of library into lentiviral vectors  
As no internal independent normalization antibody was available, the gp41ctm library had to be 

extended with an HA-tag for use in FACS-based lenti-cellular display. The tag was fused by 

PCR, analogously to the constructs described in section 4.1.1.1. The raw, uncloned library 

served as template. As target vectors, further developed variants of vector pPCR-WPXLd were 

used, which contain restriction sites for the highly efficient IIS-ccdb cloning procedure (pQL1 

and pQL9, (211)). Vector pQL9 also expresses constitutively GFP from the same transcript as 

the antigen library, which allows for simultaneous determination of multiplicity of infection. For 

detailed information on vectors and cloning strategies, see methods section 3.1 and (211). The 

simultaneous usage of type IIS restriction enzymes and a vector with killer gene ccdb ensure an 

efficient restriction / ligation and zero background. With aid of the IIS-ccdb procedure, >106 

independent transformants for both vectors pQL1 and pQL9 were obtained (table 6). 

Table 6. Cloning of gp41ctm library into lentiviral vectors pQL1 and pQL9. 
  vector insert Transformation 

rate / µg DNA 
Number of 
independent 
transformants 

Ligations pQL1 TPA-Library-HA 8.0 x 106 1.7 x 106

  pQL9 TPA-Library-HA 5.8 x 106 1.2 x 106

  pQL1 - 0 n/a

  pQL9 - 0 n/a

Plasmids pUC18 - 1.2 x 1010 n/a

  pWPXLd - 8.0 x 109 n/a

No DNA - - 0 n/a
 

The number of amino acid mutations resembled a Gaussian distribution with a peak at three 

mutated residues per molecule (fig 45). 27 clones resp. 29% encoded premature stop codons or 

exhibited frameshift mutations and were considered as erroneous sequences, which is in 

agreement with the documentation of the same library cloned into pPCR-WPXLd. The 

conservation of amino acids within mutated regions ranged from 70 to 97%, and randomly 

introduced residues were present ranging from 1 to 12% (table 7). The same peer group was 

also transfected in 293T cells and stained by 2F5 and 4E10. Protein expression for in-frame 

clones could be verified, with some clones exhibiting a reduced MFI compared to the master 
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gene, as was expected. In conclusion, the library is highly diverse with a majority of functional 

clones, and thus suitable for being subjected to a panning procedure. 
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Figure 45. Analysis of gp41ctm library in pQL1 on clonal level. Sequences of 94 clones were 
analyzed, with all of them being unique. The number of amino acid substitutions and number of erroneous 
clones in this peer group are shown. 
 

Table 7. Detailed analysis of amino acid substitutions within peer group. 
  Position 
   196 199 202 208 211 217 220 223 229 232 235 238 247 250 253 259 268 274 277 295
    Q S Q E Q E K D L E L D A S L N D T K K 

A   2   3   1 1     2   2 86 2     3 2     
C                                         
D       5   5   76   5   73 2     3 92       
E     5 71 1 78   6   77   9         2   2   
F                               2         
G       3   4   3   3   5 6               
H 1   5   8     3               3         
I             1                 5   2     
K 4 1 4 3 1 3 72                 2     98 97
L 12 1 5   8   4   84   91     6 87           
M             1       2       3           
N 1           5 1       2       80   2   2
P 5 4 3   7     1 6         5             
Q 73   72 3 70 1       6 3       5         2
R     4   4   3   4   2                   
S 1 83                     3 82       2     
T 1 2         1 1         3         93     
V 1     12   5 1 4 4 8 2 9     5   3       
W                                         
Y       1       3               3         
*   5 3   1   7             5             

S
u
b
s
t
i
t
u
t
e
d
 
f
o
r
 

fs 1 1       3 3 1 2 2         
 

The percentage of each amino acid occurring at the randomized positions is given. Residues of the 
master gene are indicated in bold font. 
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4.2.4.2 Library screening 
Preliminary lenti-cellular display screens were performed with this library, without identification 

of a member binding substantially (>1.5-fold) stronger than the master-gene so far. Infection of 

a plate with 3x107 adherent cells with an MOI of 0.2 resulted in a calculated 5x106 singly 

infected cells, which covered the transformed library of 1.7x106 clones with a mean of 3 cells 

expressing each single gene. The calculated completeness of coverage is 99.99%, according to 

the Poisson distribution (244). However, a limiting step was the weak expression level of 

gp41ctm. Only few cells met the criteria of over-proportional BNMAb binding and were sorted, 

leading to little genomic material to be screened afterwards. Depending on gate positioning, 

only about 1 cell out of 105 showed a clearly enhanced BNMAb to anti-tag ratio and was eligible 

for being sorted. It is strongly advised to use large amounts of cells in further screens for 

efficient subsequent PCR amplification. 
 
 
4.2.5 Summary 
A novel lentiviral display platform called All-in-One was created, which combines the genetic 

information for both the packaging functions and the antigen library in one lentiviral genome. In 

this system, the gene of interest is inserted into the viral nef reading frame. A protocol for 

particle production, binding, washing and retrieval of genetic information was established. A 

second round of panning can be executed after infection of fresh cells by immobilized, VSVG-

pseudotyped virions. The performance of the system was monitored with aid of a tailor-made, 

4E10-directed mini-library on the basis of gp41 from isolate 96ZM651. Here, the 4E10 binding 

site was successively mutated, resulting in a gradual binding pattern of 4E10 towards the mini-

library on the surface of both cells and VLPs. Strong binding members of the mini-library were 

enriched after a single round of panning, as was evident in virion capture assays and reinfection 

experiments. Sequencing of 96 panned clones also revealed a clonal enrichment of strong 

binders. However, the system may be more useful for screening of antigenic sites with higher 

accessibility, as suggested by proof-of-concept experiments using full-length gp160 and anti-

gp160 antibodies. Thus, a second technique, called lenti-cellular display system, was adapted 

for the screening with anti-MPER Abs. In this system, cells are infected with particles created by 

lentiviral vectors, and screening is performed directly on the surface of cells. Cells are sorted for 

both well-expressing and strongly binding antigens, thus taking the expression level as 

important parameter into account and outcompeting the MACS-based system. The FACS-

based system was also evaluated by use of the 4E10 mini-library and showed a clear 

enrichment of strong binders after one round of panning, as verified by clonal sequencing. 

Finally, a complex degenerate library consisting of >1010 molecules was produced and cloned 

into appropriate vectors with transformation efficiencies of >106. The mean number of mutations 

in the MPER was three amino acids, with ~75% of clones expressing functional proteins. No 
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improved binders could be identified so far. Yet, the library is ready for further screening in the 

lenti-cellular display system.  
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5 Discussion 
5.1 Discussion of novel gp41 immunogens 
5.1.1 gp41 MPER - challenges for targeted vaccine development  
An MPER-based vaccine is expected to direct Ab responses against this region, avoiding the 

problem of non-neutralizing Abs against other sites on Env. This "targeted vaccine design" is a 

new challenge for vaccinologists. Initial attempts to elicit BNAbs against the 2F5 epitope (245-

247) and the 4E10 epitope (248; 249) have failed, emphasizing the challenges associated with 

producing a targeted vaccine against the MPER. First, the current approach to vaccine design 

favors the presentation of the MPER in the context of the membrane, which is more complicated 

than using soluble antigens. A second challenge is identifying methods that produce high titers 

of Abs to the MPER. An approach that combines the exposure of neutralizing sites on the 

immunogen in the correct structure, masking (250) or silencing (251) of ID epitopes, membrane 

embedment, new adjuvants, and the use of novel immunization strategies (e.g., prime-boost) 

may be effective. Thus, the first part of this work focused on the creation and immunological 

evaluation of novel gp41-derived immunogens, which meet all mentioned requirements of an 

up-to-date MPER-based vaccine.  

 

5.1.2 Tailor-made construct design for optimized MPER presentation 
As induction of BNAbs directed against the MPER rarely results after exposure to native 

envelope proteins, different steps were undertaken to improve exposure of conserved regions, 

stabilization of relevant conformations and immunofocusing. First, gp41 was truncated N-

terminally to eliminate dispensable sites like FP, FPPR, NHR, and the immunodominant loop. 

The CHR was partially included to promote proper trimerization and folding of the nearby 

MPER. However, as it was unknown to which extent the CHR is needed for this purpose, two 

variants with full-length CHR (“gp41ctm”) and a truncated CHR (“gp41ctm2”) were created. The 

C-terminus was also shortened to enhance incorporation into VLPs. A protein with the desired 

features was described by Lenz et al. (183), so both name and dimensions were adopted for the 

basic construct gp41ctm. Fusion of an N-terminal signal peptide was supposed to promote 

membrane localization, and attachment of a C-terminal HA-tag served as detection marker. 

Resulting patchwork proteins were analyzed by in silico protein topology programs, and signal 

peptide cleavage, membrane incorporation and orientation were predicted as desired. Next, the 

stabilization of a desired trimeric structure was implemented by introduction of two alternative 

heterologous zipper domains. The correct fusion sites were deduced by combining existing 

crystal structures of both zipper domains and gp41 in post-fusion states. But, instead of fusing 

the zipper domains to the NHR building the inner core of 6HB (89), these domains were fused 

N-terminally to the CHR, anticipating the stabilization of an intermediate conformation (95). In 
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absence of NHRs, CHRs are supposed to form trimers by contacts of the same residues which 

form contacts with the NHRs in 6HB. The correct (energetically optimal) fusion sites could be 

approved by molecular modeling. Thus, a total of four constructs focusing on MPER, some with 

additional conformational stabilizations, all membrane-embedded, were designed and approved 

in their desired specifications by appropriate state-of-the-art model software.  

 

5.1.3 Experimental implementation of desired protein specifications  
Each required property of gp41 variants was tested empirically in experiments. First, protein 

expression and molecular weight was verified by Western Blot analysis (data not shown) for 

constructs based on molecular clones 89.6, 96ZM651 and SIVmac239. Next, membrane 

topology and binding to BNMAbs 2F5 and 4E10 could be validated by cytrometric analysis. 

Signals for both BNMAbs and normalization antibody were low, but significant and specific, 

indicating a low level of presentation, yet a proper membrane incorporation and protein folding. 

The about 30% higher BNMAb signals for heavily truncated gp41ctm2 compared to other 

constructs might be due to an enhanced accessibility exposure of the MPER region. The 

normalization by the HA-tag located in the putatively exposed CT was possible, supporting the 

hypothesis of three membrane-spanning domains of Cleveland et al. (98).  

Incorporation into VLPs was successful, as verified by sucrose gradient analysis. Higher 

molecular weight bands of trimer-stabilized constructs likely indicated an unusual high stability 

of dimeric and trimeric assemblies. Trimeric conformation was desired as it was shown that 

trimeric gp140 immunogens are superior to monomeric gp140 variants when it comes to 

inducing neutralizing responses (252; 253). The oligomeric state was further affirmed by 

crosslinking experiments. Here, all constructs formed dimers and trimers, independently of 

heterologous trimerization domains. It is possible that only the stability and not the fraction of 

trimerization is largely affected by the introduction of zipper domains for gp41ctm. This finding is 

consistent with data from Lenz et al. (183), who detected proper trimerization of gp41ctm in 

liposomes without additional zipper domains, and an improved stability in detergent SDS after 

introduction of trimerization domains (D. Hulsik, personal communication). However, signals in 

Western Blots after crosslinking with higher concentrations of crosslinking reagent were weak in 

the present study, so this method had limitations in giving a terminal answer to what extent the 

trimeric state was the predominant one.  

Also, it was not possible to determine the absolute number of gp41ctm molecules on the 

surface of VLPs, as the recognition by 4E10 of the closest to find soluble standard protein 

(GCN4-gp41-FD) was substantially lower than that of gp41ctm and variants. However, a 

comparative quantification was possible, which indicated that all variants are incorporated to 

similar levels, with shortened gp41ctm2 displaying a ~30% stronger signal. This stronger signal 

is either due to an enhanced recognition by 4E10, which was already observable in cytometric 
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analysis, or an enhanced incorporation. As all variants were planned to be used as 

immunogens in VLPs, corresponding pseudotyped VLPs were prepared and stained by 

immunogold-labeling. VLPs retained an intact morphology and binding of 4E10 on the surface 

of VLPs was possible, indicating a proper exposure of all antigens in this environment. The 

successful staining also with anti-HA-antibody suggests an exposure also of the CT, in 

accordance with Cleveland et al. (98), but contrarily to recent findings of Steckbeck et al. (100), 

who suggest an exposure only on cells but not on viral particles. Another recent publication by 

Liu et al. (254) draws a different picture, where the CT is only exposed during membrane fusion, 

but this paper also highlights the possibility of artifacts depending on sample preparation, so 

further investigations are needed to determine the precise circumstances of the formation of 

one or three membrane spanning domains. Unambiguously, all gp41 derivatives showed 

cytopathic effects, which has been reported earlier for HIV envelope proteins (255) and might 

be attributed to an increased flexibility of the membrane-perturbing MPER in the presented 

gp41 derivatives (256).  

In summary, the models of designed gp41 variants could be implemented into proteins with the 

desired specifications to a large extent. Although protein expression was below optimal levels 

and cytopathic effects delayed VLP production, endotoxin-free batches of pseudotyped VLPs as 

well as corresponding DNA were prepared for immunization purposes.  

 

5.1.4 In vivo testing of novel gp41-derived immunogens 
After appropriate quality control of prepared immunogens (257), a DNA prime and VLP / protein 

boost regimen was set up for immunization of rodents in order to test their immunostimulatory 

properties and capacities of inducing neutralizing antibodies. Two existing soluble proteins from 

different sources were included as booster reagents (see methods section), to test their 

potential in combination with gp41ctm DNA prime. Generally, induction of anti-MPER Abs is 

thought to be a prerequisite for neutralizing capacity of gp41-based immunogens, and was 

therefore monitored in a fist step by a sandwich ELISA. Inter-individual deviations in IgG 

responses within groups were high (sec. 4.1.2.1), which has also been observed by others (252; 

258). Reactivities for any gp41 DNA / VLP boost combination were weak, except for the 

gp41ctm2 construct, for which anti-MPER titers were very promising (fig. 23). However, 

antibody pre-bleed titers were also very high in mice receiving this construct, so artifacts for the 

group gp41ctm2 cannot be ruled out totally. A paper by Alam et al. suggested that the presence 

of the ID epitope in the region corresponding to the CHR (previously defined as the cluster II 

epitope), which is included in the gp41ctm but not gp41ctm2 construct, can mask the Ab 

response elicited against the MPER (259), supporting the approach of a heavy truncation like in 

gp41ctm2. Kim et al. (248) also used truncated constructs, and after immunization, Abs were 

directed to the CHR but not to peptides that bear the MPER linear sequence, hence no 
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neutralization was observed. However, in the present study, reactivities against MPER and 

CHR were similar, independently of the immunization construct. A potential reason for this 

finding could be that the MPER is better exposed by the constructs of the present study, 

compared to earlier studies using larger constructs. Still, the low reactivity against both the CHR 

and MPER in groups receiving gp41ctm and trimer-stabilized constructs remains unclear.  

Significant antibody titers were induced by gp145 DNA / VLP and gp41ctm DNA / soluble 

protein boost. In all sera obtained with VLP boosting, anti-cell antibodies were removed. 

Neutralization followed the principle, that only sera reactive in ELISA were able to mediate 

neutralization, however, antibody titers in ELISA were not a guarantee for neutralization. In 

particular, high anti-MPER titers induced by gp41ctm2 DNA / VLP did not promote better 

neutralization than sporadically occurring antibodies in sera obtained after gp41ctm DNA / VLP 

immunization (fig. 23). Trimer-stabilized constructs induced similar weak antibody and 

neutralization titers like the native construct gp41ctm, which means the relevant epitopes are 

neither better nor worse exposed (fig. 22).  

 

5.1.5 Beneficial effects of DNA prime and protein boost 
The group receiving gp41ctm DNA prime and GCN4-gp41ctm-FD protein boost showed the 

best neutralization capacity of all tested gp41-based vaccines, neutralizing tier-2 strains in the 

A3R5 assay in dilutions up to 1:219 (table 2). This is remarkable, as immunizations with protein 

alone, without DNA prime, did not lead to neutralization in PBMC or TZM-bl assays 

(Weissenhorn, personal communication). Neutralization is likely to be attributed to anti-gp41 

Abs in this group, as only Abs of this type could be raised after gp41ctm DNA prime. A strong 

positive effect of DNA priming has already been observed by Law et al., where the MPER was 

engrafted into variable regions of gp120 (249). Devito et al. tried several immunization 

conditions, which included priming mice intranasally with DNA plasmids encoding gp160 and 

boosting intranasally with a mixture of peptides, including 2F5 epitope peptides from clades A 

through D and a gp41 coiled-coil peptide (260). This approach showed that the DNA 

immunization followed by a peptide boost was more effective than immunization with peptide 

alone, as demonstrated by the improved IgA response and neutralizing activity. In addition, 

those authors showed that the immunity lasted for 12 months corresponding to 50% of the life 

span of a mouse. DNA alone, however, also results in lower titers compared to prime-boost 

regimens. This was tracked by the antibody responses in mice with an intermediate bleed after 

two DNA vaccinations. No significant titers were detected at that time point, contrarily to the final 

bleed after two more protein / VLP immunizations (fig. 23). Thus, the strengthening effect of 

prime-boost regimens could be affirmed in the presented study.  

Still, the overall highest neutralization capacity in the presented study was achieved in the 

control group receiving gp145 DNA / VLP with titers up to 1:6450 against a tier-1 strain (table 2). 
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However, it is likely that neutralization in this control group was mediated by anti-gp120 instead 

of anti-gp41 Abs. The reason, why antibodies raised in groups immunized with gp41ctm DNA / 

HA2-gp41ctm-GCN4 protein were able to mediate neutralization, whereas those of the group 

receiving gp41ctm2 DNA / VLP were not, remains elusive. Aside from a different MPER 

conformation presented in these constructs, the removal of anti-cell antibodies in this group 

could play an important role here (see below). 

 

5.1.6 Neutralization capacity and fine-mapping of MPER-directed vaccines 
Some approaches that display MPER in the context of a chimeric virus have elicited strong 

peptide reactivities like in the presented study, yet they have not been very successful in 

eliciting HIV-1 neutralizing Abs (245; 261-264). The same holds true for fusion proteins, 

engrafting MPER epitopes in Env variable loops (249; 265) or unrelated proteins (247; 266; 

267), MPER peptides conjugated to a carrier such as tetanus toxin (268), bovine serum albumin 

(68), a CD4 helper T-cell epitope (269), multivalent peptides on a carbohydrate scaffold, 

combined peptides bearing 2F5 epitope sequences and gp41 fusion peptide to make a complex 

that could resemble the prefusion structure of gp41 (270), and peptide mimotopes (271). These 

studies show the trend that immunization with MPER peptides elicits anti-peptide antibodies but 

does not produce neutralizing Abs.  

In the mentioned study by Law et al. (249), neutralizing Abs were induced, but these were 

mapped to bind to gp120 areas surrounding the engrafted MPER. Importantly, those authors 

dissected the Ab response and showed to which epitopes the neutralization activity was 

directed. A similar approach was followed in the presented study, where CHR and MPER 

peptides were used as readout reagents, and MPER reactivity could be monitored (fig. 22 and 

23). As new data for epitopes of overlapping, very broadly 4E10 and less broadly neutralizing 

Z13e1 antibodies are available (108), fine-mapping of immune responses becomes even more 

important and is strongly recommended for future immunization studies.  

Qi et al. immunized mice with a fusion protein built of NHR, FD and human IgG Fc fragment, 

which was used as enhancer of immunogenicity (272). Antibody titers directed against the 

gp41-derived part were comparable to those in the present study. However, significant 

neutralizing capacity of sera (up to a titer of 663) was only achieved after fusion of the Fc 

fragment to the FD domain. The authors suggested that enhancing the immunogenicity of gp41-

derived immungens by this means could improve neutralizing responses, which might also hold 

true for MPER-based vaccines. 

The highest reported neutralizing activity after immunization with a gp41-derived construct was 

recently reported by Bianchi et al., who also used a trimer-stabilized NHR petide as fusion 

intermediate-resembling construct (273). Neutralizing titers were as high as ~1000 for the 

homologous strain, but <100 for all other tested strains. No neutralization of tier-2 strains could 
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be detected. Notably, neutralizing capacity was induced in guinea pigs only, and not in rabbits, 

without reasoning.   

 

5.1.7 Adding a membrane in MPER vaccines  
Recent papers by Alam et al. and others (126; 127; 241) elaborated the importance of the 

membrane component and autoantigens in MPER vaccines. The epitope of neutralizing 

antibodies contains both membrane/autoantigen and protein components, whereas epitopes of 

non-neutralizing antibodies either bind to only the protein component or to the membrane in 

combination with non-neutralizing protein parts, like cluster II epitopes. Consequently, current 

vaccine design favors the presentation of the MPER in the context of the membrane so as to 

present the putative 2F5 and 4E10 epitopes in a state that resembles that of the natural Env 

epitope. 

Recombinant enveloped viruses are one approach to achieve this. For example, Luo et al. 

generated recombinant VSV particles displaying the HIV-1 MPER as a fusion to the C-terminal 

end of the p15E protein from porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV); p15E has structural 

similarities to gp41 (274). 2F5 was shown to bind to cells expressing these constructs by flow 

cytometry; 4E10 binding was not analyzed. Sera from rabbits that were immunized with 

recombinant VSV and soluble protein produced anti-gp41 MPER Abs, but the neutralizing 

activity of correspondent sera was below 50% neutralization of HXB2 and JRFL HIV-1 strains at 

1/20 serum dilutions. DNA vaccines are another way to present the MPER in the context of a 

membrane, provided that the protein to be expressed is fused to a TM domain. Ye et al. made a 

DNA vaccine in which the HA2 domain of the influenza virus HA was replaced with gp41, 

reasoning that HA1, a slightly smaller protein than gp120, would conserve the prefusogenic 

structure of gp41 while exposing epitopes that are normally obscured by gp120 (275). Sera from 

mice immunized with plasmid DNA encoding the HA/gp41 fusion bound to whole gp41 and 

neutralized SF162 at a 1/40 dilution compared to empty-vector-immunized control sera. A 

recent study by Matyes at el. immunized mice with MPER peptides in liposomes (276). Although 

resulting sera were entitled to be neutralizing, purified murine MAbs from immune sera were not 

able to neutralize 50% of tier-1 SF162 strain at 500 µg MAb/ml.  

These three examples show that the presentation of gp41 in the context of a membrane can 

produce low-titer neutralizing Abs, yet highlight the difficulty of achieving high titers. In the 

presented study, best results were obtained by priming with DNA encoding a membrane-bound 

truncated gp41ctm, and boosting with soluble MPER-containing trimeric protein GCN4-

gp41ctm-FD. 3 of 4 rabbits showed neutralization titers higher than 40, with one animal with an 

IC50 of 219, at least for one viral isolate. Thus, the gp41 constructs presented here (membrane-

bound gp41ctm DNA prime and soluble GCN4-gp41ctm-FD protein boost) delivered results 

which are about as effective as the other few neutralization-inducing gp41 immunogens that 
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have been published so far (272; 273; 277). Notably, neutralization of tier-2 but not tier-1 strains 

was detectable in this group. This puzzling finding highlights the importance of testing immune 

sera against multiple strains, not only in TZM-bl, but also in PBMC or A3R5 assay, which all can 

deliver different results.   

 

5.1.8 Effects of removing anti-cell activities in sera, and alternatives 
The importance of membrane-/autoantigen-binding components in MPER-directed antibodies  

also has important consequences for the production of MPER-incorporating immunogens. VLPs 

produced in heterologous cell systems, i.e. different species of production cells (human) and 

vaccinated organisms (rodents), are known to induce undesired side reactivities (278). 

Therefore, sera were incubated several times with production cells to remove anti-cell activities 

in the presented study. The mean fluorescence intensitites (MFI) of anti-cell antibodies reached 

the upper detection limit (~250,000) in the presented study, whereas MFI of gp41ctm-

expressing cells stained by 4E10 or 2F5 was in the range of ~100. Similar results were reported 

by Kim et al., who observed significant anti-VLP Ab titers, with endpoint titers ranging from 

10,000 to 15,000, however, anti-MPER/TM Ab responses were substantially lower, with 

endpoint titers to 1,000. These results indicate that while there were significant Ab responses to 

cell membrane proteins, this was not the case for the expressed fusion protein, highlighting the 

importance of anti-cell removal to avoid false positive or false negative results in neutralization 

assays. But importantly, by this procedure also membrane-binding/polyreactive antibodies like 

2F5 and 4E10 are removed, as could be shown in this work (sec. 4.1.2.2). Similar antibodies – if 

present, yet highly necessary for neutralization – were removed in immune sera obtained after 

VLP immunization. In consequence, further immunization studies engrafting the MPER in VLPs 

or other cell-derived membrane environments should emphasize on producing in homologous 

cell systems, to avoid the problem of anti-cell Abs a priori.  

An alternative to cell-derived membranes are synthetic liposomes like those developed by Lenz 

et al., who produced proteoliposomes with trimeric truncated gp41 comprising the C-terminal 

heptad repeat, the MPER, and the TM region of gp41 (183). Mice were immunized with 

truncated gp41, truncated gp41 in liposomes, or empty control liposomes. Ab titers reached 

2,500 in the mouse group immunized with truncated gp41 in liposomes but not when the 

immunogen was presented without liposome. Serum Abs did not neutralize HIV-1, although the 

immunogens were shown to inhibit viral entry. It may be important to optimize lipid content, as 

bilayer thickness can alter the tilt of a TM helix, potentially affecting antigen display (279). 

 

5.1.9 CTB as carrier 
Matoba et al. designed a vaccine to target the MPER by fusing it (aa 649 to 684) to the cholera 

toxin B (CTB) subunit (280). They immunized mice seven times using immunization protocols 
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that included intraperitoneal (i.p.) and intranasal (i.n.) immunizations, or a combination thereof, 

resulting in anti-MPER Ab endpoint titers as high as 100,000. Fecal and vaginal mucosal Abs 

were shown to decrease HIV-1 transcytosis in a human tight epithelial model compared to 

control Ab, but neutralization data was not reported. In the present study, a MPER-CTB fusion 

protein was used as booster reagent after gp41ctm DNA prime. In two out of four animals, 

significant neutralization was achieved, however, only against one viral isolate each. This 

indicates again, that DNA priming may be beneficial, also when using immunostimulatory 

carriers like CTB. The lower neutralization capacity compared to the booster reagent HA2-

gp41ctm-GCN4 in the present study might be attributed to conformational differences of the 

MPER in the two fusion proteins. 

 

5.1.10 Outlook for further MPER-based immunogen design 
Core of the present immunization study were truncated gp41 variants, administered as plasmid 

DNA and presented on VLPs. Measurable antibody titers against the MPER are a prerequisite 

of neutralizing activity, and might be elevated by raising the number of displayed molecules. 

The cytoplasmic tail of gp41 was truncated for this purpose. However, a putative envelope 

incorporation motif 3’ of the TM region was retained (281). Incorporation might be further 

enhanced by a systematic approach, in which display and incorporation are analyzed after step-

wise truncation of the CT. Alternatively, fusion proteins of gp41 and heterologous 

transmembrane domains from e.g. CD28 (163) or EBV gp220/350 (282) have been shown to 

mediate enhanced incorporation. 

The use of a less immunogenic cell type was mentioned earlier and would make depletion of 

anti-cell Abs redundant. This would preserve antibodies with reactivity against membranes or 

autoantigens like known anti-MPER BNMAbs. 

One of the most challenging questions is the conformation in which the MPER is best to be 

displayed. Future structural studies of intermediate conformations might lead to a better 

understanding of the structures relevant to be presented. So far, further empirical studies, also 

with trimer-stabilized constructs, will give an idea if vaccinologists are on the right track. Other 

zipper domains are a possibility. However, introduction of immunodominant sites should clearly 

be avoided. In this light, use of tagged proteins like the 9 aa HA tag in the present study is also 

not optimal, as these tags are often immunodominant sites in their native proteins (191). A 

systematic readout with overlapping peptides spanning the whole immunization proteins is 

recommended to map antibody reactivity and detect unwanted immunodominant epitopes.  

Two soluble proteins were used in the present study with success in inducing anti-MPER 

antibodies and limited neutralization. The priming immunization with gp41 derivatives was 

intended to activate and expand a variety of B-cell clones that include clones producing the 

targeted anti-MPER Abs, with a boosting immunogen comprising an MPER-specific peptide. 
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The reverse approach may also be effective, as priming with a peptide was successful for an 

antigen different to HIV Env (283). Ab production could be further enhanced by incorporating 

helper T-cell epitopes into the priming and boosting immunogens.  

The delivery of DNA by electroporation may improve immunogenicity. This has been shown in 

animal models (284) and recently also in humans (285). Finally. regarding adjuvants, 

understanding the key properties of innate immunity that lead to durable, protective B and T cell 

responses will guide a further way to better adjuvant formulations (286). 

A recent study by Bomsel et al. showed that not only neutraliziation, but also transcytosis-

blocking properties and antibody-dependent cellular-cytotoxicity can protect from SHIV infection 

after animals had been immunized with virosomes containing an MPER peptide (287). Thus, 

assessment of IgG neutralizing activity of sera in vitro does not reflect protection at mucosal 

sites in situ, and further readout parameters beyond IC50 might be of value in future studies.  

 

5.2 Discussion of affinity enhancement of antigens 
In the second part of the present study, suitable systems for the affinity enhancement of the 

novel immunogens were explored. Antigens that have been improved in their affinity to BNMAbs 

might be superior to conventional immunogens, when it comes to induction of similar 

neutralizing antibodies. Common in vitro display techniques like phage display neither support a 

membrane environment nor posttranslational modifications. However, gp41 is a membrane-

embedded and glycosylated antigen. Novel techniques including retroviral display have become 

available recently. A similar system based on HIV, tailor-made for HIV-derived envelope 

proteins, yet universally applicable, was developed here and tested in proof-of-concept studies. 

Notably, a display system based on lentiviruses was not available at the starting point of this 

project.  

 

5.2.1 Design of a novel lentiviral display platform 
A novel lentiviral display platform was created in this study. The system integrates common 

display system features like production of presenting particles, panning based on antibody-

antigen binding affinity, evaluation of resulting clones by sequencing, and re-aplification to enter 

a new round of panning. Contrarily to other lentiviral systems working with multiple vectors 

(209), functions for both packaging and coding of the antigen library were implemented in one 

viral genome. The system was therefore called All-in-One (AIO).  

An existing engineered molecular HIV-1 clone with deleted Env was chosen as basis. An early 

stop mutation in Env in this clone preserves all genetic regulatory elements and overlapping 

reading frames, while no functional protein is expressed. As substitution of the nef frame by 

heterologous proteins without compromising viral replication in vitro had been described earlier, 

this was a suitable locus for insertion of antigens to be maturated. Slightly reduced amounts of 
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viral particles were measured following Nef substitution, likely attributed to cytopathic effects of 

gp41ctm. Protein expression was detectable only in Western Blot but not in cytometric analysis 

after fixation of cells by glutaraldehyde, indicating a very weak expression. Low expression 

levels had already been observed in the context of pcDNA3.1(+) expression plasmids (4.1.13) 

and seemed to be an inherent property of gp41ctm, and expression was further reduced in the 

proviral context. Numbers of infectious units were quantified for production after transfection 

and infection, and were similar to those previously reported for HIV particles, in the range of 103 

to 105 IU / ng p24 (288). Usually Nef-deleted viruses reach only less infectious doses (289), but 

this effect was likely over-compensated by the enhanced infectivity mediated by VSVG (290). 

Similar titers were attained by a trans-complementing lentiviral vector platform which also uses 

both Nef-deleted virions and VSVG pseudotyping (208). A relative quantification of gp41ctm 

molecules on the surface of virions indicated that only 1-3 trimers of gp41ctm in AIO were 

incorporated, independently of clade underlying. However, a low copy number of molecules on 

virion surface can theoretically be advantageous for display purposes theoretically, as avidity 

effects are minimized in this way. So, development of the system was driven forward with 

optimization of virus production time after transfection or infection. Infectious viral titers peaked 

at 96 h p.tr., where media began to acidify. After infection, optimal production time was 

dependent on the MOI, with 96 h p.inf., being optimal for the desired low MOI infections. 

Regulation of inducible VSVG pseudotyping was found to be tight in the absence of 

doxycycline, and to form a plateau at 0.1 µg/ml. This supports an On/Off mechanism of the TO 

operator, in which a critical concentration of inductor (DOX) leads to a quick saturation of 

operator sequences and thus plateauing expression.     

        

5.2.2 Creation of a 4E10-directed mini-library for validation of display 
systems 

For proof-of-principle, a set of defined gp41ctm variants with different binding affinities to 4E10 

was created. Precise information on specific isolates and their affinity to 4E10 was not available 

at that time point. By now, surface plasmon resonance data is available for some mutants (104). 

However, the influences of some alanine substitutions on viral fitness and 4E10 neutralization 

were described by other groups (101; 125). One study gave an overview on 4E10 epitopes and 

corresponding neutralization (121). Additionally, it was obvious from cytometric analysis that 

4E10 did not bind to gp41 derived from molecular clone SIVmac239 (section 4.1.1.3). So, the 

4E10 binding site was successfully depleted in a gradual manner, which resulted in a striking 

step-wise reduction of binding on the surface of both cells and virus-like particles. Importantly, 

antigen expression was normalized by the epitope-independent HA tag. Thus, a functional mini-

library tailor-made for 4E10 was generated, which may also be useful for other investigators in 

the context of a gp41, gp145 or gp160 protein. 
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Creation of a mini-library for 2F5 was also attempted, but binding here was only significantly 

dependent on residues DKW (data not shown). This finding is consistent with a study screening 

phage-displayed peptides by 2F5, selecting peptides which contained the core sequence DKW 

with large sequence variability in surrounding regions (291), and a structural study which 

observed a vast epitope promiscuity of 2F5 beyond the DKW core (292).  

 

5.2.3 Performance of AIO system 
The performance of the AIO system was evaluated by use of the 4E10-directed mini-library. 

Important parameters are selective virion capture, subsequent amplification of genomic material 

or alternatively reinfection to start a new round of panning. Both capture and re-amplification of 

separate constructs mirrored the antigen:antibody affinity as measured before on the cellular 

and viral surfaces. This indicates that capture and reinfection could be promoted by immobilized 

antibody, a procedure which had been successful before for MLV (176) and ALV (173). Thus, 

there is no need for elution procedures so that high-affinity antigens cannot get lost during 

selection. The data showed that as few as ~10 antibody-bound infectious particles were 

sufficient to start a following round (fig. 36B). Following reinfection by fresh cells for virus 

propagation, specific gene amplification was possible by RT-PCR. Enrichment of good binders 

could be verified by clonal sequencing, with better binders being more often captured and re-

amplified than worse binders. Thus, the fundamental feature of high binding affinity resulted in 

better capture in the first step, and could be translated to a higher fraction of sequenced clones 

in the last step. Regarding the non-binding (SIVmac239-based) construct, depletion was 

beyond detection level (>25-fold) in one round (It has to be emphasized that this data is based 

on separately produced virions.) As reinfection by fresh pseudotyping cells resulted in 

proliferative production, multiple rounds can be performed to further enrich good binders out of 

a large library in an exponential way.  

The AIO system was further tested for its suitability for other antigens and antibodies. A panel of 

both anti-gp41 and gp120 revealed that generally, full-length gp160 captured by anti-gp120 

antibodies delivered results with both increased specificity and sensitivity. Selective capture and 

reinfection by the factor of ~100 of gp160-bearing virions with anti-gp120 MAbs 2G12 and b12 

was observed (fig. 33B). Thus, it seems that well-exposed antigens like gp120 with 

corresponding antibodies are superior components in the AIO system compared to gp41-

derived antigens and corresponding antibodies. The low number of captured particles by 4E10 

(30-40 IU per well, fig. 36) likely is a barrier to the screening of large libraries. Thus a different, 

cell-based display system was adapted for the affinity maturation of gp41 variants.  

The only lentiviral display system published so far performs its screening not on the viral but the 

cell surface (163). Other retroviral systems based on ALV (173) and MLV (176) follow a similar 

selection strategy like the lentiviral system presented here and perform a panning on the viral 
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surface. An important point is the task of coupling genotype to phenotype after initial proviral 

plasmid transfection. Usually, a multitude of plasmids is taken up in form of transfection reagent 

complexes, which leads to multiple gene variants in single cells. Emanating virions bear multiple 

variants of library proteins and carry two RNA genomes encoding for different library variants. 

Buchholz and colleagues forgo an explicit linkage and seem to achieve an enrichment only by 

panning over multiple rounds (176). Federspiel and colleagues preferred to include a step of low 

MOI infection after initial transfection, which leads to an efficient coupling (173). Analogously, 

the AIO system based on HIV was extended by a low MOI (~0.1) infection after transfection and 

subsequent production for 96 h. Four days are equivalent to ~3 viral replication cycles before 

entering the first round of panning, if a replication cycle of ~1.3 days is assumed (293; 294), 

limiting reinfection by pseudotyped virions during this production time. Occacionally occurring 

multiple infections are not supposed to be detrimental, as it was shown that only one or two 

integration events take place per cell, because Rev inhibits multiple integrations (168; 295). Of 

course, coupling is only necessary when using virions produced by mixed and not by separate 

production. 

Concerning the efficiency of the AIO system compared to others, Khare et al. were able to 

obtain a ~100- to ~400-fold enrichment in one cycle using ALV. Buchholz and colleagues report 

a 103-fold enrichment in one cycle using separately produced virions of MLV. These enrichment 

factors are higher than in the AIO system, where enrichment by factor of ~20 (using 4E10) resp. 

~100 (using 2G12) was observed (for separately produced virions). However, as the 

combination of antigen and antibody was shown to be crucial for the performance of the AIO 

system, there is still potential for improvement.  

 

5.2.4 Adaptation of currently developed “lenti-cellular” display systems 
A mammalian cell-based system, which is currently still under development (211), was 

evaluated for its usability in the affinity enhancement of gp41-derived antigens. This display 

system is based on the results of the gp41ctm 4E10-directed mini-library in cytometric analyses 

of 293T cells (section 4.2.1.1). Here, gradual binding to 4E10 by its members was shown, and 

normalization was possible with a tag-directed antibody. As a vehicle to introduce genetic 

material into cells, a lentiviral vector created by T.-H. Bruun was used (211), and a suitable 

packaging construct was provided by the trans-complementing system developed by K. 

Schilling (208). First, enrichment was headed for solely by magnetic separation, but efficient 

enrichment was not observed by magnetic beads.  

In order to include parameter for normalization of expression into the system, separation was 

performed in a FACS device instead of a magnetic column, which allows for multi-parameter 

staining. The 4E10-directed mini-library showed a clear step-wise pattern of decreasing MFI 

ratios of BNMAb 4E10 to normalization antibody (fig. 26). It should be noted that expression 
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levels of gp41ctm variants from the lentiviral vector backbone were low, and further diminished 

after infection instead of transfection. However, cells were infected and stained sufficiently to be 

sorted, and genetic material was amplified by PCR. Clonal sequencing revealed enrichment of 

strong 4E10-binding members of the mini-library (fig. 43). Enrichment was even more 

pronounced when cells were infected separately by individual members of the mini-library, 

which indicates that some virions bear RNA genomes encoding for different members. 

Remarkably, no "negative" SIVmac239-based clones were detected, which means that 

enrichment is >25-fold. Sequencing of larger peer groups or mixing non-binder and good binder 

in different ratios prior to sorting may be necessary to substantiate the real enrichment factor 

and compare it with other retroviral systems. Without doubt, the parameter of normalizing 

antigen expression level makes the lenti-cellular system superior to the lentiviral AIO system. 

Taken together, lenti-cellular display provides a suitable platform for the affinty maturation of 

gp41-derived antigens.  

 

5.2.5 Comparison with a similar lenti-cellular display technology 
Recently, Taube and co-workers expressed bivalent scFvs on a gp41 scaffold and used the 

resulting retrovirus library for the stable transduction of 293T cells, similarly to our system, in the 

sole published lentiviral display system so far (163). This work also showed a similar binding 

behavior of both lentiviral particles and subsequently infected cells, enabling a selection on both 

virions and cells. Notably, MACS-based separation was also applied; however, the authors 

used it only in a pre-separation step, before subjecting the cells to a FACS-based separation. 

With both separation methods combined, the authors claim to have achieved an enrichment of 

103-fold each, resulting in a final enrichment of 106-fold between a binder and a non-binder. 

While enrichment in the magnitude of ~103 by FACS is consisten with the present study, MACS-

based enrichment was not observed. Notably, cells were gated in the mentioned study for those 

expressing high levels of both normalization and target protein. This favors selection of highly 

expressing cells instead of improved binders. It was sufficient to discriminate between a very 

weak and a very strong binder in the study of Taube and colleagues, but may be not enough 

when handling a library with slightly diverse binding members. Contrarily, by the "triangle gating" 

strategy applied in the present study (sec. 4.2.3.3), binders with higher affinity than the main 

population are sorted. This is important as avidity effects likely overrun desired affinity 

separation if normalization is not considered. Fluorescence intensities from cell to cell can vary 

in log grade, reflecting differences in antigen expression level. In our hands, the triangle gating 

strategy was superior to simply gating a population with high MFI. In this light, magnetic 

separation can serve as a pre-selection feature when screening large libraries, however, 

normalization which in only possible in FACS seems to be a mandatory step. Furthermore, 

virions were produced separately and cells were infected separately by a binder and non-binder 
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before panning in the experiments of Taube et al. Enrichment out of a mixedly produced library 

was not shown. Therefore, the reported enrichment factor of 106 can only be applied to the 

artificial situation of separately infected cells.    

 

5.2.6 Controlling the MOI in lenti-cellular display 
A low MOI in lenti-cellular display is desired to ensure a proper linkage of genotype and 

phenotype. Although cells undergo apoptosis and are thereby eliminated if multiple integration 

events (>2) occurr, it is not known how long this process exactly takes, and superinfections 

should therefore be avoided (168). The percentage of infected cells can be controlled in a 

separate batch of cells, where a fluorescent protein like GFP is expressed instead of the 

antigen. This control was included in the experiments described above. A balanced MOI is 

important to not produce to many multiply infected cells on the one hand, and still providing 

enough infected expressing cells for separation on the other hand. In our experiments, MOIs of 

~0.2 were headed for, which equivalents to ~18% total GFP-positive cells, ~16% singly infected 

cells, ~2% multiply infected cells, and ~82% non-infected cells, as can be deduced from the 

Poisson distribution. A chart displaying the impact of various MOIs on infection level can be 

found in the appendix (fig. 46A). Diagram 46B can be used to estimate the MOI at various GFP 

counts, and the fraction of singly or multiply infected cells can be withdrawn from 46A and 46C.    

When GFP is encoded on the same vector like the antigen, an even more accurate estimation 

of the MOI would be possible. For this purpose, a new vector was designed by T.-H. Bruun, 

which separates the GFP frame from the antigen frame by an IRES. The vector was shown to 

express both GFP and an antigen to similar levels (211). As triple-staining is required when 

using this vector, a bright fluorochrome not interfering with GFP or AlexaFluor-647 was needed, 

but those tested so far (AlexaFluor-647 and PerCP) were too weak for efficient sorting. An 

infrared fluorochrome like PE-Cy7 might be worth testing. Also in lenti-cellular display, antigen 

expression could be enhanced by use of heterologous transmembrane domains like those 

mentioned above (5.1.10) including those of Taube et al. (163).  

 

5.2.7 Library screens 
A gp41ctm gene library was created by the spiked oligonucleotide method (296) to mutate 

residues in and around binding sites for BNMAbs 4E10 and 2F5. The design was influenced by 

conserving residues absolutely required for BNMAb binding and those mediating trimerization. 

The library was cloned into lentiviral vectors for lenti-cellular display with high transformation 

rates of >106 independent clones. Library diversity and mutation rate were analyzed by 

sequencing of a peer group, revealing that the targeted mean of three mutations on amino-acid 

level was realized, with ~75% of clones expressing functional proteins. Thus, a functional library 

with high diversity has been made available in appropriate vectors. However, PCR amplification 
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of genomic DNA after sorting was inefficient, and no significantly improved binders could be 

identified in preliminary screens. Screening of a larger number of cells, giving each binder a 

multiple chance of being sorted, might be a possibility to increase genomic material for 

subsequent single clone analysis. 

 

5.2.8 Outlook for lentiviral display systems 
Concerning affinity maturation and neutralization capacity, the question whether an affinity-

enhanced antigen is a better immunogen still remains open. For 2F5, it is known that factors 

other than binding affinity have a critical role in inducing neutralization (267). On the other hand, 

antibodies with both increased binding affinity and neutralization capacity like Z13e1 have been 

identified (81). A drawback might be the inherent ability of BNMAbs to recognize antigens in 

different conformational states. E.g., all 4E10, 2F5, b12, and VRC01 bind to Env in an induced-

fit mechanism, that means recognizing Env in one conformation and locking it in a different one. 

This ability might be limited for Abs induced by perfect matching antigens, as these likely 

present an already locked-in conformation. The answer will have to be determined empirically. 

The two novel display techniques described in this study complement existing display systems 

by virtue of providing properties unique to antigen expression in human cells. The All-in-One 

lentiviral platform may be of use for screening of large libraries, or as a pre-selection tool before 

applying a cell-based technique. The lenti-cellular display system, by using the “triangle gate” 

strategy, offers adjustment of sorting by the critical parameter of normalization for expression 

level and has potential to select even only slightly improved binders out of large libraries. Both 

technologies may be also applicable for affinity maturation of other proteins like antibodies. As 

tool for vaccinologists, they may be of use to generate improved immunogens not only against 

HIV but also other pathogens.  
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6 Appendix 
6.1 Dependency of MOI and infection rates 
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Figure 46. Calculation of MOI at given apparent infection rates. With rising MOI, the fraction of 
infected cells does not rise in a linear manner because of multiply infected cells in the population. (A) 
Number of infection events per cell at various MOIs is shown, as calculated by Poisson distribution. (B) 
The fraction of infected cells (left), multiply infected cells (middle) and non-infected cells (right) at various 
MOIs according to Poisson is depicted. In order to estimate an MOI, the fraction of infected cells is 
determined by e.g. flow cytometry, compared to the numbers shown at lower left (B), and the MOI can be 
deduced from the legend.  
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6.2 Alignment of sequenced peer group of gp41ctm library 
Table 8. DNA sequence analysis of gp41ctm library including HA tag, cloned into pQL1. 
 

                     10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90       100                   
            ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
Protein     --------------------------------M--D--A--M--K--R--G--L--C--C--V--L--L--L--C--G--A--V--F--V--S--P--S- 
GP41CTM-HA  GGCCTAAGCTTACGCGTGCTAGCGCCGCCACCATGGACGCCATGAAGCGGGGCCTGTGCTGCGTGCTGCTGCTGTGTGGCGCCGTGTTCGTGAGCCCCAG  
CTMLIB_A4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A11  .............................T......................................................................  
CTMLIB_A12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E2_  .........................-..........................................................................  
CTMLIB_E3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F4_  ............................-.......................................................................  
CTMLIB_F5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H12  ....................................................................................................  
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Table 8, continued 
 

                    110       120       130       140       150       160       170       180       190       200          
            ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
Protein     -Q--E--I--H--A--R--F--R--R--G--A--R--M--Q--W--D--R--E--I--S--N--Y--T--N--T--I--Y--R--L--L--E--D--S-- 
GP41CTM-HA  CCAGGAAATCCACGCCCGGTTCCGCAGAGGCGCCAGAATGCAGTGGGACCGGGAGATCAGCAACTACACCAACACCATCTACCGGCTGCTCGAGGATAGC  
CTMLIB_A4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A7_  .........................................................................................-..........  
CTMLIB_A8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A11  .................................................................................................... 
CTMLIB_A12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_D12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F3_  ...............................................................................................-....  
CTMLIB_F4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H12  ....................................................................................................  
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Table 8, continued 
 

                    210       220       230       240       250       260       270       280       290       300          
            ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
Protein     Q---S--Q--Q--E--Q--N--E--K--D--L--L--E--L--D--K--W--A--S--L--W--N--W--F--D--I--T--K--W--L--W--Y--I-- 
GP41CTM-HA  CAG-TCACAGCAGGAGCAGAACGAGAAGGACCTGCTGGAGCTGGACAAGTGGGCCTCACTGTGGAACTGGTTCGACATCACCAAGTGGCTGTGGTACATC  
CTMLIB_A4_  ...G.....................T..................................C.......................................  
CTMLIB_A5_  ...-A.........T..T..........CC........T..............G.....A....G...................................  
CTMLIB_A6_  ...-.....T............A..............C....C.........................................................  
CTMLIB_A7_  ...-.........T........................T.............................................................  
CTMLIB_A8_  ...-...........T........C...........T........G........G.............................................  
CTMLIB_A9_  ...-..............T.................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A10  ...-.....................-.........CA....A.................................G........................ 
CTMLIB_A11  ...-..........T...............G...T....................C........TT..................................  
CTMLIB_A12  ...-..G.C.....T...C.....................................A........T..................................  
CTMLIB_B2_  ...-.............GC.........................T........G..............................................  
CTMLIB_B3_  ...-..C..........GC.......................A..............TT.........................................  
CTMLIB_B4_  ..A-...G.................................A...G.......ATC............................................  
CTMLIB_B5_  ...-..C..T.................A..G.....................................................................  
CTMLIB_B6_  A..-.............T....................C.............................................................  
CTMLIB_B7_  ...-...AG......T.C.....T..........G.T.......T.......................................................  
CTMLIB_B8_  ...-............A.................G.................................................................  
CTMLIB_B9_  .T.-.........................G...........................G..........................................  
CTMLIB_B10  ...-C............C.................C......................A....................T....................  
CTMLIB_B11  ...-..GG.........C.......TT.............T.................................T.........................  
CTMLIB_B12  .C.-....................T.............T..A..T.......A...............................................  
CTMLIB_C1_  ...-......................-A.GA.........T...........AG..A...........................................  
CTMLIB_C2_  .TC-....T.............-...T.........C......................................G........................  
CTMLIB_C3_  GT.-...A......G........T...........G........T.............A...............C.........................  
CTMLIB_C4_  .C.-....T..............G........................................TT...-..............................  
CTMLIB_C5_  ...-....G......C.....................C.......-.......A..............................................  
CTMLIB_C6_  .T.-...........A.C..................................................................................  
CTMLIB_C8_  ...-...T..................T.........................................................................  
CTMLIB_C9_  ...-AA.........A...........C.......G................................................................  
CTMLIB_C10  ...-....T....C...G................T..C................A.G...........................................  
CTMLIB_C11  AC.-C.....................................................G.........................................  
CTMLIB_C12  .T.-.....A...............T.................C...............A.......................C................  
CTMLIB_D1_  ...-..GG.........C.......TT.............T.................................T.........................  
CTMLIB_D2_  ...-.........A...........T.................................C........................................  
CTMLIB_D3_  ...-.G..T.............A......G......................................................................  
CTMLIB_D5_  ...-......................C...........................G..T..A...C..........A........................  
CTMLIB_D6_  ...-.G..T.............A......G......................................................................  
CTMLIB_D7_  ...-.....T....T.T............TG............C........................................................  
CTMLIB_D8_  ...-.....................CG...........T......G...........T..........................................  
CTMLIB_D9_  .TA-.........T.C.T...........T...............G...........T..........................................  
CTMLIB_D10  .T.-..T.......C......................C...G..........................................................  
CTMLIB_D11  ...-.............T.....C...C.............................T......C...................................  
CTMLIB_D12  .T.-..............C.......G............T.............G.G............................................  
CTMLIB_E1_  ...-..............C......T........T.C......C............T...........................................  
CTMLIB_E2_  ..A-..............T......T..T........................A..G.......G...................................  
CTMLIB_E3_  ...-........................C.T.............................T.......................................  
CTMLIB_E5_  ...-A......................A...............A........................................................  
CTMLIB_E6_  A..-................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_E7_  ...-...A.....................T.................................................G.T..................  
CTMLIB_E8_  ...-........................................G.........T.TG..........................................  
CTMLIB_E9_  .TC-.G........T..........C...C...........................T..........................................  
CTMLIB_E10  ...-..........G............C.................G.............A.....T..................A...............  
CTMLIB_E11  ...-.........................................A......................................................  
CTMLIB_E12  ...-.....................GT........C......T..............TT.........................................  
CTMLIB_F1_  ...-.....T...C.........T..TT................T...........T...........................................  
CTMLIB_F3_  ...-.........C..ATC....T.G............TT.............T...C..........................................  
CTMLIB_F4_  ...-...A.......C...........CAC......................A.............A.................................  
CTMLIB_F5_  A..-..........C..........T........T.........G...........AT..........................................  
CTMLIB_F6_  ...-..............................G...................GC........G...................................  
CTMLIB_F7_  ...-..C...............A..TT...............C..T......................................................  
CTMLIB_F8_  ...-....G.....T........................C............................................................  
CTMLIB_F10  .T.-...................G...........G......................G.........................................  
CTMLIB_F11  ...-G................................................G.....A........................................  
CTMLIB_F12  ...-.....A..................................C....................T..................................  
CTMLIB_G1_  ..C-..T.........G..................C........G...................................A...................  
CTMLIB_G2_  ...-G.....................................A..-............T.........................................  
CTMLIB_G3_  ...-.T....................T...........TA............T...............................................  
CTMLIB_G4_  ...-..................C...............G.............................................................  
CTMLIB_G5_  .T.-..........T...............G.....................T...............................................  
CTMLIB_G6_  A.T-........................T.......C..A..................................C.........................  
CTMLIB_G7_  ...-.........A...............T........................T.T...........................................  
CTMLIB_G8_  ...-....T...............................A...............T........T..................................  
CTMLIB_G10  ...-..............T.....T....G..............G.......................................................  
CTMLIB_G11  ...-..................................G......T............T.........................................  
CTMLIB_G12  ...-.G...........C...................T.....A..............A.........................................  
CTMLIB_H1_  A-.-....T.....G.........A....T.....A..................GA...........................C................  
CTMLIB_H2_  .C.-..........T..T............G.....C....................T......T...............T...................  
CTMLIB_H3_  ...-....................C.............T.....T...........G.T......G..................................  
CTMLIB_H4_  ...-........................C.....T.................................................................  
CTMLIB_H5_  ...-....C........T..........A.......................................................................  
CTMLIB_H6_  TC.-..........TT.......TA.............................A...........................G.A...............  
CTMLIB_H7_  ...-.....................GC.......T.....G...........................................................  
CTMLIB_H8_  ...-...................G...........C............................T...................................  
CTMLIB_H9_  ...-C.............T.........T.T........C..................G.........................................  
CTMLIB_H10  .C.-...T.................T..........................................................................  
CTMLIB_H11  ...-..G.......T.........A.-.........................................................................  
CTMLIB_H12  ...-...G............................................................................................  
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Table 8, continued 
 

                    310       320       330       340       350       360       370       380       390       400          
            ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
Protein     K--I--F--I--M--I--V--G--G--L--I--G--L--R--I--I--F--A--V--L--S--I--V--N--R--V--R--Q--G--Y--S--P--L--S 
GP41CTM-HA  AAGATCTTCATCATGATCGTGGGCGGCCTGATCGGCCTGCGGATCATCTTCGCCGTGCTGTCCATCGTGAACAGAGTGCGGCAGGGCTACAGCCCCCTGA  
CTMLIB_A4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A10  .................................................................................................... 
CTMLIB_A11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B3_  C...................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B4_  .............-......................................................................................  
CTMLIB_B5_  ........................T...........................................................................  
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Table 8, continued 
 

                    410       420       430       440       450       460       470       480       490       500          
            ....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....|....| 
Protein     --F--Q--T--L--I--P--N--P--Y--P--Y--D--V--P--D--Y--A--*--*------------------------------------------- 
GP41CTM-HA  GCTTCCAGACCCTGATCCCCAACCCCTACCCCTACGACGTGCCCGACTACGCCTGATGACTCGAGCATATGATAATCAACCTCTGGATTACAAAATTTGT  
CTMLIB_A4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_A10  .................................................................................................... 
CTMLIB_A11  ....................................................................................................  
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CTMLIB_F6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F11  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_F12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_G8_  ....................................................................................................  
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CTMLIB_G12  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H1_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H2_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H3_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H4_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H5_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H6_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H7_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H8_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H9_  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H10  ....................................................................................................  
CTMLIB_H11  .........................A..........................................................................  
CTMLIB_H12  ....................................................................................................  

sequence of master gene in blue, randomized part shaded in grey, translation into protein in green, frameshift 
mutations in the coding region in yellow 
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Table 9. Protein sequence analysis of gp41ctm library including HA tag, cloned into pQL1. 
 
             ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....|  
                 5          15         25         35         45         55         65         75         85         95                            
GP41CTM-HA   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI 
CTMLIB_A04   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQVTA GAERVGPAGA GQVGLTLELV RHHQVAVVHQ DLHHDRGRPD  
CTMLIB_A05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQTQQ VLNEKPLLVL DKWGSQWDWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_A06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSHQ EQNKKDLLQL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_A07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLPRIASHSS SRTRRTCWCW TSGPHCGTGS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_A08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ DQNDKDLLEL EKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_A09   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EHNEKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_A10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNERTCQSR TSGPHCGTGS RSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_A11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ VQNEKELLEL DKWAPLWFWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_A12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSPQ VHNEKDLLEL DKWA*..... .......... .......... 
CTMLIB_B02   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ ERNEKDLLEL VKWGSLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ ERNEKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIQ IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B04   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSEQ EQNEKDLLEQ EKWDPLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIRSWAA*.  
CTMLIB_B05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSHQ EQNEKELLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGCLI  
CTMLIB_B06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSKSQQ ELNEKDLLAL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSRQ DPNVKDLVEL VKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EKNEKDLVEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B09   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ EQNEKGLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQPQQ EPNEKDLPEL DKWASMWNWF DISKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSEQ EPNELDLLEL DKWASLWNWF VITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_B12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSPSQQ EQNDKDLLVQ VKWTSLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_C01   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDCWSW TSGANCGTGS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_C02   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSLQ EQNRWTCSSW TSGPHCGTGS RSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_C03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSVSKQ GQNVKDLREL VKWASMWNWF AITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_C04   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSPSLQ EQNGKDLLEL DKWASLWFCS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_C05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSRQ DQNEKDLLQL ESGTHCGTGS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_C06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ EPNEKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_C08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQS*. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_C09   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQKQQ EQNENDLREL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_C10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSLQ QRNEKDLLQL DKWA*..... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_C11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSTPQQ EQNEKDLLEL DKWASVWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_C12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ EQNE*..... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_D01   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSEQ EPNELDLLEL DKWASLWNWF VITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_D02   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ KQNE*..... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_D03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQ*.. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_D05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNETDLLEL DKWASLWHWF EITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_D06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQ*.. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_D07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSHQ V*........ .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_D08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNERDLLVL EKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_D09   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ YLNEKVLLEL EKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_D10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ AQNEKDLLQR DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_D11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ ELNANDLLEL DKWASLWHWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_D12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ EHNERDLLDL DKWGALWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E01   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EHNE*..... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_E02   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNE*..... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_E03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKHLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQTQQ EQNEKDLLEL NKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSKSQQ EQNEKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSKQ EQNEKVLLEL DKWASLWNWF DIAKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDLLEL GKWALLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E09   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSL*.. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_E10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ GQNENDLLEL EKWASQWIWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDLLEL EKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_E12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEVDLPEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F01   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSHQ QQNVIDLLEL VKWALLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEVASHSS RSTWRTCWFW TSGSPCGTGS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_F04   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSKQ DQNENTLLEL DKWTSLWKWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSKSQQ AQNE*..... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_F06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDLVEL DKWAPLWDWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNKLDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSRQ VQNEKDLLDL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ EQNGKDLREL DKWASVWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQAQQ EQNEKDLLEL DKWGSQWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_F12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDLLEL AKWASLWIWF DITKWLWYIN IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G01   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSHSQQ EENEKDLPEL GKWASLWNWF DINKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G02   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQAQQ EQNEKDLLEL ESGPHCGTGS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_G03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQLQQ EQNEMDLLVL DKWSSLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G04   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNQKDLLGL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSLSQQ VQNEKELLEL DKWSSLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSNSQQ EQNEKYLLEL DKWASLWNWF AITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ KQNEKVLLEL DKWALLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSLQ EQNEKDLLEM DKWALLWIWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EHNDKGLLEL GKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKDLLGL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_G12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQ*.. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_H01   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSSHCR GRTKRSCRSW TSGRHCGTGS TSPRGCGTSK SSS*......  
CTMLIB_H02   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSPSQQ VLNEKELLEL DKWASLWYWF DIIKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H03   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNDKDLLVL VKWA*..... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_H04   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEKHLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H05   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSPQ ELNEKNLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H06   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSSSQQ VQNVKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITEWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H07   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNEADLLEV DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H08   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ EQNGKDLPEL DKWASLWYWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H09   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQPQQ EHNEKYLLDL DKWASVWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
CTMLIB_H10   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSPS*. .......... .......... .......... ..........  
CTMLIB_H11   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSQQ VQNERTCWSW TSGPHCGTGS TSPSGCGTSR SSS*......  
CTMLIB_H12   MDAMKRGLCC VLLLCGAVFV SPSQEIHARF RRGARMQWDR EISNYTNTIY RLLEDSQSEQ EQNEKDLLEL DKWASLWNWF DITKWLWYIK IFIMIVGGLI  
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Table 9, continued 
 
 
             ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| ....|....| .. 
                105        115        125        135              
GP41CTM-HA   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_A04   RPADHLRRAV HREQSAAGLQ PPELPDPDPQ PLPLRRARLR LM 
CTMLIB_A05   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_A06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_A07   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_A08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_A09   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_A10   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_A11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_A12   .......... .......... .......... .......... 
CTMLIB_B02   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B03   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B04   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_B05   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B07   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B09   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B10   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_B12   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_C01   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_C02   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_C03   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVLQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_C04   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_C05   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_C06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_C08   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_C09   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYLYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_C10   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_C11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_C12   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_D01   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_D02   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_D03   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_D05   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_D06   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_D07   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_D08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_D09   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_D10   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_D11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_D12   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E01   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_E02   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_E03   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E05   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E07   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E09   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_E10   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_E12   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F01   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F03   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_F04   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F05   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_F06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F07   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F10   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_F12   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G01   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G02   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_G03   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G04   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G05   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G07   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G10   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G11   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_G12   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_H01   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_H02   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H03   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_H04   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H05   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H06   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H07   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H08   GLRIIFAVLS IVNIVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H09   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
CTMLIB_H10   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_H11   .......... .......... .......... .......... .. 
CTMLIB_H12   GLRIIFAVLS IVNRVRQGYS PLSFQTLIPN PYPYDVPDYA ** 
 

sequence of master gene in blue, randomized part shaded in grey, mutated residues in red, frameshift 
mutations in orange 
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6.3 Synthetic oligonucleotides 
Table 10. Overview on synthetic oligodesoxyribonucleotides used for cloning and sequencing. 

ID Sequence  Name 

    

 Cloning of gp41ctm variants   

3E8 CTGGCTAGCGCCGCCACCATGGATGCCATGAAGCGGGG  NheI-Kozak-TPA fw 

2H4 GGTACCTTACTAGGCGTAGTCGGGCACGTCGTAGGGGTAGCTGGCGGGCAG

CAGGGTCTGGAAGC 

 KpnI-gp41ctm(89.6)-HA rev 

2H5 GGTACCTTATTAGGCGTAGTCGGGCACGTCGTAGGGGTATGGGTTCGGGATA

AGGGTCTGAAACGTGAGTATCC 

 KpnI-gp41ctm(96ZM)-HA rev 

2H6 GGTACCCTATCAGGCGTAGTCGGGCACGTCGTAGGGGTAGTCCTGTTGGATA

TGGGTCTGCTGGAAATAAGAGG 

 KpnI-gp41ctm(SIVmac239)-HA 

rev 

3B6 TCGTTCTCGATGTGGTAGATCTTGCTCAGGATCTCCTCGATCTTGTCCTCGAT

CTGCCTGGCGCCCCTTCTGAACCGGGCGT 

 TPA-GCN4-Fusion rev 

3B7 CCTGAGCAAGATCTACCACATCGAGAACGAGATCGCCCGCATCAAGAAGCTG

ATCATGGAATGGGAGCGGGAGATCGACAAC 

 GCN4-gp41ctm(89.6)-Fusion 

fw 

3B8 CCTGAGCAAGATCTACCACATCGAGAACGAGATCGCCCGCATCAAGAAGCTG

ATCATGCAGTGGGACCGGGAGATCAGCAAC 

 GCN4-gp41ctm(96ZM)- Fusion 

fw 

3B9 CCTGAGCAAGATCTACCACATCGAGAACGAGATCGCCCGCATCAAGAAGCTG

ATCCAGGAATGGGAGCGGAAGGTCGACTTCC 

 GCN4-gp41ctm (SIVmac239)-

Fusion fw  

3H4 CTCGCTGAACTCCTTCTCGATCTGGTGGAACTTCTCGTTGGTCTTCTCGATCA

CGCGGTTCAGCTTGCCGTTGATCTGGTCGATCCGGGCTCCCCGTCTGAACCG

GGCGT 

 TPA-H3-Fusion rev 

3H5 TTCCACCAGATCGAGAAGGAGTTCAGCGAGGTGGAGGGCCGCATCCAGGAC

CTGGAGAAGTACGTGGAGGACACCGGCAGCACCATGGAATGGGAGCGGGAG

ATCGACAAC 

 H3-gp41ctm(89.6)-Fusion fw 

3H6 TTCCACCAGATCGAGAAGGAGTTCAGCGAGGTGGAGGGCCGCATCCAGGAC

CTGGAGAAGTACGTGGAGGACACCGGCAGCACCATGCAGTGGGACCGGGAG

ATCAGCAAC 

 H3-gp41ctm(96ZM)-Fusion fw 

3H7 TTCCACCAGATCGAGAAGGAGTTCAGCGAGGTGGAGGGCCGCATCCAGGAC

CTGGAGAAGTACGTGGAGGACACCGGCAGCACCCAGGAATGGGAGCGGAAG

GTCGACTTC 

 H3-gp41ctm(SIVmac239)-

Fusion fw 

4H3 GGGCCAGCAGGTCCTTCTCGTTCTGCCGGGCTCCCCGTCTGAACCGGGCG  TPA-gp41ctm2(96ZM)-Fusion 

rev 

4H5 GTTCCAGCAGCTCTTTCTCGTTCTTCCGGGCTCCCCGTCTGAACCGGGCG  TPA-gp41ctm2(89.6)-Fusion 

rev 

4H7 GCTTCTGCAGCTCGTACATGTTCTTCCGGGCTCCCCGTCTGAACCGGGCG  TPA-gp41ctm2 (SIVmac239)-

Fusion rev 

4H9 CGCCCGGTTCAGACGGGGAGCCCGGCAGAACGAGAAGGACCTGCTGGCCC  gp41ctm2(96ZM)-Fusion-TPA 

fw 

4I2 CGCCCGGTTCAGACGGGGAGCCCGGAAGAACGAGAAAGAGCTGCTGGAAC  gp41ctm2(89.6)-Fusion-TPA fw 

4I4 CGCCCGGTTCAGACGGGGAGCCCGGAAGAACATGTACGAGCTGCAGAAGC  gp41ctm2(SIVmac239)-Fusion-

TPA fw 

 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG  T7 fw (sequencing) 

 TAGAAGGCACAGTCGAGG  BGH rev (sequencing) 
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 Cloning for All-in-One lentiviral display   

1D1 CCGTCTATTATGGGCTACCTGTGTG  KpnI-mut fwd 

1H2 CTTATCCATGGTGGCGGCGGCCGGCCCTTATAGCAAAATCCTTTCCAAGCCC

TGTCTTATTCTTC 

 Env-FseI-Kozak-NcoI rev 

5G8 AATGTCGACACCCAATTCTGAAATGGATAAACAGCAGTTGTTGCAGAATTCTTT

ATCAGGCGTAGTCGGGCACGTCGTA 

 HA-SalI (in vpr) rev  

5D2 TCTTCTAGAGAGTCGCGCCGCGCGCCGACGGAGCGGACATGGATGCCATGA

AGCGGGGCCTGTGCT 

 XbaI-Prom-TPA (in vpr) fw  

1E6 GATCCATTCGATTAGTGAACGG  Tat10 fwd (sequencing) 

1D5 CCCTTCCAGTCCCCCCTTTTC  RLuc rev (sequencing) 

    

 Cloning for Lenti-cellular Display   

6F8 CTTAAGCAGAGCTCGAGGGCGTAGTCGGGCACGTCGTAGGGGTAGGGGTTG

GGGATCAGGGTCTGGAA 

 gp41ctm(96ZM)-HA-XhoI-

BsmBI rev 

8C8 GCAACTCGGATCCCGTCTCGCTAGCGCCGCCACCATG  0922890.A.fwd 

8C9 CCTGACGAATTCGTCTCCTCGAGGGTACCTCATCAGGGGTTGG  0922890.C.rev 

3D2 TCTTCCATTTCAGGTGTCGTG  Seq-pLIB-1 fw (sequencing) 

3D5 CTTGCCACAACCCAATTCG  Seq-pLIB-4 fw (sequencing) 

5H7 CGTATCCACATAGCGTAAAAGGAG  5H7 rev (sequencing) 
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6.4 Abbreviations 
If not stated otherwise, common abbreviations follow recommendations from the Chicago 

Manual of Style (297), and biochemical abbreviations follow the Gold Book of IUPAC (298) and 

the list of common abbreviations by the Journal of Biological Chemistry (299).  
 

A3R5 a T cell lymphoblastoid cell line 

Ab antibody 

AIO All-in-One 

ALV Avian Leukosis Virus 

AP Alkaline phosphatase 

ART anti-retroviral therapy 

Amp ampicillin 

APC Allophycocyanin 

ATCC American Type Culture Collection 

β-Gal β-Galactosidase 

BGH bovine growth hormone 

BNMAb broadly neutralizing monoclonal antibody 

bp base pairs 

BSA bovine serum albumin 

CA or p24 capsid protein 

CCR5 chemokine receptor type 5 

CD4 cluster of differentiation 4 

CHR C-terminal heptad repeat 

CIP calf intestine phosphatase 

(h)CMV (human) cytomegalovirus 

CT Cytoplasmic tail 

CTB Cholera toxin B subunit 

CTM shortly for gp41ctm 

CXCR4 chemokine receptor type 4 

DC Dendritic cell 

DMEM Dulbecco’s modified Eagle's medium 

DMR aa D474, M475, R476 of HIV-1 Env 

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 

DOPE Discrete Optimized Protein Energy 

DOX doxycycline 

ds double strand 

DTT Dithiothreitol 

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

ELISA Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay 

Env envelope protein 

EU endotoxin units 

Fab Fragment antigen binding 

FACS Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting 

Fc Fragment, crystallizable = constant 

antibody region 

FCS fetal calf serum 

FD Foldon domain of phage T4 fibritin 

FP Fusion peptide 

FPPR Fusion peptide-proximal region 

g relative centrifugal force 

Gag group-specific antigen 

GCN4 General Control Nondepressible Protein 4, 

or shortly for its trimerization domain 

gDNA genomic DNA 

GFP Green Fluorescent Protein 

gp41 glycoprotein of 41 kDa = HIV 

transmembrane protein 

gp41ctm engineered protein comprising CHR, TM 

and truncated CT of gp41 

gp120 glycoprotein of 120 kDa = HIV surface 

protein 

gp145 glycoprotein of 145 kDa = HIV envelope 

precursor protein with truncated CT 

gp160 glycoprotein of 160 kDa = HIV envelope 

precursor protein 

H3 Hemagglutinin type 3. here: trimerization 

domain from HA2 protein of H3 strain 

HA Hemagglutinin, or shortly for HA-tag 

HEK293 human embryonal kidney cell line 293 

HeLa a human cervix carcinoma cell line 

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus 

HRP horseradish peroxidase 

ID immunodominant 

IVS Intervening sequence 

IRES Internal Ribosomal Entry Site 

kb kilobases 

LANL Los Alamos National Library 

LB Lysogeny Broth medium 

LLP Lentivirus lytic peptide 

LTR long terminal repeat 

MAb monoclonal antibody 

MACS Magnetic Cell Separation 

MCS multiple cloning site 

MFI mean fluorescence intensity 

MLV Murine leukemia virus 

MOI Multiplicity of infection 

MOPS 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid 

MPER membrane-proximal external region 

mRNA messenger RNA 

NAb neutralizing antibody 

Nef Negative factor 

NHR N-terminal heptad repeat 

PAGE polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
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PBS Phosphate buffered saline 

PE Phycoerythrin 

PEI poly-ethylenimine 

Pol Polymerase, or polymerase precursor 

protein 

poly(A) polyadenylation site 

RLU relative light units 

RLuc Renilla luciferase 

rpm revolutions per minute 

scFv single-chain variable fragment 

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate 

sec. section 

SIV(mac) Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (of 

macaque) 

Tat Trans-Activator of Transcription 

TB Terrific Broth medium 

TM transmembrane region 

TO Tetracycline-inducible 

TPA Tissue Plasminogen Activator, or shortly  

for signal peptide thereof 

Tris tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 

TTBS Tris plus Tween-20 

TZM-bl HeLa-cell derivatives expressing CD4, 

CXCR4, CCR5 and Tat-inducible RLuc 

and β-Gal 

U Unit 

VLP Virus-like particle 

vpr viral protein R 

vpu viral protein U 

VSV-G Viral Stomatitis Virus Glycoprotein 

WPRE Woodchuck Hepatitis Virus 

Posttranscriptional Regulatory Element 

wt wild type 

x times 

 

Bibliographic references and abbreviations therein are given following recommendations of the 

National Library of Medicine, MD, USA (300). 
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